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ABSTRACT
Assessing Prior Non-Formal Learning
(February 1977)
Edward J. Harris, A.B., Antioch College
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor F. Thomas Clark
The study is a description and analysis of the assess-
ment of experiential learning in the University Without Walls
at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst during an ini-
tial, five-year, experimental period. The specific problem
addressed is: In the context of a liberal arts degree pro-
gram, how can learning derived from past experience be iden-
tified, articulated, documented, measured, evaluated, and
formally recognized?
A rationale is developed to support the need for this
type of assessment, and available to serve adults who are
returning to school in greater numbers due to: 1) more lei-
sure time, 2) the growing emphasis on credentials, and a)
societal sanction for individuation in education. These
factors create a demand for better access to a
greater range
of educational programs. These demands can be
seen as a
problem or as an opportunity for creative
institutional re-
sponse such as individualized curricula, new
roles for facul
ty, and new approaches to learning such
as the assessment of
previously-learned skills, knowledge and
competencies.
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Major responses have been the two Carnegie Commissions
on Higher Education and on Non-Traditional Study, the British
Open University, Empire State College in New York, the Union
for Experimenting Colleges and Universities national consor-
tium, the examination degrees of New York and New Jersey, and
finally, the Cooperative Assessment of Experiential Learning.
Discussion of two important areas provides background for
the understanding of the assessment of experiential learning.
First, the structure and function of institutions of higher
education in America are discussed to give an overview of the
contest over purposes that had had a long history. The pres-
ent functions include: trustee of cognitive culture, re-
search and graduate training, socialization, certification,
and social service station. The second area, defining the
baccalaureate degree, specifies the key parameters: the be-
ginning point, the end point, and the content, that play an
important but often hidden role in understanding discussion
regarding changes in curricular structure.
The body of the study is comprised of two parts. The
first provides a comprehensive introduction to the assessment
of experiential learning and includes comparative material
from several institutions. A model for describing and eval-
uating the adequacy of the assessment process is developed.
An historical case analysis is the second part,
scrutin-
izing the development of the procedures for the
assessment 01
experiential learning in the University Without Walls
at the
viii
University of Massachusetts in Amherst from 1971 to 1976.
Three case studies are presented which illustrate the devel-
oping sophistication as well as the questions raised in the
developmental stages. The analysis indicates that the Uni-
versity Without Walls program had developed by 1976 a flexi-
ble, faculty-based approach to the assessment of experiential
learning which forces consideration of an important set of
questions about the nature of learning and what is meant by
college- level learning.
The work concludes with a summary and conclusions drawn
from the literature and experience at the University of
Massachusetts. Some of the major conclusions are:
--The inclusion of credit for prior, experiential learn-
ing in current degree programs for adults is a logical
extension of historical developments such as the inclu-
sion of professional study, electives, and cooperative
work experiences at the undergraduate level.
--It is legitimate to give academic credit only for
learning derived from experience, not for experience
itself
.
--The process of assessment of prior, experiential
learning can be a powerful instructional strategy
in
individualized degree programs for adults.
--An adequate definition of learning
currently does not
exist which would supply the theoretical
basis for de-
veloping a format for clearly expressing
criterion-
IX
referenced academic standards.
--An oral exam based on a written narrative and further
documentation can form the basis for a comprehensive
assessment process of experiential learning.
--The work environment must be considered a potential
learning environment for adults.
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A. Background
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
More and more adults today are interested in non-tradi-
tional educational programs. 1 There are a number of rea-
sons. Certain trends are developing in contemporary society
which appear to encourage this interest in a greater array
of educational opportunity and in greater numbers than ever
before. The coming of the four day work week and the gen-
eral increase in leisure time give adults more time for
recreation, education and other non-work pursuits. The
growing emphasis on credentials in society force many per-
sons back into certificate or degree programs so that they
may remain in present jobs or qualify for new ones. The re-
cent identification of the important transitional points in
adulthood at which times crucial personal assessments and
life decisions are made that result in such changes as rela-
tionships, career and returning to school. And finally,
more persons, young and old, are feeling freer to step out
1 For a full discussion of the demand, see Commission
on Non- Traditional Study, Diversity by Desig n (San Francis-
co: Jossey-Bass, 1973), p. 13-39.
^See Daniel Levinson et al., "Psychosocial Development
of Men in Early Adulthood and the Mid-Life Transition,
in
Life History Res earch in Psvchopa tho logy (Minneapolis; Uni\-
s ity of Minnesota Press, 1970).
2of the educational treadmill and return at a more appropri-
ate time for them or to a program for which they feel bet-
ter suited. These developments set the stage for the prob-
lem addressed in this dissertation: the institutional re-
sponse--the assessment of experiential learning.
These persons entering institutions and programs have
a purposefulness and breadth and depth of experience unpre-
cedented in the history of higher education in this country
since the G.I.'s went to college following World War II.
These two factors result in specific expectations of higher
educational institutions on the part of adults which focus
squarely on the learning/ teaching process. This pressure
can cause organizational conflict or afford an opportunity
for an institution to develop creative responses such as new
curriculua, new roles for faculty, new definitions of sup-
port services, new programs of various kinds, while also
pointing to the need for the assessment of previously-
learned skills, knowledge and competencies. Creative insti-
tutional response becomes necessary for economic as well as
educational reasons. Educational, because, for example, the
assessment of past learning can be a potent teaching stra-
tegy, and economically important because institutions that
develop mechanisms for the assessment of this learning will
be more attractive to adults who have busy, complicated
schedules and are not willing to spend four to eight years
in classroom study to earn the degree.
3A brief survey of the field will show that institu-
tional, governmental and collaborative responses to the
foregoing have been varied. Only the major ones will be
described here. The Commission on Non- traditional Study
(1971-73), formed by the College Entrance Examination Board
and the Educational Testing Service and underwritten by the
Carnegie Corporation of New York, made over sixty recommend-
ations including the following:
New devices and techniques should be perfected to
measure the outcomes of many types of non-tradi-
tional study and assess the educative effect of
work experience and community service.
^
At the same time, external degree programs such as the
British Open University, Empire State College of the State
University of New York, and the University Without Walls
(with 32 memb rs in its national consortium) were born. The
latter two immediately began work to develop an acceptable
method of assessing the learning, regardless of how it was
acquired, of their adult clienteles. Concurrently, and as
part of, the same movement, examination degrees came into
existence, based on the Educational Testing Service’s model
of the College Level Examination Program, in New York and
then New Jersey and Connecticut.
The Cooperative Assessment of Experiential Learning
(GAEL), begun in 1974, has been the latest
development in
^Commission on Non-Tradi tional Study, 0£. cit . , p.
125
130 .
4this area, and speaks directly to the concern for develop-
ing the state of the art in the assessment of experiential
learning. It is a cooperative enterprise on the part of
over 160 institutions and funded by the Carnegie Corpora-
tion. There is great interest in this project because many
institutions have realized that they need help in finding
ways to respond to the growing adult demand. Furthermore,
faculty need help in learning how best to advise and teach
these new students.
Thus the demand among adults for education, the demand
for credentials, and the resultant institutional responses
form the backdrop for this dissertation and make this
topic pertinent.
B. Statement of the Problem
The work and life experience of adults and their atti-
tudes toward this experience demand the rapid development of
procedures that can assess the learning derived from those
experiences. Many adults have very positive feelings re-
garding their out-of- school experience and believe that they
have learned from it, or at least it had changed them in
some way. If they have learned, they would like to
utilize
that learning in the pursuit of a degree and thereby
accel-
erate their progress and eliminate the possibility
that they
may be asked to study material they already
know. The Uni-
versity of Massachusetts in Amherst recognized
this and
5through its University Without Walls program began to ex-
periment with an adequate response.
The problem to be addressed in this dissertation is:
in the context of a liberal arts degree program (the Univer-
sity Without Walls)
,
how can learning derived from prior ex-
perience be identified, articulated, documented, measured,
evaluated, and formally recognized?
There is not a formal consensus at this time in the
higher education establishment, that experiential learning,
whether planned or otherwise, is an appropriate part of a
liberal arts education. Even if a mandate is obtained at
a particular institution to develop a competency-based cur-
riculum, the next step is a difficult one for the state of
the art is not highly developed. Though there is not agree-
ment on the definition of the baccalaureate degree among
educators, the inclusion of learning derived from prior ex-
perience clearly expands the definition of the degree beyond
the boundaries understood twenty years ago.
Adults who come to higher education programs have
varying views of their previous life/work experience. The
two most prevalent views are: a) that they feel they have
been changed by their experience or have directly learned
something from it that they can demonstrate, or b) that
they
would rather forget their past. They are beginning
again
and do not want to go back over old and often
negative his-
tory. But these persons do not grasp what
Dewey understood
6so well:
Just as no man lives or dies to himself, so no ex-
perience lives or dies to itself. Wholly inde-
pendent of desire or intent, every experience
lives on in further experiences.
. .
.
[And thus]
the sound principle that the objectives of learn-
ing are in the future and its immediate materials
are in present experience can be carried into ef-
fect only in the degree that present experience is
stretched, as it were, backward. It can expand
into the future only as it is also enlarged to
take in the past. 4
The development of an appreciation of the above might be one
task of the liberal arts degree program.
C. Methodology
This dissertation is a description and analysis of the
history and procedures used in the assessment of prior ex-
c.
periential learning. Primary and secondary sources are uti-
lized. The chosen methodology for examining the experience
in assessment at the University of Massachusetts in the Uni-
versity Without Walls is the historical case analysis. This
method was chosen as the most appropriate to record the de-
velopment of an assessment process in a liberal arts program
for adults by a participant in that process who had access
to all relevant sources.
Through an experience survey, three cases were chosen
to illustrate the development and growing sophistication
of
4John Dewey, Experience and Education (New York:
Mac-
millan, 1938), p. 27, 77.
7the assessment process in the University Without Walls over
a four-year period. Accordingly the criteria for selection
were as follows: a) must represent different periods in
time span being studied, and b) must have different kinds
of experience to be assessed. Random or other sampling
techniques would not necessarily have proven as successful
in providing data on the developmental aspects, especially
in this early stage of study of the problem.
Data sources were, in order of importance, as follows:
my experience with the subject over the past two years. I
have been Director of the University Without Walls program
at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst for three
years, but involved in developing the prior learning assess-
ment process at the University of Massachusetts since 1971.
This included hundreds of hours spent with students and
faculty discussing issues and problems as well as partici-
pating in actual evaluations.
Second, materials were gathered from over 50 institu-
tions during the spring of 1974 by Peter Meyer for a book
which he was writing on experiential learning. Meyer shared
these documents with me and they became the basic reference
library of current practices at other institutions.
And finally, through the Union for Experimenting Col-
leges and Universities I have been involved in the exchange
of information regarding this subject in the early develop-
mental work of the University Without Walls. During
this
8work I maintained a continuing dialogue with 30 other pro-
grams around the country, most of which were working on as-
sessment procedures of their own. As part of this disserta-
tion, the procedures of Antioch/West in San Francisco and
College III of the University of Massachusetts in Boston
were investigated in more detail. These investigations re-
sulted in case studies which have been reviewed for accuracy
by Antioch/West and College III.
The conceptual framework used in the analysis of the
secondary source material was developed as the study pro-
gressed. Comparisons were made with two other approaches
to the process of learning assessment and a framework was
established. This framework was then used in analyzing the
case study material.
Finally, seven conclusions and recommendations are
drawn from the description and analysis, and are discussed
with implications for future research and practice.
D. Limitations of the Study
This dissertation is intended to provide greater clar-
ity by creating new information regarding the assessment of
prior experiential learning, which hopefully will be of use
to practitioners in the field. The dissertation will.
a) focus on one institutional case by using
the
historical case analysis methodology
b) present three student portfolios using
a case
study methodology
9c) develop a conceptual framework for comparing
and analyzing the adequacy of the assessment
process used by a particular institution
d) compare the assessment processes used by three
institutions
e) use primary sources
f) use secondary sources
g) provide developmental conclusions and recom-
mendations
It is intentionally limited in scope. Accordingly,
this dissertation will not:
a) attempt a resolution of essential is t- existen-
tialist view of knowledge. The current work
in the area and the author's position is
grounded in the existential view.
b) offer the ultimately necessary but complex re-
examination of the sorting and certifying
functions of schools in our society and all
their implications.
c) disci ss at length the necessary changing role
of faculty/ teachers in contemporary institu-
tions and strategies for encouraging that
process
.
d) provide gener ali zable data due to the limita-
tions in the choice of cases in the methodol-
ogy, but will provide ideas and insights for
further research and study.
e) completely solve the intr cate puzzle that is
the assessing of prior, experiential learning,
but will hopefully point the way for others to
follow with additional practice and theory.
As in any study of this kind where progress is being
made very quickly and as a result procedures are being
al-
tered frequently, it is presumptuous to think
that a work of
10
this size by the time it is completed will be current in
any sense of the word. This rate of change may have affect-
®d the data collection and analysis. But so that others
may judge, sufficient source material has been included in
the appendices. Because of my substantial experience with
experiential learning, extensive use has been made of pri-
mary sources in the case analysis and case studies. The
study was made difficult by the extremely limited amount of
written information available in general distribution.
E. Organization of the Dissertation
This dissertation is organized in the following way:
Chapter II contains the background of the problem and
a review of the literature through two essays. The first,
The Structure and Function of Higher Education in America
Today, is broad and complex. The second, the Defining of
the Baccalaureate Degree, concerns a technical and discrete
subject essential to the understanding of the assessment of
experiential learning.
Chapter III provides a comprehensive introduction to
the topic of the dissertation- - the assessment of prior, ex-
periential learning. It includes definitions pertinent to
the topic, reviews existing classification schemes for
prior learning assessment and proposes a new more compre-
hensive format. This new scheme is then applied to the ex-
periential learning assessment processes of three different
11
institutions
.
Chapter IV presents an historical case analysis of the
development of a process for the assessment of prior, experi-
ential learning in the University Without Walls progr«am at
the University of Massachusetts in Amherst. Three case
studies of actual student portfolios are presented and ana-
lyzed as a way to understand the strengths and weaknesses
of the developing procedures.
Chapter V, the concluding chapter, is devoted to reca-
pitulation and summary of the major analytical insights and
conclusions of the study, to recommendations drawn from the
preceding material, and to suggestions for further inquiry.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The purposes of this chapter are twofold. First, it is
intended to present two subjects which are essential to the
understanding of the problem in this thesis. Second, the
presentation is used as a vehicle for a selected review of
the literature related to the problem.
Of the subjects presented, one is broad and extremely
complex: the structure and function of higher education in
America. This and its historical antecedents are essential
for understanding the significance of the issues discussed
in the following chapters. Many of the technical, institu-
tional and philosophical barriers in the area of assessment
of experiential learning are directly related to the struc-
tural history and philosophy of higher education in America.
An attempt is made to do justice to this vast topic as an
introduction to the problem.
The second subject is the defining of the baccalaureate
degree. It grows out of the discussion of the function of
higher education in America and is more specific than the
first. The term "defining" rather than "definition" is used
deliberately to indicate that this is an on-going process
that is not resolved. The debate over definition began as
soon as colleges were founded in the New World, and has
not
abated. Particular attention has been paid to this
theme
13
since the demands for relevance began in the mid to late
1960's. The related question for this thesis is whether or
not learning that may have taken place prior to matricula-
tion ought to be certified and included in a degree offered
by an educational institution staffed primarily by teachers
and scholars.
The rationale for educational reform and specific pro-
posals must be linked to explicitly understood history and
tradition to gain consideration in academic forums. Too
often resistances to change are rooted in hidden or unper-
ceived attitudes and values which makes the task of the re-
formed all the more difficult.
The history and development of the structure and func-
tion have some effect on what reform is possible and at
what rate change is possible. For example, the intensive so-
cialization process called doctoral study develops values
and attitudes in faculty that prepare them for work in the
academy. But these attitudes as in other professions are
slow to change, especially when not fully perceived.
The history of the debate over defining the degree em-
phasizing the key elements: beginning and end points, and
the content, partially determine attitudes faculty bring to
discussions of educational policy and other matters. For
example, it would affect discussions of whether or not to
admit women to a previously all male college.
The restraints imposed by history inculcated through
14
graduate training as outlined in this chapter encourage re-
sistance to change in higher education. Only if these fac-
tors are acknowledged can comprehensive, fair discussions be
held regarding innovation and reform in higher education.
If the reader has an awareness of these issues he/she may
skip Chapter II and procede directly to Chapter III for an
introduction to the assessment of experiential learning.
A. The Structure and Function of Higher Education in America
1. Introduction
The most comprehensive study of the purposes, struc-
ture and performance of higher education in America was
mounted by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education (1967-
73) . Funded by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching, and chaired by Clark Keer, its task was to
study and make recommendations about higher education for
the 1970’s and ahead to the year 2000. The Commission is-
sued twenty-one reports, sponsored special studies which re-
sulted in eighty publications and issued some thirty re-
prints.
In the final report of the Commission, Priorities for
Action, its work is discussed and concluding recommendations
are outlined. These include recommendations such as,
better
guardianship of public higher education systems by the
states; primary support for basic research by the
federal
government; development of a new generation of
aggressive
15
leaders for institutions of higher education; necessity for
debate by faculty about the fundamental purposes of educa-
tion; cooperation by parents and potential students in seek-
ing alternatives to college directly after high school; and
time-shortened degrees and other non- traditional alterna-
tives . 1
a) Structure
The broadest outline of the academic social sys-
tem, particularly at the lowest levels, is time-defined. A
twelve year elementary and secondary curriculum prepares one
for college and for life. Then it is on to a job, vocational
training, or college. The latter is defined as a four year
block of time, although there have been some experiments
with the three year B.A., and the normal practice in the
original colleges in America was to graduate students after
a period of three years. This is also the practice at Ox-
ford where in the optional fourth year a student may earn an
Honors degree. To that is added a period for the Master s
degree, usually one to two years depending on the field, and
finally two to six more years for the Ph.D., again depending
on the field.
The focus of this discussion will be the college level.
There are several different and distinct types of
institu-
Commission on Higher Education, Pr iorities
Commission on1-Carnegie
for Action: Final Report of_ the Carnegie
FTTgher Education TNew York: McGraw-Hill, lJ/^J
.
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tions at this level, but they have many features in common.
These common elements will be discussed and then the spe-
cial cases will be noted.
A college or university is located on a piece of real
estate that has distinct physical boundaries, called a cam-
pus. The institution is primarily residential in nature and
performs its major task between the hours of 8 a.m. and 5
p.m. Monday through Friday over a nine month period with a
vacation during the summer months. Most of the instruction
that is performed is of the lecture/laboratory method.
In more analytical terms, these institutions contain,
at the same time, elements of stratification and egalitari-
anism. Stratification is evident within an institution in
the academic caste system composed of informal but definite
statuses of undergraduate, graduate student, junior profes-
sional and senior professional with tenure. It can also be
seen between institutions of differing reputations or in the
production of scholars. Egalitarianism is expressed within
the strata of this caste system as in peer solidarity among
students or among scholars in a particular field,
b) Function
From the literature there are five central or
core functions which most institutions of higher education
perform. The remainder of the essay focusses on these core
functions of the institutions. First is the function of
the
trusteeship of cognitive culture. It is the fiduciary
role
17
or the university that makes it similar to the museum or
library. Second is research and graduate training which is
carried on at the large public and private graduate centers.
Third is the socialization function for all those entrusted
to their care as students. Fourth is the certification
function. It is the responsibility of the institution not
only to impart knowledge but also to certify that it has
done so. Fifth is the service station function for the rest
of society. With problems it cannot solve society has often
turned to its institutions of higher education for solutions
in agricultural areas under the stimulus of the Land Grant
Acts to social and educational problems today.
2. Institutional Types
Today there are several distinct types of university
and collegiate institutions in the United States. The
largest institutions are the universities, which enrolled
30% of all the students in higher education in the fall of
1970. This group of 164 institutions constitute only 6% of
the 2827 institutions of higher education in existence. 100
of these institutions or 62% were public. Fully 25% of the
students in these institutions were enrolled in post-bacca-
laureate degree programs. ^ These universities are some with
which we are most familiar: Harvard, Wisconsin, Berkeley,
Stanford, Chicago and Michigan. Most have their profes-
^Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, New Student
s
and New Places (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971), p. 17-18.
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sional schools of business, law, medicine, theology, and
education. Furthermore, they are national in character.
Harvard long ago gave up the mission of serving the sons of
Massachusetts and adopted a national clientele. It became
a national resource, just as the others have to varying de-
grees. These national doctoral degree granting institutions
often include their own colleges: Columbia College, College
at Chicago, Harvard College, whose primary function is to
make young people ready for graduate work at one of the
universities.
In intellectual tone and seriousness the above colleges
resemble another group called university colleges which at-
tract mainly college -bound upper-middle class students who
3
are in some way at war with established institutions.
These colleges are often off-beat, experimental, such as
Reed, Goddard, Franconia, Bard, Oberlin, and Antioch. An-
tioch with its national network is almost a national univer-
sity without the doctoral degree and it is probably only a
matter of time until the network includes the Ph.D.
The earliest colleges founded in the colonies were
men's colleges beginning with Harvard in 1636. Until Ober-
lin opened its doors to women in 1837 (although not on a
degree- seeking basis), and Antioch brought them in as full
^Christopher Jencks, and David Riesman, The Academic
Revolution (Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1969), p.
itr.
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partners in the educational enterprise in 1853, all the col-
leges were exclusively for men. The most famous of the col-
leges belong to the Ivy League today and have at least ce-
lebrated their bicentennials.
Women's colleges have a relatively short history, the
earliest founded during the period from 1865 to 1880. The
Seven Sisters 4 were all established in this period, and al-
thought many others have opened their doors since then, such
as Bennington, Sarah Lawrence, and Mills, the early ones
remain the strongest and best endowed. These colleges as
with their men's counterparts, are highly selective and ex-
pensive
.
Undergraduate professional schools are another identi-
fiable group with some special characteristics. These tend
to be small, private and therefore expensive and selective.
Examples of the colleges in this category are Rhode Island
School of Design, the New England Conservatory of Music,
Cal Tech, M.I.T., the Boston Museum School of Art, and Pratt
Institute. They serve a very specialized clientele and will
probably continue to do so.
Feuding protestant denominations were the founders of
most of the or iginal colleges in the colonies. There were
no colleges for Protestants a-s a whole, but rather Puritan
colleges, Presbyterian colleges, Congregat ionalist colleges,
4The Seven Sisters include Vassar, Smith, Wellesley,
Radcliffe, Bryn Mawr, Barnard, and Mount Holyoke Colleges.
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Baptist colleges, and Methodist ones. Union College, as its
name implies, was the non- sectarian creation of a Protestant
up-scace New York coalition, but this was an exception.
Doctrine and ideology played a diminishing role in the
founding of colleges after 1900. Jencks and Riesman com-
ment
,
Over the past century several hundred formerly
sectarian Protestant colleges have dropped their
church ties and have become officially non-
sectarian. . . . Today, while most leading pri-
vate universities and university colleges can
trace their origins to some Protestant denomin-
ation, very few can point to any significant cur-
rent difference between themselves and those pri-
vate institutions that have always been non-
sectarian. 5
Regional, coed liberal arts colleges such as Grinnell,
Carlton, and Dennison are in this category.
A few sectarian colleges remain as the educational cap-
stone to Protestant enclaves whose members believe passion-
ately in a way of life radically different from that of the
majority. The Brethren, the Mennonites, the Adventists, the
Church of God and the Latter-Day Saints all maintain their
own colleges. With the exception of the Latter-Day Saints,
however, economic survival of these and the other Protestant
colleges remains as questionable as it has been from the day
they were founded with much hope and prayer.
5Jencks and Riesman, p. 327.
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Catholic colleges, except for the Catholic University
founded in 1889, were similar to the Protestant ones in that
they were not founded by the Church, but rather one of the
more than 75 autonomous teaching orders that operate the
260-odd Catholic colleges in existence today.
These orders are free to define their missions and
clientele as they wish. The result has been plur-
alism verging on anarchy, and a division of labor
hardly less complex than among Protestant col-
leges. . . . These orders have different national
origins, different systems of organization and
government, different traditions, and often very
dissimilar leaders.
. . . This diversity has fre-
quently been accompanied by intense competition
for students, donors, and respectability. The
American Church has never tried to curb such com-
petition by adopting a ’’master plan” for higher
education comparable to those of the more progres-
sive states.
6
During 1966 and 1967 there was a rapid move to include
substantial umbers of laymen on the Boards of these col-
leges. In the aftermath of Vatican II, dissident views
among the clergy and the teaching orders began to appear
openly and became part of the teaching- learning process,
increasing the diversity of points of view within Catholic
colleges. By 1964 the percentage of faculty in Catholic
colleges in orders had dropped to 301 from 886 in 1865. The
total faculty of these institutions is increasingly drawn
from the national pool of M.A.'s and Ph.D.’s. The result is
that the economics of the Catholic college looks very much
6 Ibid., p. 343-344.
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like that of the Protestant college today. 7
Black colleges today form another distinct group of in-
stitutions on the higher education scene. These 120-plus
colleges include both public and private. There is a Negro
Ivy League composed of Fisk, Morehouse, Spelman, and Hamp-
ton. A few others such as Tuskegee and Dillard round out
the list of better quality private colleges. In the public
section the list is even shorter. Texas Southern and Morgan
State are the most notable examples, as well as public/pri-
vate hybrid, Howard University. Jencks and Riesman go on
to argue that,
By most criteria, these institutions would pro-
bably fall near the middle of the national aca-
demic procession. They attract a few brilliant
students, employ a few brilliant professors, and
run a few very lively programs. On the whole,
however, their faculties are comparable to those
of not very distinguished sectarian colleges or
fairly typical state colleges.
In addition to these leaders, there are some
50 relatively large public colleges and about 60
small private ones. By almost any standard these
110 colleges are academic disaster areas.®
The most capable blacks graduating from high school now
can gain acceptance to the college of their choice at least
as frequently as comparable whites. This is as a result of
the civil rights gains made during the 1960's and the accom-
panying recruitment of blacks from even rural and lower
7 Ibid.
,
p. 349.
^Ibid
. ,
p . 435.
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class backgrounds to attend such institutions as Harvard.
The recruitment effort has slackened but some momentum will
be maintained. In the meantime, the integrated public sec-
tor in the south and the north has become truly more acces-
sible to blacks and other minorities. All this has somewhat
changed the role of the black college in the 1970’s. Black
students will continue to choose one of these institutions
for several reasons even if it might not be the best choice
academically or for one's career. The reasons might be poli-
tical or nationalistic, social, financial, or simply lack of
knowledge of the options as is so often the case with high
school seniors. Except for the public institutions and the
top handful of black colleges, these institutions will have
to struggle to survive in an increasingly hostile environ-
ment .
Two year institutions made up 38 % of the institutions
in higher education according to the Carnegie Commission in
1970. These 1061 institutions served 281 of the students in
higher education. Seventy-six percent (761) of the institu-
tions in this group were public but served 94% of the stud-
ents attending two year institutions. In the pei iod 1963-
1970, two year colleges' share of the market (students) rose
dramatically from 18% to 28%.
9 This has been an explosive
growth rate - - the most spectacular in any sector of higher
9Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, New Stude n t s
and New Places, p. 21-22.
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education even during this period of general growth and ex-
pansion in educational expenditures.
All states have developed public two year college sys-
tems, either growing out of local school districts in urban
areas or as part of a master plan for higher education ini-
tiated by the state. The Carnegie Commission in its report
New Students and New Places : Pol icies for the Future Growth
and Development of American Higher Education
,
recommends the
further development of this network of somewhat less expen-
sive colleges for commuters devoted to teaching with curri-
cula designed to meet both the vocational and liberal arts
needs of students. These institutions would make two years
of higher education as universal as completion of high
school has become today.
The private institutions in the two year category range
from underfinanced, struggling colleges to expensive finish-
ing schools for women, and specialized technical schools.
Their number has been relatively steady during the 1963 to
1970 period.
^
The post 1968 external degree and examination degree
programs compose the final category. Enrollment figures na-
tionally are on the increase and market studies and other
projections show that adult clientele for these programs
will make ever-increasing use of the programs that are of-
^Ibid., p. 22.
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fered in the last quarter of this century. Examples of this
type of program are the University Without Walls units
around the country at 32 institutions, Empire State College
which is part of the S.U.N.Y. system in New York State and
now includes eight, Edison College of New Jersey and the Re-
gents External Degree Program in New York which is totally
examination based, the Adult Degree Program at Goddard Col-
lege and the new Adult Degree Competion Program at Antioch
College in Yellow Springs, Ohio. The Regents External De-
gree program has now awarded 5000 degrees in eight degree
programs, 2000 of which were conferred in 1975. ^ Many pri-
vate colleges are specifically designing degree programs
for adults as the recruitment of their traditional younger
clientele becomes more difficult and the demand by adults
increases. State systems are slowly being nudged into this
field by adult taxpayers who wish to begin or return to col-
lege. The British Open University curriculum materials
have been tested and evaluated in this country at Rutgers
University, the University of Maryland, and the University
of Houston, and have been found to be adaptable to learning
needs here. Many states will soon have some version of an
open university and an examination degree available to
adults
.
^Personal communication with Wayne Williams, Director,
Regents External Degree Program, 11/16/76.
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3. Stratification and Egalitarianism
The concurrent and contradictory pressures of egal-
itarianism and stratification are seen by sociologists Par-
sons and Platt to be a key feature of contemporary American
higher education. An understanding of these pressures is
necessary to fully appreciate the conflict over function and
purpose characteristic of these contemporary institutions
where debating such questions as, who to serve? and is an
examination degree a valid degree? In The American Univer-
sity, Parsons and Platt elaborate and analyze these two
features. The pattern of stratification is built upon the
life course of a person upward through four stages in the
academic community: undergraduate studentry, graduate stud-
entry, junior professional, and senior professional with
tenure. This pattern is closely articulated with two others
that involve the academic disciplines and institutions. The
system is a selective one based on achievement, for at the
conclusion of each stage a process of selection takes place.
Undergraduates are simply admitted to the college or univer-
sity, not to any particular field of study. Graduate stud-
ents are admitted to programs of study. Faculty are ap-
pointed to positions in a field with membership in a depart-
12
ment.
If an applicant for admission to college or faculty ap-
1
^Talcott Parsons, and Gerald Platt, The Arne r i c an U ni
-
versity (Cambridge: Harvard, 1975), p. 14T7~
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plicant for a teaching position are rejected, they will
likely find another school for study or work but it will be
one of a lower order of choice. As another illustration, at
elite colleges and universities, there is never room to pro-
mote all junior faculty, even those they may wish to pro-
mote. Egalitarianism is most evident between institutions
within a strata, as with the Ivy League, between members of
the Seven Sisters, or among certain experimental colleges
that provide moral and political support for each other.
The stratification system in higher education is not
formalized although it is easily seen and has been recog-
nized for some time. Since within the academic community
graduate and professional schools and their research activ-
ities have high prestige, the highest statuses are occupied
by doctoral
-
grant ing universities with the most distinguish-
ed faculties in most of the important fields. There have
been various ratings made to determine the top universities
and colleges in the country over the last one hundred years.
There has been a relatively consistent consensus on the top
ten or twelve over that period of time. Just below these
top ten are a group of elite, private liberal arts col-
leges, and below them are a conglomeration of various types
of colleges and universities.
There is, however, a unifying thread with respect
to staffing by products of the graduate schools^
the larger the proportion trained at the graduate
schools of higher prestige, the greater the pres-
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tige of the school in question.
^
This discussion of the particular structural patterning
above has focussed on the criss-crossing between membership
in a faculty and department and focus in a discipline trans-
cending the employing institution. Simultaneous integration
of both these axes builds a distinctive associ ational pat-
tern of collegiality in a nation-wide academic community.
Thus the pressure for stratification and egalitarianism.
"The reference point for these aspects," say Parsons and
Platt, "is in the system of values of cognitive rationality,
in the central position of achievement, and in the bases of
achievement in capacity and opportunity." 1 ^
4. The Core Functions of the Academic Social System
a) Introduction
Ii spite of the pressures and the resulting
changes, the confusion and criticism on many sides, there
is some agreement in the literature regarding a core of
functions that institutions of higher education in contemp-
prary American society do perform. The core functions
about which there is large measure of agreement are: a) the
trusteeship of cognitive culture, b) research and graduate
training, c) socialization, d) certification, e) a social
service station. These five functions and their concommit
1 ^ Ibid
.
,
p . 145.
1
^Ibid
. ,
p . 1 4 7
.
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ant structures are the focus of this discussion.
The shift away from the relatively small, cohesive,
single-purpose, higher education institutions began in the
mid 1800’s. Since then there have been critics of this
trend. lhey abound today, and the literature is replete
with calls for a return to that organism described in 1940
by Abraham Flexner as ’’character ized by highness and def-
initeness of aim, unity of spirit and purpose.” 15
But today as then, institutions in a society do not
exist independent of that society, and the university or
college is no exception, notwithstanding later discussions
in this chapter regarding the nature of the academic dogma
(Nesbit) and the fiduciary function of the academic commu-
nity (Parsons and Platt)
.
The 20th century saw Americans’ faith in education
grow, and as a consequence, make new and sometimes impossi-
ble demands on their institutions of higher education. Al-
though it was gratifying to be held in high esteem, the ul-
timate effect has been to view these institutions, Jacques
Barzun has argued, as residual ones:
The University is the last outpost of help, like
the government of a welfare state. Whatever the
individual and society cannot do for themselves
is entrusted to the likeliest existing agency.
Faith in education and faith in the integrity and
good will of those called educators, have accord-
15Abraham Flexner, Universities: American English Ger-
man (New York: Oxford University Press, 1930)7 p. 42.
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ingly wished upon the mid-century university a
variety of tasks formerly done by others or' notdone at all. 16
Another critic of the university’s assumption of some
of the above responsibilities, Robert Nisbet, emphasizes the
role that the academic dogma has pi ayed in the s urv iva 1 and
strength of the university from the 13th century, through
the first Reformation, the Age of Reason, the Enlightenment,
the rise of industrialism, and the spread of political demo-
cracy. This academic dogma is built on the proposition that
knowledge is important
. This belief in order to be dogma
does not have to be "proved" through logic, reason or evid-
ence. It simply has to be widely held.
No community, no organization, no institution,
then, can exist for long without dogma; without a
belief or set of beliefs so deeply and widely held
that it is more or less exempt from ordinary de-
mands that its goodness or rightness be demonstra-
ble at any given moment.-^
Nisbet believes, as Barzun and others do, that as the
university accedes to these requests by society, it weakens
the academic dogma and the central purpose of institutions
of higher learning as guardians of the intellectual tradi-
tion in the West, research and teaching.
16Jacques Barzun, The American University (New York:
Harper 5 Row, 1968), p . 1 0
.
•^Robert Nisbet, The Degradation of the Academic Dogma
(New York: Basic Books, 1971) , p^ 25,”74.
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The degradation of the academic dogma led to much con-
fusion in higher education even prior to the period which
concerns Nisbet. One of the most astute educators and edu-
cational critics of this century, Robert M.. Hutchins, writ-
ing in 1936, observed:
The most striking fact about the higher learning
in America is the confusion that besets it. This
confusion begins in the high school and continues
to the loftiest levels of the university.
. . .
The college of liberal arts is partly high school,
partly university, partly general, partly special.
Frequently it looks like a teacher training insti-
tuion. Frequently it looks like nothing at all.
The university is distinguished from the college
by twro things: professional schools and the Ph.D.
degree. At present we do not know why the univer-
sity should have professional schools or what they
should be like. We do not even know what the pro-
fessions are. . . . But universities also do re-
search and hope to train research men.l^
Since World War II with the rapidly growing complexity
of this society, concommitant pressures have been exerted
on the university which have been amply and ably described
by Clark Kerr in his Uses of the University . Kerr details
the development of the residual function of the university,
and the impact, at least until the early 1960’s when the
book was written, of the huge sums of federal money poured
^Robert Maynard Hutchins, The Higher Learning in
America (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1936, p. Z-3
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into the physical and biomedical sciences, and later, as the
1960’s progressed, the inability of the university under
these extraordinary pressures to maintain a "unity of spirit
and purpose" that Flexner, Nisbet, Robert Paul Wolf, Barzun,
Sidney Hook, and Hutchins are referring to in their cries of
alarm over the contemporary institutions of higher learning
in America.
For the organization of this presentation I am endebted
to the analysis of the American university from a structural-
functional point of view in The American University by soci-
ologists Talcott Parsons and Gerald Platt. Briefly, their
analytical scheme is drawn from Parson's General Theory of
Action which he presented in Toward a_ General Theory of Ac-
tion . In this analysis, the community of scholars or the
university, as the trustees of cognitive culture, are part
of the fiduciary subsystem of society- - that subsystem that
has the closest articulation with three others: the eco-
nomy, the polity, and the societal community. Further, in
Parsons' General Theory of Action, in addition to the trus-
teeship of cognitive culture, there are three other subsys-
tems which have become differentiated from each other: re-
ligion, the cultural aspect of nationality, and the kinship
system. See the diagram on page 33 for a view of these
analytical categories.
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l^Parsons and Platt, p. 13.
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b) Trusteeship of Cognitive Culture
Academics, the learned, or the elders have al-
ways had a primary and special function in society: to act
as trustrees of the cognitive culture and the interests as-
sociated with it. In preliterate societies, the elders were
the bearers of the oral tradition. This function of trus-
teeship of cognitive culture in universities is carried on
by faculty members. Their scholarship has deep roots from
which it derives its characteristic norms and style. Robert
Paul Wolff comments,
Most ancient, is the study of religious texts
which flourished in the Hebrew, Christian, and
Islamic tradition of the ancient and medieval
world. The object of the study was not the world
--neither of ideas nor of men- -but a body of writ-
ings divinely inspired, together with the steadily
accumulating commentaries of previous scholars. 20
A different sort of study of the texts was begun during
the Renaissance of the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth
centuries with the appearance in the West of new versions of
these old writings. At the same time, Italian scholars' in-
terest in Greek and Roman secular literature was reborn.
Wolff continues:
Thus the activity of scholarship is in the first
instance a religious and literary activity, di-
rected toward a given corpus of texts, either
divine or secular, around which a literature of
ton
:
20Rober t Paul Wolff, The_ Ideal o£ the University (Bos-
Beacon Press, 1969), p. 4
.
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commentary has accumulated. The corpus is finite
clearly defined, growing slowly as each stage in
the progress of Western civilization deposits its
masterpieces in the Great Tradition.
. . . Scho-larship, in this central role of the transmission
and commentary upon a divine or secular corpus, is
preeminently an activity of what today is called
the Humanities.^!
The issue is not whether or not the university does
perform this function in society, but the relative emphasis
and value placed on this activity both within society as a
whole and within the academy. Parsons and Platt, using
Parson's General Theory of Action as their analytical tool
in The American University
,
argue that this function is the
primary one and that all other functions discussed flow from
it
.
This function of the university embodies the mandarin
principle or essentialist view of knowledge supported by
such writers as Robert Nisbet, Sidney Hooke as well as Par-
sons and Platt. In the contemporary student and even facul-
ty cries for relevance or the employment of a more existen-
tial basis for approaching knowledge and the learning pro-
cess we find a contradictory view. The concept of trustee-
ship is not real to undergraduates nor of major importance
to many faculty today even though the so-called anti-intel-
lectual demands of the late 1960 's for relevance have sub-
sided .
21 Ibid
. ,
p . 5 , 8
.
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The demand for relevance that attracted most attention
in the post 1966 period was seen as a direct attack on the
essentialist view of knowledge. That the two sides had so
much difficulty understanding each other due to tactics and
language demonstrates the wide divergence in world view and
certainly differences of opinion regarding the role of the
university in society. There were some obvious generational
differences too, as the older tenured faculty resisted the
changes advocated by the radical young newcomers to the aca-
demic profession. Neither side had much appreciation for
the viewpoint of the other. This tension regarding the
priorities, form, and content of the university is what
Flexner was imploring to be set aside. Of course, this can-
not be accomplished without returning to the form of the
single-purpose institution which is long gone, and would
have little usefulness today in our complex society.
It is doubtful that the important fiduciary function of
institutions of higher education is seriously considered or
appreciated by legislators for public institutions and by
Boards of Trustees in private institutions when faced with
the prospect of serious budget cuts. But it is important to
some in the academic profession. As more persons including
adults demanding access to education and/or certification
press for greater use of university resources, the unfettei
-
ed search for truth appears to slip down the list of insti-
tutional priorities.
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It would be incorrect to argue that there is a simple
choice to be made as William Birenbaum points out in his im-
portant book on this subject, Overlive
. The choice of ob-
jectivity, integrity versus activism, engagement and reform
is not the problem. "The problem," Birenbaum says, "is the
reality of university power--what men and institutions will
do to get it, defend it, and use it. The problem is the
source of the power and its connection to survival." Biren-
baum goes on,
Solut
time-
peace
nical
versi
such
ment
gress
such
ions to the most cutting problems of our
-race discord, poverty, national security and
--hinge on the completest engagement of tech-
knowledge and intellectual talent. The uni-
ty advertises itself as the primary source of
knowledge and talent. Even if this advertise-
is misleading, the university is a most ag-
ive and powerful competitor against all other
claimants 22
c) Research and Graduate Training
Research or scholarship, seeking knowledge for
its own sake, has its roots in the traditional study of the
ancient texts and the accompanying commentary. Universities
still harbor many men, humanistic scholars, bred in this
tradition or inclined to it by temperament. Jencks and
Riesman note that although a few scholars were to be found
in pre-Civil War America, a man could not make a living at
scholarship and thus it was not a distinct profession. The
22William Birenbaum, Overlive , Delta Books (New York:
Dell, 1969), p. 68.
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situation has gradually changed so that now the university,
in its fiduciary role, provides a primary home and support
for scholars and scholarly activity.
The real concern today is the differentiation between
two primary kinds of research: pure and applied. The scho-
larship referred to above is generally of the "pure" variety,
but with the tremendous growth of technological society has
come the demand and increasing government support for imme-
diate problem-oriented or action research. This has made
the various applied research fields big business with big
money and all the accompanying power. The issue is obvious-
ly what kind of research should be done, given support, and
by whom, and what is the place of that seeking after know-
ledge for its own sake in modern society? A corrolary to
this problem is: how compatible is this enterprise to grad-
uate training in the disciplines? And finally, what is the
impact on undergraduate education?
(1) Research
Parsons and Platt define the core of the
university functional system as being
the institutionalization of the primary functions
of "pure" research and of graduate training for
membership in the academic profess.' on. . . . We
think of it as approximating. . . ' . aowledge for
its own sake’ and to be a primary locus of the in-
stitutionalization of the cognitive complex.
^Parsons and Platt, p. 93.
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Parsons and Platt do not appear to be accurate as to
the real place of pure research in contemporary institutions.
According to Barzun, the humanistic scholars are a necessary
and respected luxury but are not in the center of an insti-
tutions’ research activity. He goes on,
Meanwhile the born activists organize their re-
search. They mobil ize equipment and call for more.
They summon the library to augment its holdings in
the f ie Id -
-
pe r iod icals in science, books and docu-
ments in other subject matters. They respond to
Washington requests for the submission of projects
--"pure” research, mostly, whose subsidy will help
support young graduate students as assistants and
P3Y for more equipment and more publica-
tions
.
The description above is accurate for the period be-
ginning after the Second World War. Clar Kerr has called
these new universities "federal grant universities," in his
book, The Uses of the University
,
which discusses the $1
billion expended by the federal government for research at
universities in 1960. According to 'Kerr, this amounted to
75 percent of all university expenditures on research and
15 percent of total university budgets. Seventy-one (71)
percent of this money came from two sources, the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, and the Department of De-
fense. In addition, three particular national concerns were
the object of most of the money: defense (40 per cent),
scientific and technological progress (20 per cent) , and
24 Barzun, p. 21.
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health (37 per cent)
. Federal support has not been directed
explicitly toward strengthening universities generally, or
one or more universities specifically, in any over-all
fashion. Project research grants are awarded to individual
scholars, not to universities, although Kerr adds that in
the same year cited above, 29 institutions received 54 per
cent of the federal research expenditures.^
This massive federal and foundation support to foster
project research is the primary cause of the degradation of
the academic dogma in Robert Nisbet's eyes. With this new
"higher capitalism" a new breed of academic man was being
formed- -the academic entrepreneur, "who would manage it (the
vast new wealth), use it, draw from it in novel ways. z ^ The
new wealth altered the roles of faculty and graduate student
alike. It brought into being literally hundreds of research
institutes whose sole function was research. Nisbet goes
on,
After all, it was the function of the 'department*
to teach. In the institute or center, 'research'
would be done. And although the genius of the
traditional department in the American university
had lain in its fusion of research and teaching, a
gulf now began to be apparent between the two,
with the inherent status implications. 27
2
-’Clark Kerr, The Uses of the University (New York:
Harper 6 Row, 1963), p. 53-5T7
^Nisbet, p. 77.
27 Ibid.
,
p. 78.
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The huge size of
pact on the structure
type of research that
the grants also had a significant im-
and character of the university. The
had always been compatible with the
sovereign role of teaching in the university; of
teaching - in- scholarship
,
of scholarship in teach-
•
• [It was] small in scope.
. .its easy
flexibility, its spontaneity, its freedom from the
managerial demands of large-scale organizations . 29
James Perkins concurs with Nisbet that it was the uni-
versity's assumption of the mission of applied or action re-
search that largely created the organizational difficulties
and the resulting internal conflict. Perkins, former Pre-
sident of Cornell and now Chairman of the International Coun-
cil for Educational Development, states that,
Organizationally, the university is, in fact, one
of the most complex structures in modern society;
it is also increasingly archaic. It is not com-
plex because its formal structure does not de-
scribe either actual power or responsibilities; it
is archaic because the functions it must perform
are not and cannot be discharged through the for-
mal structure provided in its charter. 9
Thus this new research and development, component of the new
university we are discuss ing has been one element identified
as the cause of the conflict and discontent in the univer-
sity today.
28 Ibid
.
,
p. 80.
29james Perkins, "Organization and Functions of the
University," Journal of Hi gher Education , XLIII (Dec., 1972),
679-682.
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There has been conflict for some time now regarding
research priorities and how they will be established. The
academic profession as a collegial association is concerned
with peer judgments, whether it be in a promotion of tenure
case or on a panel of "experts” reviewing a proposal for
federal or foundation money to support a research project.
In this context the test of good research becomes
how much influence it has on other scholars. The
government and major foundations, on the other
hand, have a different set of priorities. They
are interested in non-academic problems, and they
finance research in the hope that it will illu-
minate these problems. They put more money into
'applied' than 'pure' research, and in 'pure'
fields they select subspecialities that seem
likely to have some 'applied' fallout.
These developments have had direct impact on the uni-
versity, promoting growth and development in certain applied
fields and creating with the lure of financial assistance
whole new subspecialities and interdisciplinary fields of
study. Consequently, this money has been an important in-
fluence on the direction of growth and emphasis of graduate
study in the United States.
Growth and development mean larger budgets for these
institutes' graduate problems and an exacerbation of the
long-standing debate regarding the conflict between teaching
and research. Kerr believes it has had a positive effect.
30Jencks and Riesman, p. 516.
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The much-advertised conflict between teaching and
research puts the problem the wrong way. Theteaching of graduate students is so closely tied
to research that if research is improved, graduateinstruction is almost bound to be improved also.
And the almost universal experience seems to be
that. federal research support has improved gradu-
ate instruction. There have been better facili-
ties, more research ass is tantships and fellowships,
more research projects in which students can work
directly with faculty members--all resulting from
federal funds. 3 !
He may be right if one agrees with his criteria for
judging the improvement of graduate instruction but under-
graduate teaching may become a casualty. As senior faculty
become less inclined to teach at the undergraduate level be-
cause of their research and graduate level commitments,
graduate students are needed to teach courses or at least
conduct discussion sections of large lectures or labs.
What happens though in a time of retrenchment or level
budgets? A graphic illustration is presented by Robert
Zoellner in a recent article in The Chronicle of Higher Ed-
ucation. He calls this common condition "affluent poverty.'
It has led to "a new and exotic sub-species of Homo depr
i
-
vatus peculiar to the academic hot-house: The Formerly
Funded." 32 These primarily science and engineering profes-
sors’ uncommonly high salaries are being picked up by insti
3 !kerr, p. 64.
32Robert Zoellner, "Are Teaching Faculty Automatically
Losers?," The Chronicle of Higher Education , June 28, 1976,
p . 40 .
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tutions as the "soft money" support for their salary de-
creases. These professors have been a bargain for years to
their host institutions while the National Science Founda-
tion, the National Institutes of Health or the Department of
Defense paid most of their salaries. But now with grants
harder to get the argument is being made that much is owed
to these professors who provided substantial sums to the in-
stitution in the form of overhead charges in addition to
their presence and their savings in the salary lines.
Zoellner continues,
while the teaching faculty is dutifully using both
sides of scarce ditto paper and going easy on the
chalk supply, many universities are simultaneously
engaged in a hiring orgy of record proportions.
They are putting people on the payroll that have
been on the staff for years. . . . Are teaching
faculty automatically 'losers’?^
Pure research as a primary function has been greatly
affected by the massive federal support that has been poured
into research projects of interest to the government since
World War II. Kerr argues that this has had a positive ef-
fect on the quality of research and graduate training but
many observers do not agree. At the very least it has pro-
foundly affected faculty roles and the financial health of
institutions
.
33 Ibid
. ,
p . 40
.
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(2) Graduate Training
Graduate training today consists of pro-
grams designed for those who have completed the B . A . and de-
sire further certification and/or training. The two primary
degrees are the Master's and the Doctorate. Master's de-
grees usually take one or two years and have several func-
tions as summarized at the 1963 meeting of the Council of
Graduate Schools:
a) the provision of an introduction to graduate
study
,
b) a remedial period to cover deficiencies in
undergraduate education, and
c) a terminal professional program. 4
The doctoral degree is the highest degree awarded in
both arts and sciences and applied fields. The Doctor of
Philosophy degree is the universally- awarded doctoral degree
in the arts and sciences, while professional schools have
their own. For example , in education, the Doctor of Educa-
tion or Ed.D. is offered to persons more interested in being
practitioners than theorists or scholars. A Ph.D. program
usually requires one or two years of study beyond the mas-
ter's, including one academic year in residence, meeting a
foreign language or research tool requirement. Usually
there are qualifying exams and then a set of comprehensive
34 Stephen H. Spurr, Academic Degree Structur es.: Inno-
vative Approache
s
(New YorlTi McGraw-hi 1 1 , 19/Oj, p. •
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examinations that must be passed before a doctoral student
is admitted to candidacy. Ihe candidate must then complete
a dissertation and successfully defend it. The time required
for this process is usually two to five years beyond the
master's degree.
Jencks and Riesman in The Academic Revolution
,
make the
argument that a graduate department in a College of Arts and
Sciences is no different from the recognized "professional
schools" of education, engineering and the like:
if one defines a profession as a group that claims
the right to regulate itself, determining its own
methods and judging its own members, academicians
might be judged the most professionalized of all
occupational groups.
This being the situation, one would not expect to find
the contradictions that one does in graduate education.
Jencks and Riesman point to several:
The most important and frequently discussed of
these ambiguities is whether Ph.D. programs are
intended to train men to teach or to do research.
The answer, of course, is that they are intended
to do both. But they combine these objectives in
a paradoxical way. The 'training' offered in a
graduate department is almost exclusively for re-
search; yet the 'certification' they provide, in
the form of a Ph.D., is often more important if
one plans to teach than if one plans to do re-
search .
35jencks and Riesman, p. 238.
36 Ibid., p. 239, 240.
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The period of graduate study is more than learning the
frame of reference and vocabulary of those who do research
in the discipline. It is more importantly a very intense
and powerful socializing process, that has throwbacks to its
predecessor, the apprenticeship. The apprentice or graduate
student is there to work with and learn all he can from the
master. This is still true, as in some fields in which the
work of the graduate student is, by tradition, published
under the name of the professor.
The organization and content of graduate training has
been criticized but American graduate schools have been re-
markably successful in their public relations work. They
are seen now not primarily in the context of their Western
European origins but as models for graduate education in
their own right as Europe begins to overhaul its higher ed-
ucation system at the present time. Jencks and Riesman con
elude their discussion of graduate schools by noting their
concern over the rigidity of the departmental and disciplin
ary categories into which the graduate schools are charac-
teristically organized. These rigidities contribute to the
dominance of the single model, as described above, in grad-
uate training in the United States. On a practical level,
this model produces persons who all have the same pattern
of specialties.
Every American historian knows a little medieval
history and a little German. None is expected to
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know any sociology or literature or to have any
training in analyzing statistics as against docu-
ments. 37
It does, however, have the positive virtue, if one wants to
call it that, of making the breadth of knowledge, depth of
knowledge in a specialty, vocabulary, and attitudes fairly
predictable. The relatively uniform, extremely intensive
nature of doctoral programs make this so.
Parsons and Platt also argue on the positive side, but
on a theoretical level that:
the personality and role types socialized through
the graduate school experience have positive func-
tions in contexts other than the self -perpetuation
and the further development of the cognitive com-
plex itself. The cognitive specialist is typical-
ly not only a researcher and a teacher of graduate
students, but a teacher of undergraduates. Rami-
fications also extend into training in the applied
professions and into the more general cultural
world of intellectuals . 38
To conclude this discussion of research and graduate
training as the core sector of the university, and to de-
velop the underpinning of Parsons and Platt's conception of
the cognitive specialist as an "ideal type" at the heart of
the structure, as scholars or masters have been in the past,
it is important to understand teaching and research as part
of the socialization component of faculty members that con-
^ Ibid
. ,
p . 525.
^Parsons and Platt, p. 142.
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tinues on after the acquisition of the Ph.D. Thus the fac-
ulty become learners
. To follow Parsons and Platt's argu-
ment, in the case of research:
Research is a process of learning where the in-
vestigator combines the role of teacher and of
student.
. . . The contributions to the ad-
vancement of knowledge which are the goals of re-
search activity constitute the visible criteria
of success. But an investigator is not the same
man after completion of a program of research as
he was before. If what he has come to know is
original in the sense that it has not been previ-
ously known by others, in the process he has had
to reorganize the structure of his thinking and,
as part of that process, the internalized cultural
and normative components of his personality.
.
.39
In his teaching, the teacher/researcher has extensive
contact with students who are growing, learning, asking
questions about the nature of the world as well as the na-
ture of the "subject" being taught.
Exposure to the questioning of intelligent and in-
quiring students may thus serve as stimulus to
continual restructuring of the teacher's body of
knowledge and opinion in his field. The teacher
cannot control the flow of questions to which he
is exposed any more than the researcher can con-
trol the data which his investigative operations
will produce. ^0
It is important to note that this description is an ideal
type, for heuristic purposes and not necessarily descrip-
tive of all or most faculty found in university settings.
59 Ibid
.
,
p. 137-139.
40 Ibid.
,
p. 140.
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According to Parsons and Platt, the socialization function
of the university (which will be discussed in the next sec-
tion) by definition includes some of the faculty in addition
to the student members of the academic community. This is
what is meant by a community of scholars.
Research and graduate training is carried out primarily
by public and private universities. Occasionally a teacher/
researcher is found at small private liberal arts colleges,
but many of these scholars eventually gravitate toward re-
search centers where facilities, collaborators and peers are
more readily available. Universities, almost by definition,
have graduate programs whereas colleges only occasionally
do. A few other institutions do not follow this pattern.
Graduate training is provided, for example, by the Wright
Institute in Berkeley, the Union Graduate School and Arthur
D. Little, Inc. None is attached to a university. In the
same way, institutions such as Albert Einstein Medical Cen-
ter in Philadelphia are engaged in research that would ty-
pically be carried on by a university but neither has such
an institutional host.
Graduate training is an intense and powerful sociali-
zation process which takes place over a specified period of
time. This form of training has its roots in the medieval
apprenticeship model. In America today there is remarkable
standardization of the content of graduate training and
certification. It is this training/ teaching role that a
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faculty member becomes a learner in the best sense. Most
graduate training, like research, is carried on at large
gi aduate research centers at public and private universi-
ties .
d) Socialization
The importance of the socialization function of
the college experience is an issue only to the extent that
it is treated by various people as having great importance
or very little. The Hazen Foundation report by Kauffman
et al
. ,
The Student in Higher Education
,
in 1968 was the
first plea of its kind to pay attention to the personal and
emotional needs of the student and allocate resources to
meet the needs as part of the educational process of the
institution. This had the practical effect of calling these
problems to the attention of those who could do something
about them. And institutions did, although there is a
swing back in the other direction in the aftermath of the
late 1960’s and current budget problems. Now residential
colleges are the target of the budget cutters.
At a more theoretical level, the coming realization of
universal higher education in this country, as now over half
of the contemporary age cohort attend college, has created
a new stage of socialization: studentry.
41 According to
4 ^ Ibid
see Parsons
zation, and
ciety
,
ed
.
Foundation
,
p. 163. For a fuller discussion of this stage,
'*
and * Plat t
,
’’Higher Education, Changing Sociali-
Contemporary Student Dissent,” in Agi n g and So-
Matilda White et al. (New York: Russell Sage
1972)
, p . 236- 291
.
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Parsons and Platt,
The phenomenon of contemporary studentry, includ-
ing its disturbances, may be interpreted from the
same perspective rather than an extension of ado-
lescent youth culture, although there are contin-
uities between the two interpretations. Under-
graduate education is a distinct socialization
phase
.
42
s'
Parsons and Platt have described in detail in The
American University the similarities between early sociali-
zation in the family and student socialization, and between
studentry and therapy. The function, they point out, of
both early socialization in the family and college social-
ization is to ’’increase differentiation and to reduce iso-
lation, thereby producing a restructuring of commitments
and a wider network of collective identifications.” 4 -^ This
is accomplished through the relative isolation of students
on the campus from their families, breaks from old friend-
ship patterns, and in general a disengagement from life and
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society. Erikson called this condition a moratorium . It
includes few responsibilities outside the institution of
higher learning. Jencks and Riesman describe it this way:
One of the distinguishing features of student life
is that its participants are allowed to make mis-
4 ^ Ibid
.
,
p. 164- 165.
4 ^ Ibid
.
,
p . 168 .
44 Eric Erikson, Childhood and Society , 2nd ed. (New
York: Norton, 1964).
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takes without paying too high a price. They can,
in other words, be somewhat irresponsible. If
students do not do their work they may get a bad
grade,
. . .but the amount of absenteeism, indol-
ence, and sheer incompetence permitted students is
far greater than that permitted hlmost any other
sort of worker. 45
It is further accomplished by encouraging differentiation
among individuals, particularly along the dimension of in-
tellectual achievement.
The end product of student socialization should be
the differentiation of college peer- solidarity and
student acceptance of participation in plural in-
volvements. Concommitantly
,
the moral absolute
position (which is taken by many young students)
should be differentiated into a plurality of mor-
ally important positions; and commitments should
be made to a liminted number among these. 4 ^
A distinction is often made when describing student
socialization between the formal and informal curricula.
The formal curriculum we know primarily as the planned con-
tact with faculty and presentation of material in courses,
seminars or laboratories. The formal curriculum has as its
focus the student-faculty relationship, for what Parsons
and Platt describe as cognitive upgrading.
The informal curriculum complements the formal. It is
45Jencks and Riesman, p. 49.
^Parsons and Platt, p. 169. For a fuller treatment of
these issues and a comprehensive bibliography see Kenneth
Feldman and Theodore Newcomb, The Impact of College on Stud-
ents: An Ana ly s is of Four Decades of Research (San Fran-
cisco
,
Calif. : Jossey- Bass , 1969)
.
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not directed by the faculty, but emerges spontaneously as
aS^~8 raded groups are assigned to college dormitories or en-
gage in other activities. Student peer groups develop their
own solidarity and agendas. This is the affective component
concerned with relationships, values, political ideologies,
societal questions, and the meaning of life. Although most
colleges have paid lip service to a concern for this ’’extra-
curriculum," few have devoted substantial institutional re-
sources to this area/ 7
In spite of the necessary balance between cogni-
tive and affective components, socialization in
higher education has taken the rationalization
process very far. The institutional arrangements
of higher education (in which socialization is now
taking place) are directed toward the rationaliza-
tion of personality, placing stress upon the cog-
nitive aspects of personality and emphasizing ra-
tional action guided by knowledge, intelligence,
and competence. This rationalization process is
not new, but there have been two significant
changes: 1) the intensity of the education, that
is, the depth of penetration of the personality by
the upgraded knowledge system within the univer-
sity and, 2) mass participation in the college sys-
tem. 48
The socialization process begins with application and
admission. This is the beginning of an identification, the
development of an identity- -as a "Harvard man" or a "Wis-
consin badger" or an "Antiochian." This identification dif
47see the Report of the Committee on the Student in
Higher Education, The Student in Higher Education (New Ha-
ven, Conn.: The Hazen Foundation, Jan. 1968).
48Parsons and Platt, p. 191.
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ferentiates students from Harvard, Wisconsin, and Antioch
from each other and from students at other schools. Songs,
colors, mascots aid in reinforcing the identification.
These forces that differentiate one institution from another
as well as institutions of higher education from other so-
cietal institutions also provide a kind of reward for that
dif ferentiatedness-
- freedom of action.
The freedom of action that comes with membership in an
academic community is at the same time tempered by that com-
munity’s norms, standards and constraints. New students
come to understand this, just as they come to understand
that their new community is a stratified one with persons in
different statuses, predominantly because of their cognitive
achievements. The newcomer has to place himself in rela-
tion to all these other elements.
The faculty, as the elders in the community, are the
single, most potent force in the formal curriculum of the
college, concerned primarily with the upgrading of cognitive
rationality. If the students show an interest in the intel-
lectual enterprise, they will seek greater interaction with
faculty and
greater responsibility in community affairs where
the value -pattern of cognitive rationality has
salience. If these overtures are reciprocated
with appropriate rewards from the faculty (both
support and recognition of valued contributions)
,
the trend toward such participation will be
strengthened
.
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The capacity of faculty to influence students inthis direction depends on the moral authority (inthe Durkheimian sense) of the academic community. 4 9
In the ideal type that Parsons and Platt are describ-
ing* faculty manipulate rewards to maximize the development
of cognitive rationality in the student socialization pro-
cess. The faculty's aim is to make undergraduates more like
themselves and high achievement- or iented students want to
make themselves more like the faculty also. Thus it is
mutually reinforcing.
However, the expectations of the faculty are resisted
by student peer-solidarity. This resistance is expressed in
different ways. In the 1960's, students were charging the
university with complicity in the immoral war in Indochina,
cooperation with the mil itary- industrial complex in a whole
host of non-academic concerns, while at the same time not
being mindful enough of the needs of the people, be they
residents of neighborhoods surrounding the institution into
which it wanted to expand, or high school dropouts in a
nearby city who needed tutoring. The energy invested in
many of these activities together with the passion and com-
mitment involved, can be a substantial part of the extra-
curriculum. Unless all this is recognized by faculty and
the institution, the formal and informal curricula will not
complement each other.
49 Ibid., p. 180.
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A component of the socialization function performed by
contemporary institutions of higher education, and related
to Erikson’s concept of moratorium, is the idea of the in-
stitution as a sanctuary, particularly for the young who do
not feel ready for the responsibilities of the adult world.
The most poignant illustration of this was the II-S student
deferment that was widely used during the Viet Nam war, by
those who could attend college, as a way to avoid the draft.
It also provides a convenient place for parents to dump
their children for a few years.
It has been argued by Parsons and Platt that learning
can most effectively take place in "protected situations." 5 ^
They do not mean a sanctuary in the sense that Keeton does,
but rather that membership in the academic community places
them within the boundaries of the academic system and rein-
forces their differentiation from other systems in the so-
ciety. This type of pro tectedness is also characteristic of
the three other fiduciary subsystems in Parsons’ General
Theory of Action: religion, the cultural aspects of nation-
ality, and the kinship system.
Graduate training involves aspects of socialization in
addition to attaining requisite levesl of competence. Par-
sons and Platt go on,
SOjbid
• » P • 149.
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It requires internalization, on foundations laiddown in earlier phases, of the value of cognitive
rationality. It requires developing a capacity
for intellectual detachment beyond common sense in
everyday life and also beyond the capacities of
most members of the practicing professions as well
as of less di scipline
-oriented intellectuals. 5 !
The function of student socialization performed by the
university is one that presently affects a majority of young
people in this country and will affect even greater numbers
in the future. As more older students return to college,
this may weaken the peer- solidarity of the younger students,
but only if these older students enter the residential set-
ting. These older students may also challenge the moral
authority of the faculty because of their age and experi-
ence, even though they have lower status within the academic
community. Parsons and Platt believe that the older student
will regress and play the expected student role, regardless
of age. Experience of the author at the University of Massa-
chusetts with adult students has shown, however, that some
faculty are threatened by older students who have a good
deal of knowledge, competence and intelligence, know what
they want to study and how they want to study it. Overall
these problems brought by older students will probably not
substantially affect the socialization of younger students
in college.
51 Ibid
.
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AH institutions of higher education contribute to the
socialization of the young although residential programs
provide a more intensive process than do external degree
programs. A. W. Chickering in Commuting Versus Resident
Students outlines this well. The stage of studentry con-
tinues through graduate training, post-doctoral fellowships
and the residency for doctors,
e) Certification
The certification function of the university,
that of labeling and sorting, is one that goes hand in hand
with the socialization function just discussed. The point
of contention in this area is the extent to which the univer
sities should be involved in certification, such as the
problem in this dissertation: the certification of prior,
experiential learning. Positions range from Jencks and
Reisman who pragmatically argue that the college's chief
function is not education but certification, to Robert Paul
Wolff who anguishes over the contradictions between profes-
sional initiation and the requirements of certification.
Certification takes place at the undergraduate and
graduate level. Job descriptions and specifications often
require a certain level of education that must be certified
At the undergraduate level (B.A. or B.S.), what is being
certified is a general level of socialization and some com-
munication skills. Hutchins of Chicago had a more cynical
view as he asserted that,
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The degree it (the liberal arts college) offers
seems to certify that the student has passed an
uneventful period without violating any local
state or federal law, and that he has a fair ’if
temporary, recollection of what his teachers
’ have
said to him. bZ
At the graduate level in the arts and sciences, certi-
fication is the result of completion of the M.A. or Ph.D.
In the professional schools the situation varies with the
field. In law, the advanced degree in almost every state is
the ticket of admission to the Bar exam, which must be
passed to practice law in this country. In engineering
there are various professional societies that set profes-
sional standards to judge when a person is ready to practice
engineering. The medical profession has no separate exam-
inations but has virtually designed the medical school cur-
riculum and set the entrance requirements so that successful
completion allows one to practice.
From our European heritage, there are but four profes-
sions: divinity, law, medicine and the military. As gradu-
ate schools developed in America with the aid of the Morrill
Act of 1872 and the influence of federal money in the last
thirty years, more professions became one step removed from
the cognitive complex due to the fact that "The primary fo-
cus of the applied professions is on the performance of im-
S^Hutchins, p. 2.
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portant noncognitive functions for societies.” 53 Parsons
and Platt categorize the older academic professions as being
engineering, medicine and law. The new ones are administra-
tion, both public and private, welfare, social work, and
primary and secondary education. Some would also include
banking and accounting.
The certification about which we are concerned here is
the examination and certification that something is known by
the one receiving certification. This is in contrast with
licensure established by many professional societies to de-
termine admission of new members. The right to certify is
given to colleges and universities by the states through cor-
porate charters, not by a national body as in many other
countries. Further accreditation is provided by private re-
gional accrediting associations which apply more rigorous
measures to assure a level of quality, consistency, and re-
sponsibility in the certification process.
In America, this certification process has always been
the responsibility of the colleges. In contrast, Oxford and
Cambridge dons and tutors work with students not for exams
of their own design, but for national examinations. The
certification of knowledge is totally divorced from the in-
structional process. A person can prepare for these exams
in any way he chooses. Cyril Houle in the Externa 1 D e g r e
e
5
^Parsons and Platt, p. 258.
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briefly outlines the much more complicated set of five
steps that, in America, mark the progress of an individual
from his point of entry into the system of higher education
until he is fully entitled to practice a profession. These
procedures are:
enforcement of admission (or matriculation) re-
quirements, provision of instruction, evaluation
of the individual’s competence in the content
taught, awarding of the certificate or degree, and
licensure to practice a profession
.
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There are varying opinions as to how important or ob-
trusive this certification function is today. Jencks and
Riesman state that,
Virtually every college course culminates in an
examination and a grade, and virtually all college
curricula lead to some sort of diploma or degree.
A college that does not sort and label its stud-
ents in this way cannot find a clientele--at least
we know of none that has done so over any consid-
erable period of time. A ’college’ that does not
offer any instruction, on the other hand, can
still find a market for its degrees. bb
Those who view it as a problem have been pushed to develop
alternatives although these have never gained much wide-
spread use until recently.
In 1892 a professor at Indiana University in the ear-
liest documented proposal of this kind suggested in the true
54 Cyril Houle, The External Degree (San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1973, p. 19.
55Jencks and Riesman, p. 61.
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spirit of the new university movement:
that the faculty should sit once a year to awarddiplomas to students who were ready and to denydiplomas to those who were not ready, 'irrespec-
tive 0 ^ how long.
. .(they) may have been in
residence.' Let the college degree, he said, be
a 'certificate of proficiency' instead of a
'certificate of residency .'
The proposal was not adopted.
An important attempt in this century was made by
Robert Hutchins while he was President of the University of
Chicago. He redesigned the University College at Chicago
in the 1930' s. The College would admit anyone who was aca-
demically qualified, offer instruction when appropriate, and
graduate anyone who could pass the examinations, regardless
of how long they had studied. The design became a victim of
its critics. Hampshire College more recently designed a
flexible curriculum around the needs of students preparing
for individual, student-faculty constructed examinations.
Their experience has shown thus far that it has not sub-
stantially shortened the traditional time of four years to
the baccalaureate, even with a highly selective admissions
process. ^ Other recent developments such as the Bachelor's
Degree with Individual Concentration at the University of
^Frederick Rudolf, The American College and University
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1962), p. 345.
^Conversation by the author with Dr. Allen Davis, As-
sistant to the Dean of Hampshire College, Feb., 1974.
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Massachusetts in Amherst and Evergreen State College in
Olympia, Washington, have individualized degree programs
for regular students. Empire State College in New York and
thirty-two University Without Walls units around the coun-
try individualize degree programs for adults and by award-
ing credit for prior experiential learning shorten the time
required to earn the degree.
Recent acceptance began slowly in the early 1960's as
the Educational Testing Service in Princeton, New Jersey,
developed a series of standardized tests to measure achieve-
ment in traditional areas of general education and some more
specialized fields normally covered by advanced courses.
These tests were carefully normed to college populations and
by 1965 were in widespread use throughout the United States.
Today they are administered at over 1000 centers twice a
month. New York State had developed its own series of some
thirty tests by 1965, designed by faculty in the State Uni-
versity of New York, and in 1970 New York inaugurated its
Regents External Degree, based primarily on these examina-
tions. In 1972 Thomas Edison College was established by
the State of New Jersey for the same purpose. Thus it is
now possible to earn a degree solely through the examination
process. Anyone, regardless of previous educational experi-
ence, may take the exam and earn the degree if the exams are
passed
.
The forerunner of these developments in the Uni ted Kingdom
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was the University College in London, founded in 1826,
based on the English pattern of divorcing instruction from
evaluation and the awarding of credentials. It was esta-
blished as a university to serve those who were unable to
enter the national universities of Oxford or Cambridge.
This University College became an examining board with the
title of the University of London in 1836. It grew rapidly,
serving not only the needs of England, but the entire Brit-
ish Empire with its external degrees. Its present charter,
granted in 1858, accredited work accomplished at many di-
verse institutions such as the Universities of Toronto and
Sydney, the Protestant Dissenters' College at Rotherham, the
Workingman's College at London, and various medical schools
attached to hospitals. Its charter,
quietly dispensed with requirement of attendance
at any approved institution, and thereafter the
university accepted as candidates all who pre-
sented themselves for examination, provided of
course, that they had passed the matriculation
examination and had paid their fees. 58
One hundred and thirteen years later, in 1971, the
British Open University was opened to serve vast numbers of
people with a standardized college course. The British Open
University provides course materials in writing, on TV, on
the radio, and on film in local learning centers. There is
no residency requirement but the time limits and the courses
S^Houle, p. 20-22.
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are fixed. It now serves almost 50,000 people in B . A . or
B.S. programs.
(1) Graduate Certification
There exist few schools of professional
training without ties to a university structure. With the
general upgrading of the cognitive complex over the last one
hundred years in America, more began to be demanded of pro-
fessionals than simply clinical experience. Parsons and
Platt point to the medical profession as the most dramatic
illustration:
Once it was recognized that universities were com-
ing to be the main locus of the institutionaliza-
tion of the sciences, the upgrading of profession-
al practice demanded closer relations of the ap-
Pl ied or clinical side to basic intellectual dis-
ciplines than had prevailed before. $9
Graduate education in the professions also has the as-
pects of an initiation process. Robert Paul Wolff in The
Ideal of the University describes it and the inherent con-
flict involved because the university is the place of cer-
tification .
The relationship of professor to student in this
initiation is rather like that of master to ap-
prentice. The two seek one another out freely and
establish a bond, by mutual agreement, which is
moral and emotional as well as intellectual. . . .
graduate education has a professional as well as
nonprofessional component. The professional com-
59lbid., p. 227.
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ponent is the procedure of certification, leading
characteristically to the conferring of a degree
The nonprofessional component in graduate educa-
tion is the intellectual, emotional, and more
interaction through which a student learns from a
professor what it is to be a creative intellect.
The conflict between professional certification
and intellectual initiation destroys the coherence
of graduate education in American universities.
At every turn, professors and students find them-
selves torn by the contradictory standards and
divergent demands of the two activities. The re-
sult has been to make the process of certification
needlessly painful and to corrupt the process of
initiation . bO
Wolff would prefer the British arrangement.
Each professional or preprofessional field bears some
direct relationship to the professional requirements for
practice. In the fields of engineering and business, for
example, professional societies determine the requirements
for entry. These societies greatly affect the curriculum
designed to prepare practitioners. In medicine, the Ameri-
can Medical Association has had an important influence on
the medical school curriculum, as had the American Bar As-
sociation on the curriculum in law schools. It also makes
for great uniformity. When the pressures for reform oc-
curred in the 1960's regarding the law school curriculum,
it came from outside the legal establishment, from consumer
advocate Ralph Nader and others who thought public service
60Wolff, p. 22-23.
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law with tenants rights, the welfare system, the rights of
indigents, the consumers, ought to be an important part of
the curriculum. The new Antioch Law School in Washington,
D.C., adds an experiential dimension, admitting only older
students who have had some work experience, and by using the
casework approach, sending students into the field to begin
learning the lawyering role by doing as soon as possible.
In the field of education, the State Department of Edu-
cation sets the certification requirements for the element-
ary and secondary level which applies pressure on the col-
leges and universities in that state to make sure that stud-
ents who want certification can take the required courses
within the degree program so that they can be certified when
they graduate. In practice, the state will certify a spe-
cific curriculum as being acceptable, and any student com-
pleting that standard course will automatically be certi-
fied. Most schools have one standard path that is followed.
The School of Education at the University of Massachusetts
is one of the few in the country which presents a series of
options to the student, any one of which will lead to cer-
tification.
A new development in the field of certification is the
recent acknowledgement of paraprofessional training as part
of an Associate of Arts degree. Community Colleges are de-
signing technical programs that lead to the A. A. and A.S.
degree and formal certification at a paraprofessional level
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An example of this will be seen in teachers aides in many
classrooms and the social service technicians employed by
the Department of Welfare in Massachusetts. The classifica-
tion of Social Service Technician has been incorporated into
the civil service ladder. Two years of schooling and a cer-
tain distribution of courses is required for employment.
In conclusion, for some the B.A.
,
B.S., or Ph.D. be-
comes the certification that one is an educated person.
Many employers treat B.A. recipients this way, much the way
the holder of a high school diploma was treated ten years
ago. As long as this is so and unless other means are used
to judge suitability for employment, people will continue
to seek the degree as representing this form of certifica-
tion or eligibility.
All institutions of higher education perform the cer-
tification function one of two ways. On the one hand, if
the A. A., B.A., M.A., or Ph.D. is thought of as a union card
to entry level jobs without which one cannot be employed,
then all institutions that offer a degree perform that func-
tion. But if certification is held to a narrower defini-
tion--that of professional certification, then it would in-
clude only certification programs for paraprofessionals
,
other professional certification that can be accomplisned
at the bachelor’s degree level, such as business, engineer-
ing, or education, and perhaps the Ph.D., which certifies
one to teach at the graduate level. Excluded from this nar-
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rower definition are liberal arts degree programs which
graduate what the Peace Corps used to call B
. A . Generalists.
Thus in one way or the other, all institutions of higher
learning are involved in certification processing to a sub-
stantial degree.
f) Social Service Station
This function, so labeled by Robert Paul Wolff
in The Ideal of the University
,
describes the direct service
or outreach function of the centers of learning, and is of-
ten in conflict with the university as a trustee of cogni-
tive culture. The question is not whether the university
has any societal obligations, but what kind, at what level,
and at what price. The federal and foundation support for
applied research noted in section b of this chapter encour-
aged the development of a group of educational entrepreneurs
within many institutions. These men brought in millions of
dollars for research, support of graduate students, overhead
for the institution, and subsidies for their own salaries.
This money brought power, not only to those entrepreneurs
but to the institution, and with it came all the attendent
problems. In the decades of this massive support it was
very difficult to turn down a large grant or project. But
institutions must choose more carefully how to use their
power
.
The service model finds its chief theorist/apologist
in Clark Kerr, formerly President of the University of Cali-
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fornia and Chairman of the Carnegie Commission on Higher
Education that finished its work in 1974. Kerr outlined the
modern American university as he saw it in the early 1960's
in his Godkin Lectures at Harvard, published in 1963 as The
s Q f the Univ er s i tv
. Kerr called this university the
"mul t iversity" -
-"a whole series of communities and activ-
ities held together by a common name, a common governing
board, and related purposes." 61 It is a Federal Grant uni-
versity, for its financing, its direction of growth, its
purposes, and its personnel are all dominated by the avail-
ability of federal support.
The modern American university came to be that way not
through its own choosing but by a series of events and in-
teractions with society and institutions outside its con-
trol. As Flexner observed, it was true even at Harvard in
1930. 62
The greatest stimulus to this activity by institutions
of higher education was the land grant movement, which began
with the passage of the Morrill Federal Land Grant Act of
1862. This Act gave to each of the states public land or
land script equal to 50,000 acres for each senator and rep-
resentative under the apportionment of 1860 for the purposes
61 Kerr, p. 1.
6
^Ibid
.
,
p . 5
.
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of encouraging branches of learning related to agriculture
and the mechanical arts, In 1890 a second Morrill Act was
passed that provided regular annual appropriations for the
land grant colleges. The doors were opened to the children
of the farmers and workers, or so many people hoped, and the
curriculum broadened in these new or modified institutions
to include such things as agriculture, engineering, home
economics, and business administration.
Then came tne ’’Wisconsin Idea” under the progressivism
of Theodore Roosevelt and Robert LaFollette which declared
the boundaries of the University of Wisconsin to be the
boundaries of the state. Urban and agricultural extension
activities flourished even at private institutions such as
Chicago, Cornell, and Columbia, and under the leadership of
Charles Van Hise, the University of Wisconsin became active
in the reform politics and trade union movement of the
state
.
This new public service mission was a uniquely American
contribution to higher education. As a result, American
universities came to be made up of three el ements - -one Brit-
ish, one German, and one American. We had taken the best of
the British system, undergraduate instruction, and adapted
it for use in the United States. From the Germans we
adopted the graduate training and research component, build-
ing the Johns Hopkins University (1984) and the University
of Michigan (1817). And the American contribution became
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the service by the university to the various important pub-
lics or constituents.
The Hatch Act of 1887 gave impetus to this movement by
providing federal funds for the creation of Agricultural Ex-
periment Stations. This history lay behind the university’s
open arms which greeted the large federal grants as they
began pouring into these institutions by the late 1950's to
create the Federal Grant universities or "mul ivers it ies .
"
Wolff, in summarizing Kerr's arguments, does not argue
that universities should not serve society, but points out
the flaws in Kerr's statement of the reasons behind the pub-
lic service activities of the multiversity, and to his fail-
ure to make sharp distinctions between the legitimate con-
cepts of effective or market demand and alleged human or
social need . He sees Kerr's book as a perfect expression of
liberal ideology with all its attendant problems. Wolff
agrees with Kerr in his description of the modern university
as a multiversity but rejects Kerr’s lauditory tome and ar-
gues that this is not the way it ought to be. Wolff pro-
poses a more independent (from the federal government) uni-
versity, one which is in a position to offer the society and
its institutions more critique and less cooperation.
Jacques Barzun also mourns the passing of the less com-
plex institution of higher education. He attributes the
change to Americans' growing faith in education and their
faith in the integrity and good will of those called educat-
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ors. The modern American University can best be understood
as a residual institution: the last outpost of help. "What-
ever the individual and the society cannot do for themselves
is entrusted to the likeliest agency," as people turn to the
government in a welfare state. Burzun continues,
. . .The nearest equivalent to what the university
is becoming is the medieval guild, which undertook
to do everything for the town.
. . . The only
thing that the guild used to provide and we do not
is Masses for the dead, and if we do not it is be-
cause we are not asked. ^3
Whether this service function is as contradictory to
the other purposes of the university already discussed is
much debated. Some would have higher education go even far-
ther in its outreach and believe that this could be done in
such a way that it would strengthen the other functions.
One of tl jse, William Birenbaum, in Overlive
,
would
have the major university centers which are located in urban
areas, take the city as their campus and identify certain
urban problems as the curriculum. He believes this is the
best way for the resources of the university to be brought
to bear upon the major societal problems. He would have
this done, not at the expense of scholarship, but beside it.
The practical difficulty of this proposal on any large scale
is so well described in the Zoellner article from the Chr on
-
icle noted previously. It becomes extremely difficult to
63Barzun, p. 10.
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balance priorities to everyone's satisfaction.
Nearly all institutions in the post 1968 era are com-
pelled to perform some social service functions. The pres-
sure from students is off, but nearby communities and po-
tential constituents/consumers have adopted the rhetoric and
are demanding that these institutions serve them. They have
some right to expect it, particularly from state institu-
tions. Both public and private institutions are loathe to
reorder internal priorities and instead have sought exter-
nal, or at least additional, funding for these service or
outreach programs.
The pressure of the 1960's did bring open admissions to
the City University of New York system, however, and the de-
velopment of other special programs to deal with the New
Students of which Patricia Cross speaks in Beyond the Open
Door . The call was for access . Institutions were designed
specifically to meet a community's needs, such as Ostos Com-
munity College in the South Bronx, Roxbury Community College
in Roxbury, Massachusetts, or some of the new University
Without Walls units established to serve farmworkers in
Fresno, Chicanos in Houston, Native Americans in Oklahoma,
or black cooperative farmers in Alabama. Even private in-
stitutions such as Columbia and Boston University have found
it in their best interest to get along better with their
neighbors by developing programs that give access to meet
some of their educational desires. In times of budget
cut-
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backs, however, these programs are very vulnerable. Ostos
Community College, only two years old, is being closed due
to budget pressures.
The access of the 1960's is now giving way to the more
sophisticated concept of the maximum development of each who
is admitted. Rather than admitting persons who cannot do
the work, the instructional revolution called for by Cross
in Accent on Learning focuses on the substance of educational
experience once they are admitted. The result should be
real service to society, not simply pleasing admission sta-
tistics .
The other aspect of the social service station func-
tion, articulated by Barzun and others outside the academy,
is that help from society's centers of knowledge and learn-
ing can solve some of the tough problems that face society
today. The university's often clumsy attempts to get in-
volved in the 1960 's have exposed part of the myth of all-
knowingness that surrounded these institutions for what it
was. This process has perhaps begun to more realistically
define what kinds of social problems are amenable to solu-
tion or attack by the kinds of people with academic training
that are found within institutions of higher learning. The
new budget stringencies of the 1970' s are also helping to
insure that choices are made more carefully.
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B. Defining the Baccalaureate Degree
1^-St section of this chapter is devoted to a speci-
fic and important topic in understanding the background of
the problem for this thesis. How the degree is defined de-
termines the boundaries that include or exlude certain to-
pics, material or approaches. In this structural analysis
of the definition, three elements are important: the begin-
ning
,
and end points, and the content. In simpler terms the
questions are, What are the admissions standards and cri-
teria? How is progress toward completion of the program
measured? What are the required elements of the program?
1. History and Background
The present concept of academic degrees in the
United States can be traced with relatively little change
to the two original universities in the West--at Paris and
Bologna in the thirteenth century. At this time, Bologna
was a center for the study of civil and canon law. Its
teachers were called doctor
s
.
The title was conferred on a
student by the appropriate guild, signifying completion of
studies, the passing of examinations and formal admission
to the guild of teachers. Paris used the term master , also
conveying the full right to teach. At this time a bachelor
emerged as:
a student allowed to teach in a master s school- a
teaching assistant as it were. While ordinary
lectures in law at Bologna were reserved to doc
tors, advanced students were authorized to tutor
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or lecture in limited areas and became known asbachalar 1
. The term seems to have been applied
Pf rl} aP s four or five years of study whiletne xull doctorate required seven or eight. Atthe University of Paris, by the last part of thethirteenth century the "baccalaureate" had becomein fact an inferior degree marking the completion
of the first period in which the student devoted
himself completely to his studies and the admis-
sion to the second phase during which he undertooklimited teaching simultaneously with advanced
studies. The act of determination, or qualifica-
tion for the bachelorship, involved a formal dis-
putation in grammar and logic with a master, an
examination by a faculty board, a ceremony con-
sisting of the determiner's putting on his bache-
lor's "cappa" (student gown) and taking his seat
for the first time among the bachelors, and usual-
ly a feast with wine provided by the successful
candidate. From the symbolism of the feast of
Bacchus and the laurel wreath of victory comes
the term "baccalaureate . "64
In France, the baccalaureate degree gradually became
shortened and at the present time is the certificate awarded
upon leaving the secondary school level. At Oxford and
Cambridge, greater emphasis was being placed on the bacca-
laureate degree as the primary university degree. Borrowing
from the English model, the sole degree awarded by Harvard
from its founding in 1636 until the Civil War was the Bache-
lor of Arts degree. This degree was awarded for the comple-
tion of a rigidly prescribed, four year, classical curricu-
lum, composed of Latin and Greek, logic, rhetoric, ethics,
metaphysics, astronomy, physics, and mathematics, aimed at
developing useful habits and values, and developing a cha-
64 Spurr, p. 10-11.
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racter-type best suited to an Eastern drawing room or parish
house." 65 Recipients of the degree during this period were
generally younger than normal college age as we think of it
today, due to the lack of secondary schools in most commu-
nities
.
Although there were a few changes between the time the
colonial colleges were founded and the Civil War, the Har-
vard system described above remained pretty much intact in
all the colleges in the New World. New public colleges were
founded after the Civil War, however, which led to the first
major changes in undergraduate curriculum. As Jencks and
Riesman note:
public demand for an alternative to the classical
collegiate system became increasingly insistent.
Educators in the public sector responded somewhat
differently from those in the private one, and the
two began to diverge in significant ways. . . .
Private institutions typically tried to preserve
the old collegiate model at the undergraduate lev-
el, while confining the new professionalism to
graduate studies. Public colleges, on the other
hand, frequently saw professionalism as a substi-
tute for the gentile tradition rather than just a
supplement to it.°&
Thus the shift began, led by the public colleges, to
take notice of and orient curriculum toward the realities of
the industrial revolution, including the tremendous fortunes
that were being made by the new captains of industry. The
6^Jencks and Riesman, p. 91.
66 Ibid., p. 259.
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tension that resulted from this drive for professionalism
competing for the hearts and minds of academic men with the
liberal arts was discussed in the first part of this chap-
ter .
The liberal arts lost ground in many institutions until
the 1930’s when reformers such as Hutchins at Chicago and
Mieklej ohn at Wisconsin, tried to restate the case for a
broadly educated, intelligent citizenry through a common
liberal arts college curriculum. Other attempts were made
at Columbia, and Harvard after the Second World War and at
Monteith, Shinier, St. Johns with its Great Books, and more
recently at Franconia. In spite of these attempts, the
classical liberal arts curriculum since the Civil War has
gradually been reduced to a set of distribution requirements
which must be met by a student during his first two years of
study
.
As the curriculum came to include electives, first pro-
posed at Harvard by President Eliot in 1884, a means of mea-
suring student progress was needed. The credit system was
devised to designate the part of a full college program that
the course represented. Thus credits have derived their
meaning entirely from the degree. The credit system, whe-
ther based on a quarter, semester or trimester calendar, has
become a universal measure of academic progress, except at
a few, new, competency-based programs. In most institutions
credits are used as the means for measuring progress as
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students enter, withdraw, and reenter the same or different
institutions
:
from the bulletin of a major university: 'At the
close of each quarter, the courses, units,
grades, and grade-points earned are added’onto the
student’s cumulative University record. From this
record, he may determine his progress toward a de-gree.’ If the degree is implicitly the education-
al goal of college students, then credits are theimmediate means of charting their progress. 67
Baccalaureate degree programs, made up of credits, are suc-
cessful today, Spurr believes, because the B
. A . "offers a
wide range of opportunity under a single degree title to
which virtually all students aspire and which opens a wide
variety of doors for those who succeed. Many students
do not go on for further academic training, deciding instead
that their needs have been met or that other training is
more appropriate. Some choose to enter programs leading to
advanced professional degrees and others are accepted for
graduate study in the liberal arts.’
In conclusion, Spurr states that:
the B.A. represents a broad degree gate, offering
a wide range of noninvidious choice to a wide
range of students. It is a gate through which
everyone passes regardless of whether they are go-
ing into the outside world, into professional
schools, or into graduate study in the liberal
arts. The generalized baccalaureate permits a
progressive choice of career opportunities and
6?Spurr, p. 119.
6^Ibid., p. 25.
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provides reentry possibilities
to change their field as their
and motivations develop. 69
for those who wish
interests, talents,
2. Defining the Criteria for Entry
The criteria for admission to college has shifted
over time and accordingly to the purposes of the institu-
tion. The American college prior to the Civil War was more
like a secondary school than a contemporary college to judge
by the age of the students, which was usually 15 or 16.
These young boys had usually had a year or two of prepara-
tory school or tutoring in Greek or Latin by the local min-
ister. The only entrance requirements at Harvard and Yale,
besides time, money and the inclination to attend, were
Greek and Latin until 1745 when arithmetic was added by
Yale, but Harvard did not follow suit until 1807. Then came
geography required by Harvard (1807), English grammar by
Princeton (1819), and finally algebra, geometry and history
were set up as general admissions requirements in most col-
leges before the outbreak of the Civil War. These criteria
served the relatively uniform requirements and purposes of
7 0higher education institutions well.
In contrast, at the present time, most American stud-
ents enter college at age 17 or 18* having completed a full
6 ^ Ibid
.
,
p . 26
.
700ber 1 in College began admitting girls to baccalaur-
eate degree programs in 1837 and Antioch College under
Horace Mann in 1853.
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high school program in a college preparatory program which
includes four years of math, English, science, social stud-
ies and some electives. In addition, for selective insti-
tutions, students must take either the College Entrance Ex-
amination Board's Scholastic Aptitude Tests or the American
College Testing Program’s similar exams, both of which in-
clude verbal and quantitative measures. The scores on these
exams weigh heavily in the admission of a young person to
college in addition to his cumulative grade point average,
rank in class, recommendations, and perhaps a personal in-
terview. Early entrance, before the last year of high
school, is possible for the highest achievers.
For institutions with a specific, visible image, such
as Bennington, St. John's, Swarthmore, Antioch, a good deal
of self selection on the part of the applicants takes place.
Included in this group would be predominantly black colleges
and universities, public and private, denominational col-
leges and alternative programs. There are also the highly
selective colleges and universities such as Amherst, Hamp-
shire, Harvard and the University of California at Berkeley
which are looking for particular characteristics in their
applicants
.
In the late 1960's, along with the cries for relevance ,
came the demands for access from those who had been previ-
ously excluded from the academy. These applicants, whose
school preparation was generally not as good as those who
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were already students, educational psychologist K. Patricia
Cross has called the New Students. These were young people
from the lower third of their high school classes, were more
likely to be black or Spanish- speaking
,
to be working class,
and to have parents who had not been to college than their
counterparts in college.
To this group of New Students must be added the New
Adult Student. These adults include some who had dropped
out of school under the pressure of families and jobs as
well as those who had never been to college. Within these
two groups is a vast range of preparation for college and
ability. They also have had years of experience in the in-
tervening time which becomes a lens through which they view
any new experience such as college.
An attempt was made by some educational authorities and
institutions to achieve equality of educational opportunity
for these students. Community colleges grew across the
country at a furious pace to serve the commuter student.
But New York City set the highest goal by proclaiming open
admissions in the huge City University of New York. Anyone
with a high school diploma from the New York public schools
could attend. The next few years were nightmarish for fac-
ulty and students, culminating in a withdrawal of these
terms for the fall of 1976, with much bitterness on the part
of students and an 'I told you so' attitude on the part of
the faculty. There had been a failure to recognize that
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merely admitting these New Students was not enough. Appro-
priate instructional programs should have been developed but
were not. Only limited remediation was attempted, not the
instructional revolution that Cross believes would have been
necessary. Thus admissions criteria can change rapidly
from one year to the next, even within one institution, sub-
ject to educational, political and other pressures.
3. Defining the Terminal Point
The celebration or marking the end of a process
should occur at the point at which the desired outcome s have
been achieved. But this is not generally the case in higher
education. Samuel Gould laments,
What is it all intended to achieve? What are the
characteristics of an educated person, and what
can a college or university or any agency or any
experience contribute toward creating such a per-
son? .... What are the desireable outcomes of
any degree to be acquired by the student? ....
The answers to these questions are still vague in
contrast to the detailed mechanics of new programs
being fashioned. 72
Instead, the endpoint of a college or university educa-
tion is signalled by the awarding of the baccalaureate de-
gree. The determination of when is calculated by counting
the credits accumulated and checking to make sure the dis-
71 K . Patricia Cross, Accent on Learning (San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1976), chapters 1 and
-
2.
7
2
Samuel Gould, '’Less Talk, More Action," in The Ex-
panded Campus, ed. by Duckman Vermilye (San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1972), p. 183.
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tribution and course requirements in the major have been
satisfied. At this point the faculty certifies in one way
or another that the student is ready to graduate. This is
exclusively a quantitative process-
-one of counting the
units. The qualitative aspects are dealt with only as in
the need to maintain a certain grade point average to be
eligible for graduation, in the recognition of honors work,
and the election to honorary societies. Requiring 120-126
semester credit hours or 160-180 quarter credit hours for
the degree is simply a way of assuring a certain number of
hours of contact with teachers, scholars or even great men-
-
as at Harvard.
0
Jonathan Warren in his excellent chapter on "Awarding
Credit" in the Planning o
f
Non-Traditional Programs
,
clinches
the argument:
The bachelor's degree as a terminal point for for-
mal education no longer has validity, if it ever
did, other than what has been uncritically as-
cribed to it; and even that scribed value is now
declining. Its award coincides with no stage in
human development in the way that the transitions
between elementary, junior high, and high school
are predicated on changes in the social and psycho-
logical development of children. It is associated
with no nonarbitrary point of transition in the
social structure, as when a person leaves his par-
ental home or enters a marital relationship. If
the degree marks the point of entry into full-time
time employment and adult responsibility, a situa-
73Daniel Bell, The Reforming
York: Columbia University Press,
of General Educ ation
T966)
,
p. l^TT
-
(New
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tion true at best for a declining
college students, it does so only
proportion of
arbitrarily
.
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Attempts to shorten the baccalaureate degree and follow
the example of England and Wales in the 19th century have
largely been unsuccessful in the United States. President
Charles William Eliot of Harvard was one of the most' vocal
proponents of the three-year degree; but even near the end
of his long tenure in 1906 only 36% of the graduating class
was graduating in three years. Johns Hopkins began in 1867
with a three-year undergraduate program, then added a pre-
liminary year at the University before matriculation and by
1907 it had become a standard four-year program. As more
students go on for post-baccalaureate degree work and as
those programs become longer, there are again calls for a
time-shortened degree. Woodring, in 1968 in his The Higher
Learning in America : A Reassessment
,
makes the case as do
the bulk of the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education Re-
ports . °
The exception to the time requirement appears only in
some recent developments. There have been some foundation-
supported attempts to "repackage" the undergraduate curricu-
lum, which allows a student to study year round and com-
plete the program in three years while the curriculum re-
74Jonathan Warren, "Awarding Credit," in Planning Non-
Traditional Programs
,
ed. by K. Patricia Cross, John Valley
and Associates (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1974), p. 143.
7
^Spurr, p. 32-34.
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mains unchanged. To serve adult students the new Regents
External Degree Program in New York State awards degrees
strictly on the basis of successful completion of the re-
quired examinations, not on how many courses had been taken
or how long the student had been studying to prepare for
them. (See Chapter III.) The same is true with correspond-
ence courses, as the curriculum is simply repackaged.
The time-defined degree was developed at a time when
college populations were homogeneous and wel 1 -prepared
.
This exposure for a specified amount of time served the
elite well. The results were predictable and uniform. With
the advent of a more heterogeneous college population, how-
ever, the time-defined degree brings mixed results. New
college students now begin with a wider range of skill lev-
els, even within one institution, than they did one hundred
years ago. Elements of the mastery concept are now required
as in the competency-based curricula that have begun to be
developed in the last four years if students are to be well-
served. Antioch College/West, the Community College of Ver-
mount, the College of Public and Community Service at the
University of Massachusetts in Boston, and Hampshire College
are examples of this type of program. At Hampshire College,
three levels of examinations are required to be successfully
completed for the awarding of the degree. Courses may help
76 Derek Bok, "The Three-Year Degree" (College Board Re-
view, 1975 (85)), p. 14-16.
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the Hampshire student prepare for the exams, as may inde-
pendent studies designed by the student and a faculty member.
Each exam is developed by the student with the cooperation
of a faculty member and is then approved by a faculty com-
mittee established for that purpose. After an integrating
seminar in the final year, an exam is taken, and if success-
fully passed, the degree is awarded. 77
To better meet the needs of adults, Alverno College in
Milwaukee and the College of Public and Community Service of
the University of Massachusetts/Boston have developed, as
institutions, sets of competencies that each student shall
meet before the degree is awarded. In the College of Public
and Community Service, each competency is composed of sev-
eral certificates. For example, one of the Management Cer-
tificates is concerned with Bureaucratic change:
Competency: You will develop a set of four legal
and administrative strategies designed
to change at least one aspect of the
operational behavior of a public bur-
eaucracy.
When Given: an example of a change-resistant pub-
lic bureaucracy (either identified by
the student or by the evaluating team)
the student will demonstrate the
above competency in an oral presenta-
• tion.
Evaluation Standards: The presentation will be
evaluated according to the following:
77Franklin Patterson, The Making of a College (Amherst;
Hampshire College, 1966).
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1. The strategy must demonstrate a
familiarity with all applicable
administrative regulations and
laws
.
2. The proposed plan must realistic-
ally reflect the legal and finan-
cial resources available to those
advocating the change.
3. At least one of the strategies
must provide a contingency plan
for an anticipated adverse re-
sponse from the public bureaucra-
cy involved. 78
In summary, the most common means to identify the ter-
minal point in a baccalaureate degree program is time, or
specified number of credits, although a few institutions
concerned with the teaching/ learning process are beginning
to experiment with competency-based curricula without time
or credit requirements.
4.
Defin ng the Content
The traditional core of higher education has always
been the liberal arts, though the definition of these lib-
eral arts has undergone change over the centuries. The pre-
scribed curriculum of American colleges underwent little
change during the first two hundred years until the instal-
lation of Charles Eliot as President of Harvard. In his
article called "What is a Liberal Education?” in Century
Magazine of June, 1884, President Eliot details his views on
78College of Public and Community Service, Management
Certificate (Boston: unpublished paper, Jan. 1974) , p . 27
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the changes required in the curriculum to make it the liber-
ating process it is supposed to be. To the classical liter-
atures through Latin and Greek, metaphysics, mathematics,
and systematic theology which the wise men of the fifteenth
century took as their best existing intellectual and moral
materials, Eliot
would therefore add, as studies of equal rank,
English, French, German, history, political eco-
nomy
,
and natural science, not one of which can
be said to hav e existed in mature form when the
definition of liberal education, which is still in
force, was laid down
.
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He then goes on to argue for earlier choices among
those new electives for students, and that the traditional
sequence of some courses should be examined and perhaps
changed
.
But the f: rst major inclusion of learning of a radically
different nature occurred at an institution with a radically
different purpose. To train better scientists, Renssalaer
Institute under the direction of Amos Eaton in 1824:
Students at the Institute in Troy learned by
teaching, by lecturing, by demonstrating experi-
ments. For them instruction began with the prac-
tical application of the subject at hand. They
were introduced to the scientific principles in-
volved as progress in their studies required.
Thus, a visit to a bleaching factory, tannery, or
to a millstone -maker always preceded the appropri-
79Charles W. Eilot, "What Is a Liberal Education?,"
Early Reform in American Higher Education , ed . by David
Portman (Chicago : Nelson-Hall Company, 1972), p. 39-40.
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ate laboratory experiments.
Renssalaer Institute provided the first sys-tematic field work in an institution of learning-
established in 1824 the first laboratories in
chemistry and physics for the instruction of stud-
ents; and set up the first engineering curriculum
awarding the first engineering degree in 1835.^0
With the exception of the above, the history of curri-
cular change in American colleges is one of little change
until the Civil War and then increasingly rapid change after
that, moving away from the prescribed curriculum and into
the applied sciences under the stimulation of the Land Grant
Acts. It progressed even to the point that there occurred
a counter-revolution or liberal arts revival at Columbia,
Chicago, Wisconsin in the late 1920’s and 1930's and at Har-
vard in 1945. The content of the degree was changing in re-
sponse to local situations and purposes, and there developed
greater varia ion between institutions.
Intent on fusing the practical vocat ionalism of the
land-grant idea with the science, technology and spirit of
scholarship of the new university movement in the 1860's,
Andrew D. White successfully guided Cornell University in
its early years. Its chief benefactor and namesake, Ezra
Cornell, chose White to head the newly- chartered institution
in 1869 for these very reasons. Cornell University event-
ually made the land-grant idea respectable although the con-
cept of combining the two strains was seen as radical at
S^Rudclf, p. 230.
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the time.
The inclusion of field-work in the curriculum at Rens-
salaer Institute was followed at the University of Cincin-
nati School of Engineering in 1907 with a program of alter-
nating work and study. Soon other engineering schools fol-
lowed Cincinnati, and in 1921, President Arthur Morgan at
Antioch College introduced a work/study plan for all of the
college’s liberal arts students. By 1970, over 200 institu-
tions and programs of alternating work and study, with over
one- third of them awarding credit for the work experience
that could be substituted for classroom credit. 82
A major new federal program growing out of the popu-
larity of the Peace Corps and VISTA during the 1960's, the
University Year for Action (U.Y.A.), had accepted 1200 stud-
ents in 28 institutions by the fall of 1972. Students in
the UYA work full-time in schools for the retarded, legal
service offices, or bilingual education programs, for exam-
ple, while studying supplementary theoretical work supplied
and supervised by a faculty member at the participating uni-
versity. There is also a greater use of field work and
practica as part of any undergraduate's degree program, re-
gardless of his/her major.
8 1 I b i d
. ,
p. 265-266..
82j. w. Wilson, "Survey of Cooperative Education,
Journal of Cooperative Education , 61(1971), p. 790-1971 ,”
794.
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A few new programs have emerged in the last five years
that differ significantly in terms of content. The most
radical depature under the degree-granting umbrella is Cam-
pus Free College. The College is just that--it has no cam-
pus, only a headquarters and a network of resource persons
who make themselves available, for a negotiated price, to
learners who enroll in the College. The content of the de-
gree is defined by the needs, interests and wishes of the
student. The role of the institution is to facilitate the
goals of the learner.
As more adults have come into these programs for lib-
eral arts as well as professional education, the boundaries
that define what is acceptable as part of a baccalaureate
degree program are becoming less and less clear, so that to
day institutions which recognize learning derived from ex -
perience prior to matriculation
,
nothing is a_ priori ex-
cluded. Almost any particular learning from a particular
experience may be included for credit at a particular insti
tution at a particular time. It is difficult to generalize
Credit is not usually given for the experience per se but
for the learning that resulted from that experience. Anti-
och College’s "proposed Policy of the Evaluation of Demon-
strable Learning Based on Experience" states the typical
1 imi tat ions
:
The phrase evaluation o f demonstrable learning
based on experience was chosen deliberately. What
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is to be evaluated is not experience but learninebased on experience
. Thus, it follows tKa’t mertlyhaving had a particular experience is in and ofitself not a basis for the award of academic cred-it. .. .
The word demonstrable also has significance.
• • * Learning based on experience must have two
characteristics: First, it must be demonstrable
in the sense that the student can produce evidence
of learning; it cannot be so ineffable that a stud-
ent cannot communicate to another person some in-dication of what he or she has learned.
.
Second, learning must be relevant, in the sense
that it is related to the goals of the student's
education, either those determined by the program
in which the student is enrolled or those which
the student has set.
The word eva lua tion also has specific meaning
attached to it. . . . First, the program should
assist the student in identifying relevant learn-
ing in past experience, in presenting it to
others, and in developing evidence of learning.
Second, as this process of clarifying past learn-
ing occurs, it should be a major resource for
planning present academic and work experiences.
Third, both self-evaluation and evaluation by
others who are competent to evaluate particular
learning should be a part of the process. . . .
It is probable that the variety of learnings pre-
sented by a single student will require several
evaluators to assess them all adequately . 83
In a study done for the Carnegie Commission of Non-
traditional study by Ruyle and Geiselman it was reported
that only seven percent of the institutions in the study
(the entire population of American colleges and universi-
ties and their branches listed in the Education Directory
83Ruth D. Churchill, Prop o sed Policy on the Evaluation
of Demonstrable Learning Based on Life Experience (Yellow"
Springs
,
Ohio: Office of Educational Evaluation and Re-
search, Antioch College [1972]), p. 2-3,
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for the U.S. Office of Education) give credit without an
examination for prior work experience such as Vista or Peace
Corps experience. However, learning from life experience
is being assessed and accepted by over 100 institutions in-
cluding the University of Massachusetts/Amherst. 84
As stated in the Antioch College policy above, judg-
ments in this area do not as yet rest on any clearly-defined
set of principles.
Yet judgements need not be inherently unsystema-
tic, inconsistent, or invalid. All academic cred-
it rests ultimately on subjective judgements of
accomplishment, and the difficulty in judging the
suitability for credit of prior nonacademic ex-
periences is that existing definitions of a col-
lege degree all rest on the amount of time stud-
ents spend in a traditional academic setting. Re-
lating specific accomplishments to degree require-
ments naturally presents problems in the absence
of an adequate definition of a degree. ^5
C. Summary
This chapter has presented two themes essential to
derstanding the background of the problem in this diss
tion. The first, the structure and function of higher
cation, its history and contemporary shape outline the
nical, institutional and philosophical barriers to ere
institutional response to the assessment of experienti
un-
erta-
edu-
tech-
at ive
al
84jVarren, p. 53-94, 123.
S^Ibid., p. 124.
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learning. Among the most important is the contest over in-
stitutional purposes. The second theme is also related to
this contes t-
- the defining of the baccalaureate degree and
how it has changed over time. The ultimate test of how in-
clusive is the degree and therefore for what purposes can it
be used occurs in the institutional response to the needs of
adults to have prior experiential learning assessed for in-
clusion in their baccalaureate degree.
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CHAPTER III
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ASSESSMENT OF
OF EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
This chapter is intended to provide a comprehensive in-
troduction to the aseessment of experiential learning. The
history and background of the assessment process will be
presented at the outset, followed by an operational defini-
tion of learning. A discussion of the distinction between
formal learning and experiential learning further aids in
definition. An analysis of classification schemes for as-
sessment of experiential learning is undertaken, including
the proposal of a new descriptive scheme. To test the use-
fulness of the new scheme, an illustrative case in four ex-
isting programs is presented and analyzed.
A. Background
Two Carnegie Commissions since 1967 have studied higher
education and through their studies and recommendations have
provided an impetus to change. The first, the Carnegie Com-
mission on Higher Education under the direction of Clark
Keer, reported movement in three directions:
toward more options from students in their attend-
ance patterns; toward more diversity of programs
both as among and within individual institutions,
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thus expanding the choice for students’
enrichment of programs. 1
and toward
Building on the foundation laid by this first Carnegie
Commission, the second, called the Commission on Non-tradi-
tional Study, began its work in 1971 to focus more specific-
ally on several basic elements of non- tradi t ional study:
the concepts underlying it, the kinds of access to post-
secondary education that should exist, the means by which
such education might take place, the models of non-tradi-
tional education that are in operation or being planned, the
recognition of or reward for educational work completed in
non- traditional ways, and the problems of finance involved.
This Commission was also funded by the Carnegie Corporation
and chaired by Samuel B. Gould.
The four major publications that emerged from the Com-
mission's work were Explorations in Non-Tradit ional Study
,
Gould and Cross, editors; D iversity by Design
,
by the Com-
mission; The External Degree by Cyril Houle; and Planning
Non-Tradit
i
onal P rograms ^ by Cross, Valley and Associates.
The focus of these volumes, non- traditional education, is a
difficult one, for as Gould points out:
^Carnegie Comm ion on Higher Education, Priorities
for Action: Final port of the Carnegie Commission on
HTgheT
~
lIHucatTbirTN • w*
-
York : MeG raw -Hi 11 , 1 9 75) , p . 4
Planning Non- Trad it ional Programs contains the best
bibliographic essay on non - tradit ional higher education
available to date.
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non- traditional study is more an attitude than asystem and thus can never ben defined except tan-gentiaHy. This attitude puts the student firstand the institution second, concentrates more on
e former s need than the latter’s convenience
encourages diversity of individual opportunity ra-ther than uniform prescription, and de-emphasizes
times, space, and even course requirements in favor
of competence and, where applicable, performance.
It has concern for the learner of any age and cir-
cumstance
.
^
But these volumes, better than any that have preceded them,
point out the need for more diverse programming that is not
time/space bound and thus can be more easily utilized by
adults. They have also stimulated institutional response.
Low cost programs serving adults currently have burgeoning
enrollments, and marketing surveys show greater numbers are
waiting for a variety of educational experiences and degree
programs which are designed to serve the non- traditional
student
.
As adults enter regular degree programs or new ones,
seme fresh issues are raised by their experience prior to
entry, and their feelings of competence complicate their
smooth assimilation into the role of students. A common ex-
ample is that of an adult student, returning from a class,
who indicates that because of her prior experience she is
familiar with the bulk of the course content, and feels it
3Samuel Gould, "Preface, " Diversity b^ Design by Com-
mission on Non-Traditional Study (San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass, 1973)
,
p. xv.
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would be a waste of time to sit through the course. To ade-
quately respond, faculty and the institution must find me-
tnods to ascertain whether or not she is accurate in her
feelings
.
With this the faculty and the institution are faced
with an evaluat icn/assessment problem as well as several im-
portant philosophical questions. The first of the educa-
tional/philosophical questions is, should prior, out-of-
classroom lerrning be certified by the institutions? If the
decision is to recognize this prior learning, then the next
question should be, should credits actually be awarded for
the learning or should the student simply be given advanced
standing? What types of experiential learning justify col-
lege-level credit? And to what extent must learning be spe-
cified? Does crediting prior experiential learning change
the meaning of the B.A. degree? Should credit be based upon
amount of experience or amount of learning? And there are
others, including faculty resistance to giving credit for
learning they did not have a hand in bringing about.
Individual faculty have been at a loss as to how to
cope with these difficult questions. Many institutions, in-
cluding the University of Massachusetts, have a system of
credit by examination whereby a student may challenge the
course and by passing the final exam, or some similar pro-
cess, can be awarded credit for the course. Few students
use or even know about this procedure.. The College Level
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Exam Program (CLEP) of the Educational Testing Service de-
scribed earlier is in use at more than 1000 institutions
around the country to measure and certify learning regard-
less of how it was acquired. The New York State College
Proficiency Examination Program which is much like the CLEP
led to the establishment of several degree-granting pro-
cesses based solely on the examination process: the Regents
External Degree in New York, Thomas Edison College in New
Jersey, and the Board for State Academic Awards in Connecti-
cut. The oldest and largest of these is the Regents Exter-
nal Degree Program, begun in 1971 and last year conferred
2000 degrees. It awards eight degrees ranging from an As-
sociate of Arts and an Associate in Applied Science in
Nursing to a liberal arts B.A. and a Bachelor of Business
for a combination of formal study (courses at accredited
colleges as well as those taken in governmental, industrial,
military, extension, correspondence and other programs) and
examination through CPEP and CLEP. The exams are designed
and normed by faculty in the State University of New York
system. They are available in such areas as business, nurs-
ing, some social sciences such as sociology, psychology,
anthropology, and others such as mathematics, computer sci-
ence, Black studies and literature. They are not available
as equivalents for all courses.
These examinations and examination degrees, important
though they are, have one major weakness. Because of the
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way m which they are constructed they favor those individ-
uals who are facile with the primary symbolic medium in this
country: the English language. At the same time, those
persons who have engaged in significant experiential learn-
ing may not be able to pass a paper and pencil test on that
same material for acquisition of skill in the use of the
symbolic medium was not a necessary part of the learning
experience
.
Thus, there is a need to develop a wide range of tech-
and procedures to measure and evaluate the experi-
ential learning of students in college programs today.
Clearly paper and pencil, standaridized exams are limited
when dealing with this highly individualistic phenomenon.
1. Definition of Learning
Before going on, a brief discussion of the defini-
tions and learning is necessary. These definitions can be
found scattered throughout the psychological, physiological,
educational and philosophical literature. A fairly typical,
broad definition is developed by Hilgard in his Theories of
Learning :
Learning is a process by which an activity origin-
ates or is changed through reacting to an encoun-
tered situation, provided that the characteristics
of the change cannot be explained on the basis of
native response tendencies, maturation, or tern-
porary states of the organism (fatigue, drugs, etc.).
^E. R. Hilgard, Theories of Learning (2nd ed.; New
York: Appleton, 1956), p . 3.
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The humanistic psychologist, Carl Rogers, approaches it much
differently. Learning, he says,
has a quality of perso nal involvement-
- the wholeperson~in bothHEis feeling ah^Eo^HTTive aspectsbeing in the learning event. It is self-initi-
ated. Even when the impetus or stimulus comesfrom the outside, the sense of discovery, of
reaching out, of grasping and comprehending, comesfrom within. It i_s pervasive
. It makes a differ-
ence m the beFavior
,
the attitudes, perhaps even
the personality of the learner. It is evaluatedb^ the learner
. He knows whether it~Ts meeting
his needT^ whether it leads toward what he wants toknow.
. . . I ts essence is meaning
.
5
The range and inconsistencies simply serve to confuse the
picture. Bloom, when developing his Taxonomy of Educational
Obj ec t ive
s
for the cognitive domain describes the situation:
Members of the taxonomy groups spent considerable
time in attempting to find a psychological theory
which would provide a sound basis for the taxo-
nomy. W< reviewed theories of personality and
learning but were unable to find a single view
which in our opinion accounted for the varieties
of behaviors represented in the educational ob-
jectives we attempted to classify. We were re-
luctantly forced to agree with Hilgard that each
theory of learning accounts for some phenomenon
very well but is less adequate in accounting for
others. What is needed is a larger synthetic
theory of learning than at the present time seems
to be available .
6
^Carl Rogers, Freedom to Learn (Columbus, Ohio: Mer-
rill, 1969)
,
p. 5.
^Benjamin S. Bloom, ed.
,
Taxonomy of Educational Ob j ect -
ives, Handbook I: The Cognitive Domain ("New York! David
McKay
,
”1956)
,
p . 17.
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Linda Reisser, in her dissertation, A Facilitation Proces:
for Self-Directed Learning
,
concludes that psychologically
’’little is known about the learning process itself, espec-
ially as it relates to non-classroom experiences ." 7 And it
is this non-classroom or experiential learning which is the
subject of this dissertation.
Experiential learning is that learning which comes
from experience. But in the broadest sense, what learning
does not come from some experience or other? We are focus-
sing upon that learning which comes from experience outside
the formal classroom setting as part of a formal educational
program. As was described in Chapter II, experiential
learning through such college- sponsored programs as cooper-
ative education have been a part of the curriculum of higher
education since the early part of this century and field-
based learning since Amos Eaton pioneered it in 1824.
For the purposes of discussion in this paper we will
use a general definition of learning from the educational
literature: That which leads to a change or modification
in b ehavior
,
values
,
attitude
,
or philosophy . It is neces-
sary to employ this broad definition because we have no
control over learning environment in prior, experiential
learning. This is in contrast with college-sponsored
7 Linda Reisser, "A Facilitation Process for Self-
Directed Learning” (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, Uni-
versity of Massachusetts , 1973), p. 7.
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learning in which the conditions may be specified under
which the experience is to take place.
2. Formal Versus Experiential Learning
In a recent paper devoted to defining experiential
learning, sociologist James Coleman outlines the differences
between formal learning and classroom learning. 8 The body
of educational literature called theory of instruction is
the most helpful in making this distinction. The definition
of learning from this point of view is the acquisition of be-
havior brought about by the school environment, the instruc-
tional means designed by the educator, and the educational
system. Coleman goes on to note that the concern historic-
ally has been with optimal performance, as Bruner outlines
by the steps in his theory of instruction:
a)
b)
c)
d)
specify how to implant a predisposition toward
learning;
specify the optimal structuring of the body
of knowledge to be learned;
specify the most effective sequencing of ma-
terials
;
specify the nature and pacing of rewards and
punishments
.
9
8James S. Coleman, ’’Differences between Experiential
and Classroom Learning," in Experiential Learning , ed. by
Morris T. Keeton (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1976), p.
49-50.
^See Jerome Bruner, Toward a_ Theory of Instruction
(New York: Norton, 1966).
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An operational definition to assist in assessing ex-
periential learning must acknowledge great individual dif-
ferences and the wide variations in the interactions between
an individual and the prior learning environment. This is
because those prior learning environments were constructed
as learning environments and not thought of in that way. To
the participants they were more likely perceived as "my
first vacation in 10 years," or "that $100 a week job."
Coleman notes that much of the learning that occurs in
school takes place’ through instruction of the learner by the
instructor. This information exchange Coleman calls the
information-assimilation pattern. In contrast, much of the
learning that occurs outside of school takes place through
a processing of acting (or in some cases, seeing another
person act)
,
and then experiencing or observing the conse-
quence of action. This learning through trial and error or
the school of hard knocks Coleman calls experiential learn-
ing..
The formal learning, or information-assimilation pat-
tern described by Coleman, proceeds through a series of
steps as follows:
a) Receptio n of informa t ion . Information is
transmitted
-
concerning a general principle or
concerning specific examples as illustrative
of the general principle.
b) Understanding the general principle . The in-
formation is assimilated as knowledge.
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c) Particularizing
. The
terring a par t Tcu 1 ar
eral principle.
cognitive proces
application from
s of in-
the gen-
d) Acting on the information rec
step 1, using the general principle as
stood to apply to this particular inst
e ived
under
ance
.
in
The information-assimilation pattern is a deductive
process. By contrast., the experiential learning pattern
an inductive one, proceeding through the same four steps
in reverse order:
is
but
a) Acting
. Acting in a particular instance, see-
lng the effects of that action and experienc-
ing the consequences which yields information
regarding a cause and effect sequence.
b) Understanding the particular case. Having
learned the consequences of the action in the
particular case, one has learned how to act to
obtain his goals in this particular situation.
c) Generalizing
. Understanding of the general
principle under which the particular instance
falls, seeing the connection between the ac-
tions and the effects over a range of circum-
stances .
d) Acting in a new circumstance.
tKT new understanding In a new
in the range of generalization
anticipating the effect of the
Application of
situation with-
with the actor
action
.
The prototypes for these two types of learning are
learning experiments with humans utilizing a symbolic medium
for the information-assimilation pattern and classical ani-
mal experimentation with behavior modification for experi-
ential learning.
There are five distinct properties of the two types of
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learning Coleman describes that assist
information-assimilation is efficient,
in definition. First,
us ing the summation
of other’s experience which is transmitted through a sym-
bolic medium. Secondly, it is totally dependent on this
symbolic medium and if one has not mastered the required
symbols a person cannot learn in this way. Examples of the
latter can be seen in our schools every day as children or
adults with inadequate language skills are blocked in their
educational endeavors or career plans. Third, learning
through the information-assimilation process usually depends
on artiiicial or extrinsic motivation for the action or
gratification does not occur until the end of the process,
although there are those wrho learn for the love of learning.
Grades are an example of an extrinsic reward. Learning ob-
tained through the information-assimilation process appears
to be more easily forgotten, perhaps because it is linked
only to a set of abstract symbols.
Experiential learning in contrast is a time-consuming
process, necessitating repeated actions over a period of
time. It does not usually use symbolic media. A corollary
is that it is not necessary to be able to articulate alleged
learning to have in fact learned it. Motivation in experi-
ential learning is most often intrinsic, there being a sub-
jective need for the learning that exists from the outset.
An exception would be a person who took a rather menial job
because he/she needed money and then found there were cer-
tain
] 1 n
aspects of the job from which he/she could learn and
this defined the experience very differently. Finally,
learning gained in this way appears to be not as easily
forgotten, for it is linked to concrete actions and events
thac include an affective component. See Table page 111.
There are weaknesses in both methods. In the informa-
tion-assimilation pattern, ’’assuming that the symbolic media
are well learned and capable of carrying one through step
2 or 3, [the major hurdle] is the translation from the sym-
bolic framework or understanding and thinking to a framework
involving concrete sequences of action.” 10 Coleman describes
a typical teacher’s complaint as being that the students can-
no u apply wh a t they have learned
. This learning would ap-
pear to be incomplete. It has progressed through step 2 or
3, but not to step 4, the point at which the information re-
ceived is in usable form.
Coleman continues,
The weakest link in the experiential process of
learning appears to lie in the third step, in gen-
eralizing from the particular experiences to a" gen-
eral principle applicable in other circumstances.
Persons seem to differ considerably in their quick-
ness to infer a general principle from a set of
experiences. Thus some persons can engage in the
same action repeatedly without seeing the princi-
ple that they can use more widely, while others
will perceive the principle immediately. 11
10Coleman, p. 56.
11 Ibid
. ,
p . 57- 58
.
Properties of Experiential Learning as
Compared to Formal Learning*
Formal Learning:
Informat ion
-Ass imi la t ion
1. Efficient, uses sum of
others' experience
2. Depends on use of sym-
bolic medium
3. Depends on artificial or
extrinsic motivation
4. Deductive
5. More easily forgotten
6. Weak link: translating
symbolic understanding
to concrete action
Experiential Learning
1. Time-consuming, through
repeated actions
2. Does not use symbolic
medium
3. Motivation is intrinsic
4. Inductive
5. Not easily forgotten
6. Weak link: generalizing
from a particular ex-
perience to a general
principle
*From Coleman
Classroom Learning
"Differences between Experiential and
" in M. Keeton, Experiential Learning .
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Until recently, the experiential learning that insti-
tutions of higher education were concerned with was of the
type that was planned and supervised by faculty as a regular
part of the curriculum. This current or sponsored learning
could be measured with traditional before and after instru-
ments if increased skills and competency were important.
The learning could be planned, supervised, and evaluated.
The experience and potential experiential learning that
adults bi ing with them as they enter a degree program, how-
ever, pose a host of problems that the exneriential learning
above does not. Prior experiential learning was not spon-
sored or supervised by the institution that is now being
asked to evaluate that learning. The learning process and
outcomes are not as easily seen as they were above, but are
highly individualistic and must be assessed through ex post
facto measures.
Institutions began to respond to this need with small
programs for adults some time ago. The Adult Collegiate
Education (A.C.E.) program at Queens College of the City
University of New York (CUNY) was one of the first in 1963.
By 1966 the lesser-known Upper Division program of Franconia
College was born. Both were faculty-based models for as-
sessing and giving academic credit for prior, experiential
learning. But by 1974 when Peter Meyer did the survey for
his recently published book, Awarding College Credit for
Non -College Learning
,
more than 100 institutions reported
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that they in some way recognized and validated prior, ex-
periential learning as an appropriate part of their under-
graduate degree program. Peter Meyer goes on in the Preface
to the book.
The literature, unfortunately, does not reflect
this growth. While the past five years has seen
an explosion of publications of non- traditional
study, the entire area of crediting prior nonaca-demic learning has been sadly neglected. Test-
based models of crediting through CLEP and other
standardized examinations have received some at-
tention, but faculty-based models have received
almost none. In 1971, when a Dean of one of the
first statewide external degree programs in the
nation asked me where he could find written guide-
lines for crediting life/work experiences, I had
to admit that they were in the heads of about
eight people scattered throughout the country. 12
Written guidelines were available from less than half of
those institutions which are involved in assessing experi-
ential learning.
3. Cooperative Assessment of Experiential Learning
During this period, the Educational Testing Service
(ETS) was developing plans that would broaden its focus be-
yond the boundaries of purely standardized testing and into
the rapidly-expanding field of non- traditional education.
A series of invitational conferences for educators familiar
with the subject brought them together with interested
staff from the Carnegie Corporation and, after lengthy dis-
12Peter Meyer, Awarding College Credit for Non-College
Learning (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1975), p. xviii-xix.
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cussion, the Coopera
(CAEL) was born. It
the educators involv
approach to the asse
non.-normative to all
tive Assessment of Experiential Learning
was during these initial meetings that
ed made their position clear that the
ssment of experiential learning must be
ow for highly ind ividual zed approaches.
CAEL today is a consortium of 160 institutions,
directed primarily at developing new methods of
assessing experiential learning to 1) improve the
educational value of the assessment, 2) enhance
public credibility in and acceptance of experi-
ential learning, and 3) creating a forum for fur-
ther exploration and discussion of the assessment
and crediting of experiential learning.
^
The priorities established by CAEL reflect these pur-
poses as it completed its first year of work. In four pri-
ority areas special projects were created and completed.
a) Assessing the Achievement of Interpersonal
Skills . Experiential learning frequently in-
volves application of knowledge in situations
that depend upon interpersonal competencies
and offer special advantages for developing
them
.
b) The Use of Portfolios in the Assessment of
Hon- Sponsored Learning . Assessment of non-
sponsor ecTTearning most often begins with pre-
paration of a portfolio that presents pertin-
ent information and documentation.
c) The Assessment of the Learning Outcomes of
Work Experience. The relation oT education to
work has a t ta ined national significance, and
1
^Cooperative Assessment of Experiential Learning, 'A
Report on the Progress of the CAEL Project" (Princeton:
E.T.S.
,
Feb.
,
1975)
,
p. 1.
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d)
the various types of "work" experience are themost common forms of experiential learning of-fered for assessment. 8
The Use of Expert Judgmen t in Assessing Learn-in£_ Outcomes
. Much experiential learning ishighly individualized, based on unique combinations of experiences, and must necessarily be
assessed through some form of expert judgment
rather than with objective instruments.14
Development tasks undertaken by the staff of CAEL in each of
the areas of priority have resulted in guides containing
model procedures, illustrations, and prototype documents
for use and adaptation by individual institutions to local
circumstances. Future work will be concerned with the cost
of alternate assessment procedures, faculty development,
other specific competences and methods of assessment, and
the "broad contextual issues of institutional implementation
and policy concerning the assessment and crediting of ex-
periential learning. "15
To support the non- normat
i
ve
,
criterion-referenced ap-
proach to assessment, CAEL agreed that the criteria used for
assessing and crediting the outcomes of prior and ongoing
learning should conform to the following assumptions:
a) Learning occurs within formal educational set-
tings and in the community at large.
14 Ibid
. ,
p . 4 - 5
.
b) Each individual has different needs
periences, and objectives. prior ex-
c) Individual learning and aspirations should befostered
.
d) Individual acceptance of responsibility forlearning should be reinforced.
Criteria for assessment should rest upon indi-
vidual goals or upon institutional or external
requirements, or upon both, as appropriate.
f) The array of processes, methods, and criteria
used for assessment should meet the needs of
persons not now being served.
g) The results of assessment should give substan-
tive information about the knowledge, compet-
ence, attitudes, values, and other dimensions
of personal development which the individual
has demonstrated in relation to his or her
goals
.
16
Armed with the above assumptions, CAEL has been very
effective in bringing together in national and regional
meetings, assessment specialists, faculty and administrators
to work cooperatively in this area of assessment. Materials
and guides have been produced for use at interested insti-
tutions and faculty development workshops have been under-*
taken
.
4. The Willingham Grid
As a means of visualizing the assessment problem
with respect to experiential learning, Warren Willingham of
ETS has developed a grid to portray the six major issues in-
16Principles adopted by the CAEL Sterring Committee,
March 7, 1974.
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volved, and the three frames of reference from which he
would view the problem. The issues, presented in Morris
Keeton
' s Exgerient ial L earning are: a) What is creditable?
b) The meaning of experiential learning. c) What consti-
tutes evidence of learning? d) How to insure equity? e)
How to define standards? f) What are adequate records?
Willingham then suggests that each of these issues should be
addressed from three frames of reference. The first frame
of reference is the practical viewpoint or the stage of as-
sessment (e.g., documenting the learning, or evaluating
whether the learning meets an acceptable standard).
The second frame of reference is the one of traditional
measurement or psychometric problem. How might a measure-
ment specialist view this problem? The third and final
frame of reference it is useful to consider is the philoso-
phical/educational one. It involves the rationale for ex-
periential learning, its affect on curriculum, teaching and
ultimately the role of higher education in society. See
Table on page 118. Willingham goes on,
The principle implication and suggestion is that
the critical issues in the assessment of experi-
ential learning have parallels in day-to-day as-
sessment practice, in psychometric literature, and
in the broad educational issues of ultimate con-
cern. This is no great surprise. If these six
stages of assessment are in fact the issues of
practical significance, then their significance
118
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should be traceable to the fact that there ilarger educational issue at stake. 17
s a
Each of the six issues will be discussed from the three
frames of reference or points of view. These same frames of
reference will be used in Chapter IV to analyze the experi-
ence at UWW/UMass with prior learning assessment.
I s s
u
e One : What I s Creditable ? The practical step is
to determine what learning has taken place. If one is con-
cerned with the learning outcomes and not simply the experi-
ence per se, then at least some identification of the learn-
ing is required. This may be a very difficult task for
adults returning to school with limited academic vocabulary.
The parallel technical question is of what skills, knowledge
and competencies does the experience consist? The problem
for measurement specialists is one of content validity--
does the assessment focus upon the appropriate substance?
The appropriateness of the substance involves the ques-
tion of whether the particular type of learning is credit-
able. Examples abound: living one's life, raising a fami-
ly, hanging out on the south coast of Crete for two months,
etc. Though similar learning or experiences may be credited
at other institutions, there is a question as to whether it
should be credited when based upon independent experience.
17Warren Willingham, "Critical Issues and Basic Re-
quirements for Assessment," in Exper ient ial Learning , ed. by
Morris Keeton (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1 9 7 6 J , p. 228.
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(See discussion in Chapter II in Defining the Baccalaureate
Degree
.
)
Issue Two: The Meaning of Experiential Learning
. In
individualized degree programs, experiential learning must
be articulated to the educational goal or academic degree of
the student, in addition to meeting the requirements of the
institution. The larger question is ultimately, again, does
this have the effect of changing the definition of the de-
gree? The measurement question is roughly one of construct
validity, taking care that the procedures and underlying as-
sumptions of the assessment are consistent with the object-
ives and philosophy of the institution.
I ssue Three : What Constitutes Evidence of L earning ?
As a practical matter is it adequate to demonstrate parti-
cipation in an experience or is direct evidence of learning
required? The two are quite different. A letter verifying
attendance at a workshop demonstrates one thing, but a li-
cense obtained upon passing an examination to become a pilot
demonstrates quite another. The larger educational question
is whether credit should be based upon verification of ex-
perience or direct evidence of learning. When credit is
given for the experience per se it is based on the assump-
tion that "there is an underlying surrogate variable that
implies particular creditable learning outcomes. . . . Fur-
thermore, as is true in traditional academic settings, it
is frequently assumed that students acquire desirable learn-
121
mg outcomes when exposed to rich learning situations ."18
From the measurement specialist’s point of view, there is a
serious question in this case as to whether the surrogate
indeed measures what it is intended to, or only appears to
do so. This is called intrinsic validity.
J.ssu e Four : How to I nsure Equity ? As a practical
problem this means measuring the extent and level of the
learning. The primary concern is with the accuracy of the
measurement. Since non- standardized measures are necessary,
experts including faculty make judgments about the learning
on the basis of tne evidence presented. The concern over
accuracy with different judges and over time is the problem
of reliability. This contradiction is one of the primary
focal points of the CAEL project, for as Willingham points
out
,
Many educators interested in the assessment of ex-
periential learning are perplexed by the problem
of improving the consistency of assessment without
at the same time applying standardized methods of
assessment. The diversity of experiential learn-
ing clearly precludes standardized instruments or
approaches. There seems no alternative but to un-
dertake a substantial effort to make better known
the basic principles of applying expert judgment
and developing illustrative procedures and instru-
ments that can be adapted to local circumstances
and needs .19
18 Ibid
.
, P . 231.
19 Ibid.
,
p. 232.
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lisue Five; Mow to Define Standards ? Evaluation is a
matter of determining whether or not knowledge or skill
meets an acceptable standard and how much credit will be
awarded. The definition of these standards is an important
yet difficult issue. These standards may be defined in ref-
erence to many things: the student's individual goals, in-
stitutional degree requirements, or standards imposed by an
outside agent such as a state certification board. The
larger educational issue is, when learning experiences dif-
fer widely, how can educational standards be defined, under-
stood and maintained? Since normative standards do not ap-
ply, it corresponds to the problem of scaling in the psycho-
metric literature.
I ssue Six : What Arc Adequate Records ? Once the credit
is awarded it must be entered on the student’s permanent
record in such a way that it accurately communicates what
the credit represents. Employers, graduate schools and
others may not only be concerned with the character and ex-
tent of the learning and the fact that credit or recognition
was granted but with qualitative value of it. Thus the
transcript may be used for score interpretation.
Along with these six issues, Willingham points out two
more that run through all the foregoing: cost, and function
of assessment. The cost is important and many institutions
are now charging assessment fees for the assessment of ex-
periential learning. But cost has to be judged in relation
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to the function of the assessment in the learning process as
he quite properly notes. If assessment is used by faculty
and others involved in adult higher education as a deliber-
ate educational strategy then it becomes an instructional
cost. This assessment forces an examination and a review of
prior experience in a way and at a time that there is great
potential for learning from the process itself. A student
may even work on writing skills as he/she prepares the ana-
lysis in the portfolio.
In the next section a different approach to the defini-
tional problems in the field of assessment of experiential
learning is presented.
B. Classification Systems
Writers in the field of non- tradi tional higher education
have just begun to describe, analyze and classify the vari-
ous methods in use for the assessment of prior non-formal
or experiential learning. Peter Meyer made the first at-
tempt in his book, Awarding College Credit for Non-Colleg e
Learning
,
published in 1975. Robert Leaver and Paul Lau
later that year, in their work for a national University
Without Walls Task Force approached it another way. Both
of these efforts were done working with materials solicited
by mail which were often incomplete and out-of-date. The
results of these works will be summarized here and another
approach is proposed which will supplement this early work.
Meyer described four levels, a hierarchy of categories,
which can be used to classify and understand the assessment
process utilized by various institutions. The first level
involves recognizing or giving credit for the experience
itself. This category is easy to define and use, but there
are few programs which can adequately be described this sim-
ply. The assessment process used by the Center for Commu-
nity Education of Elizabethtown College is one of the few,
and they impose stringent limits on the amounts of credit
that can be earned through this mechanism. Most observers
agree with Rodney Hartnett that, "educational credentials
should not be assigned to various work or travel experiences
unless academically relevant outcomes of those experiences
can be demonstrated ." 20
The second category in Meyer's hierarchy is the first
level of abstraction. It is focused on the knowledge, com-
petence cr skill gained from the experience, not the experi-
ence itself. This second category involves a direct demon-
stration that any one or all of the following have taken
place: a) knowledge has been received and can be demon-
strated orally or in writing; b) a skill or competence has
been acquired and can be demonstrated; or c) a product has
been created which can be judged. Thus, this second cate-
20Rodney Hartnett, "Non-Traditional Study: An Over-
view," in Explorations in Non-Traditiona l S tudv , Gould and
Cross, eds. (San Prancisco, Jossey-Bass, 197 2") , p, 21, 22.
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gory includes description and demonstration.
Category three contains the next level of abstraction
and accordingly focuses on the learning, not on the experi-
ence itself. The learning is analyzed in relation to a
larger theoretical framework.
Finally, the fourth category which is the most complex
and abstract, deals only with the derived learning. Peter
Meyer states, "students must demonstrate.
. .the ability to
analyze discrete bodies of knowledge gained from experience
and synthesize these into one or more theoretical frame-
works," but he adds, "specific examples which illustrate
each of these levels of abstraction are difficult to find
because most programs use them in combination or have not
yet clarified which level they desire, "21 The model is thus
an heuristic one which may be useful in the analysis of cur-
rent practices even though none may fit any category pre-
cisely.
In another attempt at classification, Robert Leaver and
Paul Lau in 1975 prepared a working paper on the assessment
of past experience within the national network of Univer-
sity Without Walls programs. They designed their own ten-
tative classification system for the various assessment pro-
cesses they found in a survey. They defined two categories.
The first was defined by the outcome--the translation of
2lMeyer, p. 23.
1 26
experience into credits. It als0 appears that they belleve
this model of assessment to be somewhat outside the current
learning process of the student. The second group is made
up of what they call "holistic" approaches; that is the as-
sessment is done in the context of the total individualized
degree design and the outcome is in competency-based terms
rather than credits. This second class is a more organic
process than the first. The major problem with this clas-
sification system is that the two classes are not mutually
exclus ive
.
Noting the shortcomings of the above approaches to the
various methods for assessing experiential learning, a more
comprehensive classification system is hereby proposed. The
proposal incorporates some of the features of the two de-
scribed above. The following four features should be care-
fully examined:
a) the degree of standardization of the process;
b) the form and content of the description and/or
analysis of the learning;
c) who judges the learning;
d) the relationship of the assessment process to
the degree design of the learner.
The extent to which the process is standardized at an
institution as well as the amount of standardization in the
process itself is important. Some flexibility can be a good
thing as Meyer points out,
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Many faculty members state that their struggles to
assess and evaluate the knowledge, skills and com-
petencies that students bring to the formal learn-
ing situation make them rethink the way they ex-
amine and test students in the regular curriculum.
This reappraisal, in turn, leads them to look at
curriculum content and then to question the pur-
pose of education or the degree.
Clearly, the rationale for crediting priui
learning may be associated with some disturbing
self-examination. The more open-ended the process
is the more anxieties it raises about the funda-
mental values of the entire educational enter-
22prise . LL
A high degree of standardization can provide
clarity, seem
ity and the appearance of adherence to
strict standards of
excellence, but often at the cost of creative
freedom m
the student- faculty relationship.
The second group of features that
should be examined
are those relating to the form and
content of the descrip-
tion, analysis and documentation of
the learning. This
what Meyer attempted to do in his
hierarchy described ear-
lier. Several questions are
addressed in this area. Is it the
experience or the derived learning
that is being credited?
Are there limits to what is
creditable? Are the learning
outcomes described in terms of
courses offered at the insti-
tution, learning objectives, behavioral
objectives, compet-
encies, or idiosyncratic,
based on the use to which the
description will be put?
22ibid., P- 14-15.
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The third feature to be examined is the matter of who
makes the judgment about recognition or credit. All insti-
tutions use so-called expert judgment, but the definition of
expert varies from place to place. While some use faculty
as judges, other institutions go beyond the campus to locate
appropriate expert judges. The implications of this in
terms of who decides what the content of a baccalaureate
degree will be for a degree recipient are important. Ulti-
mately it affects the definition of the degree itself.
The fourth feature is the one with which Leaver and Lau
were concerned: the question of relationship of the assess-
ment process to the individualized degree design of the
learner. Is it an integral part or is it separate? The as-
sumption is of course that the more integrated the prior
learning assessment is with the overall design and plan of
the degree the better will be the education of the student.
These four elements are proposed as being critical in
the analysis and understanding of a methodology or process
for the assessment of prior, experiential learning. This
approach will be demonstrated in the following examination
of three different methods of assessing non-formal learning.
C. Illustrative Cases
Three cases will be presented, each with a description
of the assessment process utilized by that institution and
analyzed according to the process developed in the previous
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section. First, the College of Public and Community Service
of the University of Massachusetts in Boston is described,
the assessment process of their competency-based curriculum
outline and analyzed. The second illustration is from Anti-
och College/West in San Francisco, California, and the exam-
ination degree of Thomas A. Edison College is the third.
These programs are representative examples of current prac-
tice ranging from a combination of examination and instruc-
tional-based to totally exam ina t ion
- b as ed degree programs.
As a way to make the descriptions real, the following
hypothetical example is concurrently presented, walking
through the process at each institution with the same exam-
ple to demonstrate the differences and similarities. Fin-
ally, the same is done for the University Without Walls at
the University of Massachusetts as an introduction to Chap-
ter IV. The student used in the illustration is a woman of
30 years of age, the sole support of her family of two chil-
dren. She is a teacher's aide at a Montessori School at the
present time and has been in this position for two years.
Prior to this she has had periods of being a wife and mother
with no gainful employment and a variety of low-paying and
no t - so - ful f i 1 1 ing jobs. Jackie Howard, we shall call her,
had had one year of college which was mostly general educa-
tion courses. She had no major at the time, but her inter-
est was stimulated by the material in a philosophy course.
She has continued to read in the general field of philosophy
since then but feels that the most practical thing to do at
this point in her life is to obtain certification to teach
at the elementary level so that she can better support her
family
.
1. College of Public and Community Service
The College of Public and Community Service at the
University of Massachusetts in Boston (College III) was
created in 1972 to serve an urban population that was con-
cerned with urban problems and older than the traditional
college age. Students who earn a B.A. in Public and Commu-
nity Service hope to be better prepared to find employment
and perform on jobs in the human service sector of the urban
economy. It is a competency-based program in which students
must demonstrate competency in 10 certificate areas to gain
the degree. Learning may take place prior to or while en-
rolled in College III. Competion is required of the follow-
ing Essential Skill certificates: reading, wr i t ing/speaking
and math; five general education certificates such as insti-
tutions, individual and society, or cultural studies; one
certificate of independent interest; and finally, the cer-
tificate of major importance, the career certificate. ' The
requirements are intended to achieve a balance between gen-
eral and career education.
23College of Public and Community Service, "Program
Report on Planning in the College of Public and Community
Service," Boston, Mar. 1973. (Mimeographed.)
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Analyzing the assessment of prior learning process of
the College III according to the format developed earlier is
difficult due to the rapid and steady evolution of approach.
The following tentative observations can be made. Stand-
ardization is developing as clarification is achieved and
definitions are agreed upon and refined. The primary dis-
tinction that is made between current and past learning is
that with current learning the emphasis is on planning and
with past learning the focus is on assessment.
The assessment process asks primarily what skill or
competencies the student has and what the student needs to
achieve mastery of the requirements of the selected certi-
ficates. The boundaries of what is creditable are defined
by the certificate. The assessment procedures for the de-
monstration of competency ask for description, perceptions,
feelings, and analysis according to questions such as: What
were the tasks assigned to you in your job? What did you
actually do? If you worked alone, how did you feel about
working alone? What rewards did you find in your work per-
formance? In what ways did you feel frustrated in your
work? Did you feel that your work was important in any
way?^ Answering these questions through verification of
recognized academic work, val i dation of work experiences or
24 College of Public and Community Service, "Perception
Sheet," from Assessment Competencies Materials (Boston: un-
published paper, Sept. 1974).
direct evaluation of a product or performance by faculty are
satisfactory ways to meet the requirements of competency in
an area. The description of the outcomes of these certifi-
cate exams appear on the narrative transcript.
The assessment process at College III is nor only an
integral part of the curriculum but it is the point of de-
parture for students in this competency-based curriculum.
Everything the student does in the College is built on the
basis of this assessment process
.
a) Jackie Howard at College III
Jackie applied and was accepted at College III
of the University of Massachusetts in Boston. She felt they
treated her like an adult, and in contrast to the other
adult programs in the city of Boston, College III had a pro-
cess by which she could convert some of her prior experience
into academically valid learning. Jackie entered into the
required seven week orientation to planning and assessment
to begin her formal schooling. The purpose of this initial
period is to "identify competencies gained through prior
learning, relate these to the College curriculum and to an
educational planning process, and develop forward momentum
into the new learning for which the College provides a
base .
"
During this initial period as possible competencies are
identified, a portfolio including a narrative and self-ana-
lysis is begun. This analysis, description and documenta-
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tion, leads to the development of a short-term learning plan
for the remainder of the first semester, and finally to the
draft of a longer one stating as clearly as possible aca-
demic, personal and career goals that can hopefully be met
through the successful competion of the ten chosen certifi-
cates. For each certificate, Jackie studies the requirements
and looks at her own prior experience to see what might be
applied to that certificate. The certificate she chooses
that will meet her goals but for which she has no pertinent
experience, will have to be met through planned learning ex-
periences in the classroom or in the field under the super-
vision of CPCS faculty. Her previous college work will help
her meet certificate requirements in only a general way.
Jackie planned to complete the required ten certificates
in the following manner. The reading certificate she met
through demonstration of her reading and comprehension from
her previous work, reading in philosophy, and college work.
The writing/speaking certificate was met in the same way,
from her skills gained in teaching, preparing lesson plans,
writing reports, and her writing course during her previous
college experience. Jackie also found that she could meet
the math certificate from her experience with general math
and bookkeeping from one of her early jobs. For the cul-
tural studies area she met the requirements for the cultuial
comparison certificate with course work and experience while
enrolled in College III. Her study of Spanish and her use
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Of it with some of her students was the major component, but
supplemented with such courses as Workshop in Cultural Com-
parison. Social Policy and Public Servant and an Urban De-
sign Seminar. In the required area of the Individual and
Society
,
Jackie chose to meet the demands of the Role and
Identity Certificate for she was able to use some of her in-
formal knowledge of sociology, education and media to demon-
strate competencies. In addition she took courses in sociaJ
conflict, social roles and values in American society. In
the required Institutions area, she chose the Management
certificate, not because she had previous experience to ap-
ply to this area, but because she felt that it was an area
about which she should know something for she may someday be
in an administrative position. The competencies for this
certificate that she planned to meet include: analysis of
the decision-making process, bureaucratic change, problem
solving, program development, budgeting, and grant develop-
ment .
She enjoyed this work and is now confident that she will
be an even greater asset to any private school in which she
might work. Two other general certificates were completed
in the Individual and Society area. They were completed
through a combination of courses taken at CPCS. The Inde-
pendent Interest Certificate was one that Jackie looked at
a long time before finally deciding to do what she really
wanted to and that was pursue her interest in philosophy. A
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faculty member of the College knowledgeable in the field was
able to introduce her to other faculty resources within the
University in Boston as well as within other institutions.
She planned and carried out a rigorous excursion into some
areas of existential philosophy about which she knew little,
and studied some more contemporary thinkers such as Rhein-
hold Neibuhr. The standards of performance were designed by
Jackie with help from the original faculty member and ap-
proved by the Certificate Council.
The final step in meeting the degree requirements and
her own goals was the career certificate in Human Growth and
Development. This certificate was designed by Jackie to in-
clude the state requirements for elementary teacher certi-
fication. The generic competency areas within this certi-
ficate are: Problems of Learning, Family Dynamics, Scien-
tific Methods and Research, Assessment, Mental Health Deliv-
ery, Physical Development, and Social and Emotional, Cogni-
tive and Moral Development. In addition, to complete the
requirements for teacher certification, she added compet-
encies in teaching, methods and materials and curriculum de-
velopment. She was able to continue with her job while en-
rolled in the College III program which took her two years
to complete. She now has a B.A. in Public and Community
Service with a specialty in Human Growth and Development and
has met the requirements for teacher certification at the
elementary level.
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2. Antioch College/West
The second example comes from the part of the Anti-
och College Network called Antioch/West. It is really a
group of centers on the West Coast ranging from Los Angeles
to Vancouver and Hawaii with its headquarters in San Fran-
cisco. It offers the B
. A . and M.A. degree from Antioch Col-
lege. Antioch/West has been in operation since 1971 and was
a direct outgrowth of the main Antioch campus in Yellow
Springs, Ohio.
In establishing the baccalaureate degree program for-
mat, the credit and grade system was discarded, and in its
place has been put a set of guidelines for the definition of
an individual student's degree and the resources and support
for the achievement of a fairly broad range of liberal arts
degree outcomes. The degree committee for the student in
this case is forced to confront directly the very questions
of which Meyer spoke when he said that faculty may be re-
sistant to engage in the assessment of prior learning be-
cause of the basic educational questions which it raises.
The degree committee is instructed by the college to come to
some agreement on their concept of a baccalaureate degree
for this particular student based on discussions with the
student in two major areas: the student's goals, and the
student's self-assessment of higher skills, knowledge and
competencies required to achieve these goals. This process
preserves both a highly individualized approach and high
academic standards.
The form of the process a s prescribed by the content i
highly variable, subject to only two criteria: that the
learning can be shown to be relevant to the specific degree
plan, and that it is of college level. These decisions are
made by the degree committee.
The documentation form used to describe the student's
learning asks for the following information:
a) Title of learning activity
b) Time spent in learning activity
c) Description of the learning setting
d) Description of the student's participation and
responsibilities
e) Description of new skills and knowledge de-
rived from the learning activity
f) Description of any material products
g) The student's own evaluation of the learning
experience
The final piece is the evaluator's assessment:
h) Evaluation from a qualified person involved
with the student during this learning activ-
ity . 2 S
Who then judges in this system? The essential charac
teristics of the judges are described in the Primer : A
25Antioch/West
,
Primer: A Guide to the Ant ioch/Wes
t
Degree Process (San Francisco: unpub 1 i shed paper , fall
-
'197 5)“ p. 27."
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Gu ide 1:0 the Antioch/West Degree Process:
Person evaluates your learning needs to be
x ie<^ so
•
.
By qualified we mean both
willing and able- - 'willing
' in the sense of being
open and generous, and ’able’ in the sense of be-ing both objective about you as an individual and
competent to judge your learning in the pertinentfield of interest. ... If you need someone to
evaluate your mastery of information in a subject
matter field, then you need to choose a person who
has already mastered that information; if you need
someone to evaluate your personal growth along
some dimension, then you need to choose a person
who can bear witness to that growth. In other
words, expertise is relative to what is being
j udged
.
2 °
As indicated above, the categories of learning are
named by the student. This is an extremely important part
of the process, for as the College points out, the trans-
cript is the index to a personal educational bibliography
and should convey the essence of the learning activity. The
most important consideration is one that they refer to as
"Truth in Advertising." The Primer speaks of this as,
the relationship of the menu to the meal. Since
what the College recognizes in crediting your
learning is the skills and knowledge you have ac-
quired, you should refer to your skills and know-
ledge statement in devising your titles: --what
did you learn in this activity relative to your
degree plan, is the question that a title should
address
.
26 1 bi d
. ,
p. 31-32.
27 Ibid
. ,
p . 25
.
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Finally, it reminds us seriously that "cleverness
permissible . "28
is also
The learning recognized by Antioch/West may be equated
with quarter' hours so that third parties may more easily
understand it. The degree committee is responsible for pro-
posing the number of credits for each learning activity.
The Carnegie Credit System is used or a deriv tive "learning
hours" formula. Both are based on the ratio of 33 hours
equal one quarter credit. In a prior learning experience,
for example, students are urged to examine the experience
for the learning hours involved, not including such things
as repetitive tasks, coffee breaks and sick time. The guide
lines suggest the organization of documcntable learning ex-
periences into blocks of not more than 15-20 quarter cred-
its. Only previous college work in which a passing grade
was awarded will be examined for possible crediting. It is
up to the Degree Committee to determine whether or not the
work is relevant to the degree plan of the student.
Learning from past experience can be an integral part
of the degree plan of a student at Antioch/West if the learn
ing is included in the concept of the baccalaureate for the
student, is included in the goal statement and provides the
skills and knowledge necessary to accomplish these goals.
If all these are true, then the process established by An-
28 Ibid
. ,
p . 26 .
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tioch/West can make that learning the cornerstone
learning in the degree process.
a) Jackie Howard at Antioch/West
By enrolling at Antioch/West, Jackie
of the new
proceeds
througn a somewhat different process. The first step was
the difficult and confusing job of defining what she and
the committee she selected meant by the B
. A . degree for her.
In College III the requirements for the certificates provide
some guidance, but there was no equivalent at Antioch. Her
primary goal was to become certified as an elementary school
teacher so she could become a full teacher in a Montessori
School
.
Jackie was able to work out with the Degree Committee
some tentative agreements, and because she wrote well and
easily, she provided several drafts over a period of time
with which the committee worked, As to the question of
breadth in the degree, she had to be pushed somewhat on this
because her primary goal was quite specific and outside of
her interest in philosophy she resisted being broadened for
some abstract or historical reasons. She felt that her de-
gree would be of high quality because she would do high qual-
ity work in her area, would have some experience in her
background and therefore would be able to compete very suc-
cessfully with other recent graduates. For her, the ques-
tion of, what is B.A. level work and how is it defined? made
little sense.
m
In discussions with her Committee, Jackie developed a
statement of goals that highlighted her professional object-
ive to become a certified elementary teacher and included
related areas that they agreed were important: more work in
child development, learning theory, sociology, community
mental health and family problems. It also included contin-
uing study in philosophy, particularly logic and its rela-
tionship to the learning process. Once this was done, Jack-
ie was able to spell out specifically what skills and know-
ledge were required within this framework to successfully
complete the degree. From this list, with each one related
to a particular goal, she could see which had been or would
be met through specific past experience and which would be
met through current learning. Then she had to get some
agreement from the Committee as to what were acceptable data
demonstrating the evidence of her learning. In her teaching,
for example, she agreed to supply a written narrative that
was really an index to the experience and included lesson
plans and evaluations by coworkers and the children. Her
Committee also saw her in action in the classroom on two
occasions
.
In her description and self-assessment, Jackie followed
the form that Antioch provides for documentation of any
learning experience. The title of this learning activity
was Practice Teaching, and since there was also advanced
learning, she added an additional title to fully represent
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this experience. Thus the transcript would read as follows
for this experience:
Learning Quarter
Hours Credits
Practice Teaching 297 9
Advanced Practicum in
Teaching 363 11
Total 660 20
The number of learning hours above were difficult to cal-
culate, but Jackie- felt that she had honestly accumulated at
least 700-800 in the little more than two years as an aide.
The narrative Jackie prepared described in detail the
learning setting, her participation and respons ibil i tes
,
the
new skills and knowledge derived from the learning activity,
the material products such as lesson plans (which were at-
tached)
,
and her own evaluation of the learning activity.
Finally, attached was a good statement from the teacher with
whom she had worked for most of her two years in the school.
This teacher was the evaluator for this experience. Her
statement indicated the time she had spent with Jackie and
her relationship to Jackie relative to this learning activ-
ity, her expectations of Jackie in this learning activity,
and an evaluation of the learning based on those expecta-
tions. This material completed the documentation demonstra-
ting evidence of learning for the two years spent in the Mon-
tessori School. It was the source of less credit in the An-
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tioch degree program than in the College III program but it
was described on the transcript more directly by the Antioch
method.
3. Thomas A. Edison College
The third example is of a college unlike any other
college except its counterpart in New York. Thomas A. Edi-
son College was established in 1972 by the New Jersey State
Board of Higher Education to administer an examination de-
gree program. The College offers exams and no instruction,
but examination descriptions, suggested study guides, and
bibliographies for the exams. The New Jersey examinations
are specially designed to complement existing College Pro-
ficiency Examinations of New York State. Edison College of-
fers the New York exams through an interstate cooperation
agreement
.
Anyone interested in an assessment of knowledge pos-
sessed may take the appropriate standardized examination and
receive credit at the college level if they receive a pass-
ing score. It matters not how the learning or information
was obtained, how old the person is, or whether they even
have a high school diploma. For learning clearly not co-
vered by an existing exam, a:i individual assessment may be
arranged for the applicant. The procedures are clear and
the process appears open-ended as to what content is allowed.
The definition of content is up to the examiner.
The form and content of the standardized exams are
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self-explanatory. They are composed of forced-choice type
items, designed for those who manipulate the English lang-
uage well. The individual assessments however are more com
plicated. From the Edison College Policy and Procedures on
I ndivi dual Assessment
:
With the assus tance of an
the student then prepares
knowledge to be assessed
mentation, if any, that s
Edison College advisor,
a survey of the area of
and organizes the docu-
upports the application. 29
Documentation is suggested "as appropriate." The type of
analysis and plan for the assessment is then up to the ex-
aminer chosen by the College.
Faculty in various New Jersey and New York institutions
of higher education have designed the standardized examina-
tions. They have been normed on college populations. For
the individual assessments, college faculty in New Jersey
are used. They are chosen for their appropriate academic
field and compensated for each examination they perform. It
is these faculty who determine what the boundaries of ac-
ceptable college work will be for any particular student.
The degree programs in the College are developed by
committees of educators from New York and New Jersey as part
of the interstate agreement with the Regents External Degree
2
^Thomas A. Edison College, Policies and Procedures on
Individual Assessment (Trenton: unpublished” paper , undated)
,
pd 2d
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Program. They presently offer eight different A. A., B.A.
and B.S. degree programs. It is individualized to the ex-
tent that a student may decide which exams to take and when,
but if a degree is wanted then a standardized pattern of
exams must be passed. The examination process is not or-
ganically part of the degree-designing process as it is in
the other two examples.
a) Jackie Howard at Edison College
Living in New Jersey, Jackie found few opportu-
nities to further her schooling at a campus due to time and
money problems. She investigated the Thomas Edison College
examinations and degree program and found that it might be
of some help even though she could not complete a degree in
education and be certified to teach by that means. From the
College office, she obtained the study guides and applica-
tions for the examinations in education. After some study
she applied, took the exams at one of the quarterly testing
dates and did well enough to earn 30 credits. She thought
it well worth the time and money. There were no exams, how-
ever, that would test her bookkeeping or math ability, or
her reading in philosophy. She now had two years of college
credit and no degree. The Associate degrees offered by the
College did not match the courses on her transcript so she
did not have enough liberal arts courses or credit for the
A. A. She needed more instruction or breadth for traditional
programs of instruction. To sum up, since she was a good
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test taker, Jackie did well on the exams that covered learn-
ing from her experience, but the areas in which tests were
available were disappointingly limited.
Next she explored the special assessment process of the
College for her knowledge of philosophy. During the process
she found that the examiner expected her to perform as
though sne were in a course and she found this very intim-
idating. Her information was not organized in this way nor
had she the technical language to perform well. She gained
no credit for her reading in philosophy, for her math, or
for her general interpersonal skills that she had acquired
in previous work.
4. Jackie Howard in the University Without Walls
What would Jackie’s experience be if she enrolled in
the University Without Walls program at the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst? She applied because, as she
learned from a good friend of hers who had just graduated,
it was a way to earn a degree for adults. She could work
toward her degree while continuing to work and support her
family. After her acceptance she attended an orientation
session held for small groups of new students to get an over
view of the learning options, procedures and resources.
Afterwards she and her advisor began to formulate a Study
Plan including a quick evaluation of what non- clas sroom ex-
perience might be considered for prior learning credit. A
full evaluation is not accomplished of the prior learning
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before a student begins because UWW is part of the larger
University of Massachusetts in Amherst, subject to their
schedules and other requirements. Faculty give of their
time to supervise independent study, evaluate prior experi-
ence and serve as Sponsors for the adults in UWW. There-
fore, faculty are not asked to become involved with students
until they are fully admitted and planning their first se-
mester of study. The first semester is usually beginning as
the past expedience is being prepared for assessment. With
a tentative overall plan, she began her independent studies,
including a project that used her job setting as a learning
environment. Once into the semester, Jackie met with the
Assessment Coordinator on the UWW staff to review her under-
standing of the assessment process as outlined in the UWW
Prior Learning Guide.
As she developed her portfolio, it contained a narra-
tive and documentation in the following major areas: teach-
ing and teaching related skills, philosophy, math, and gen-
eral interpersonal skills. For each area she located appro-
priate evaluators, mostly faculty. In the teaching areas,
faculty from the School of Education were used, The evalua-
tors are the ones who primarily determine what kind of docu-
mentation and how much is appropriate. They recommend the
credit to the Prior Learning Review Committee of UWW which
actually awards the credit on behalf of the University.
Jackie was awarded 33 credits as a result of this pro-
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cess as follows:
Intro to Philosophy 3 cr
Inquiry into Math 3 cr
Human Relations 6 cr
Practice Teaching 9 cr
Methods and Materials 3 cr
Curriculum of Education 3 cr
Educational Psychology 3 cr
These credits plus - others she would earn in the nearly two
years that she was enrolled would give her an institutional
recommendation for teacher certification including course
work far beyond that needed for state certification and the
B.A. degree.
D. Summary
This chapter presented a history of the development of
current thinking on the assessment of experiential learning
including a review of the work of the Commission on Non-
Traditional Study, a discussion of important definitional
questions, the work of CAEL, and the outlining of the major
issues in the field. Two present classification systems
were reviewed and a more comprehensive system proposed.
Three profiles of institutional assessment processes are
presented and analyzed using this new system, and a hypothe
tical student is described on a walk-through in these three
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programs. Finally, as an introduction to Chapter IV, the
same hypothetical student was briefly taken through the
prior learning assessment process in the University Without
Walls at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst.
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CHAPTER IV
THE UWW EXPERIENCE
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, 1971-76
An historical case analysis of the development of a
process for the assessment of prior, experiential learning
in the University Without Walls program at the University of
Massachusetts (1971-76) will be presented in this chapter.
To better illustrate the development and operation of the
procedures, three case studies with accompanying interpre-
tation complete the description. An analysis of the present
UWW University of Massachusetts assessment process concludes
the chapter.
A. The History
It was believed from the beginning of the planning of
the University Without Walls unit at the University of Massa-
chusetts in Amherst that developing a way to validate learn-
ing from whatever source was an important ingredient in a
degree program for adults. It was discussed at length in
the planning sessions (made up primarily of undergraduate
and graduate students)
,
but was not a topic of substantive
debate with individual faculty or the faculty committees
that reviewed the proposal for establishing the University
Without Walls. The language that enabled the University
Without Walls to experiment in developing a process for the
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assessment of experiential learning at the University of
Massachusetts in April, 1972, was as follows: "Mechanisms
may also be used, with the approval of the Policy Board, for
measurement and certification of competencies and skills de-
veloped prior to entry into UWW." 1 The issue of prior
learning was purposely played down due to anticipated fac-
ulty resistances of which Peter Meyer has spoken. ^ This
strategy was successful and no undue fears were raised. It
was expected that once enough faculty had had some experi-
ence with an assessment procedure, that it would be accept-
ed and broadly supported. It was not known how extensive
would be the use of the procedures by students, but it was
felt that it would be important to some and should be an
option for all.
Study of other developing models at Antioch College,
Empire State College and in UWW network programs and discus-
sions during the spring of 1972 between myself, Gail Kauf-
man, who was the only fulltime UWW staff member, and the
Director, F. Thomas Clark, led to the drafting by me of a
paper titled "First Stab at Designing a Model -Procedure for
Crediting Life Experience through UWW at UMass." This paper
outlined a six-step procedure for students to follow in the
*Univ. of Mass. Academic Matters Committee, Univ . With-
out Walls, Univ. of Mass/Amherst, Senate Document 72-058A
Tftmherst
,
April, T9 77)
,
p. 5~. [Mimeographed.)
^See discussion in Chapter III.
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assessment of prior learning.
The first step in the procedure involved developing an
inclusive vita or chronological history of life experience
that might be looked at as having generated some learning
that might be credited. Documentation was then to be ga-
thered that would support the learning from each experience.
Step two continued the specification process through a
review by a staff member of the vita and the documentation
to date. The intent in this step was to get as specific as
possible about the skills and knowledge gained through the
experience. Such questions were posed as: How would you
train someone to do your job? Describe a typical day on the
job. What specific skills are needed to perform these ac-
tivities? Describe the learning, theoretical or applied,
which developed as a result of the experience.
In step three, faculty evaluators who were knowledge-
able in the fields under scrutiny were encouraged to inter-
view' the student. Here were some suggested questions:
1) How did you change as a result of the experi-
ence in terms of:
a) professional growth
b) personal growth
c) world view
d) social consciousness
2) What was the depth of the experience?
a) conscious learning through in-service
training, supervision demands of consum-
ers, work routine, changes in attitude
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b) might use a catalyst to get at the consci-
ous learning such as reading a provocativebook m the field, by performing .
3
Step four directed the Committee of Evaluators to award
the credits on some basis other than the amount of time
spent in the particular activity. Some alternatives sug-
gested were:
1) Credit through course equivalencies (UMass or
other)
2) Evaluate the past experience with a different
focus and/or different methodology than typic-
ally used in that field of study (suggested
use of UWW course numbers to credit this type
of approach)
.
3) Past experience is equal to the general so-
phistication and general competencies of a
person who majored in that academic field (no
crediting procedures mentioned.) 4
These recommendations were to go to the Policy Board
for approval and in the final step to the Registrar for en-
try on the student's transcript either as transfer credit
or as UWW credit.
Several points should be made about this early draft.
Although it did appear in other documents at about the same
time, no mention was made in this paper as to whether the
assessment process would credit experience or the learning
^Edward J. Harris, "First Stab at Designing a Model
-
Procedure for Credit Life Experience through UWW at UMass"
(Amherst, April, 1972).
4 See Appendix I for full text of this paper.
derived from that experience
,
and there is a crucial differ-
ence as pointed out in Chapter III. Second, there is not a
word about categorizing, grouping and then labeling accur-
ately and truthfully the experience/ learning
. This is ad-
dressed in some detail in the Antioch/West example in Chap-
ter III. Finally, the proposed procedures were strong on
the identification and documentation steps but woefully weak
when it comes to the transcripting step. It reveals that
the Registrar had not yet been brought in on the discussions
of this new assessment process.
In the fall of 1972, a paper was published by UWW which
was labeled Draft and titled, ’’Model for Crediting Prior
Independent Study-Prior Non-Formal Learning.” This was the
first statement on the subject that was circulated among
faculty and students for their reaction and instruction. It
contained a much-needed introduction to the process:
The process outlined below is intended to be a
learning experience in which the student can gain
a more complete understanding and better perspect-
ive on his/her past experience.
The model is designed so that students, staff and
faculty share in developing the specific criteria
for crediting the experience of each individual.
The first step is concerned with accumulating the
information needed to complete a portfolio on the
student’s past experience. In the second step,
the student, with the UWW staff, assesses the port-
folio material in order to prepare for step three.
Step three involves putting together a Review Com-
mittee including the student, UWW staff, faculty,
1 S 5
plus other advi
final assessmen
ing. b
sors/resource people who will
t and make decisions of c.redi
do
t-
This draft contains the explicit statement in the in-
troduction that it is the experience that is being credited.
The procedural steps, however, and the suggested questions
tend to contradict this. For example, step three directs
the Review Committee to consider the question of "How we
know something was learned from the experience?" Thus, it
may be that at this point it was not clear what was beinp
.
o
credited. By including in this draft a provision that en-
courages the student to develop a thematic vita from the
chronological one, the model answers the second criticism
above. It then suggests that documentation be assembled to
match the skills and competencies described in each theme,
area or categ( ry. Obviously the authors were still strug-
gling with the question as to how it was best posted on a
student's permanent record. Although there are some possi-
ble designs for crediting mentioned in step four, the only
one that relates to the transcrip ting process directly is
the one which mentions course equivalencies. This draft
document is included as Appendix II.
The UWW staff worked on clarifications as they had ex-
perience with students and faculty involved in the process.
5Univ. Without Walls, "Model for Crediting Prior In-
dependent Study-Prior Non-Formal Learning" (Amherst: Univ.
of Mass
,
Oct . 197 2) .
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But another major vehicle was a workshop planned and carried
out by me during the spring of 1973 which involved ten Uni-
of Massachusetts faculty, the four staff of UWW,
four UWW students, two directors from other UWW units, the
director of a similar program at Empire State College, the
director of three Antioch graduate and undergraduate programs
that were involved in the assessment of experiential learning
and the President of the Union for Experimenting Colleges
and Universities, Dr. Samuel Baskin. For two and one half
days, these thirty-five people wrestled with questions such
as: What is creditable? Are there any boundaries? Can
manual or vocational skills be included? Under what circum-
stances? How does a faculty member or evaluator know whe-
ther or not learning is of college level when it occurs out-
side the classroom and prior to matriculation? Are we cred-
iting the experience or the learning derived from that ex-
perience? What is acceptable evidence? What if the student
performs but cannot articulate the learning? Is written
analysis required? Who should the expert judges be? Who
decides finally what can be included in the degree? All of
these questions were addressed in some detail.
In addition, the resistances that Peter Meyer describes
were all evident. First, the "if you haven’t learned it
from me in my classroom, you haven’t learned it" attitude.
Secondly, assessment of this kind of experience is too sub-
jective. Third, the feeling that many faculty have about
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not wanting to be viewed as certifiers or credentials
.
And finally, the assertion that accrediting associations
will not allow credit for prior learning or life experiences
and continue to accredit the program or school. 6
Iwo twenty-minute video tapes were made from the work-
shop and have been used subsequently to present the issues
to faculty and students. In addition to the tapes, there
were two important results from the workshop. First, there
was great faculty resistance to attend, but those who came
had the time and the energy to involve themselves for the
first time in this extremely complex and interesting sub-
ject. This had been difficult to accomplish in one-hour
meetings on campus in the midst of other commitments. Fac-
ulty emerged with much more understanding and strong support
for the effort being made. Second, the University of Massa-
chusetts Registrar, Ralph Jones, had been invited to join
in the workshop and he emerged excited about the potential
of this process to serve students, He became a strong ally
and participated in the subsequent planning and refinement
of the assessment procedures.
Five awards were made that spring, granting credit for
prior, experiential learning. These ranged from an award
for the writing of history to awards in community organiza-
tion and special education. Staff and faculty involved ex-
^Peter Meyer, Awarding Colleg e Credit for Non-Col lege
Learning (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 197 5) , p . 15-19.
perimented with various methods of documentation appropriate
for the individual student in the area of experience to be
examined. Journals, extended resumes, thematic vitae and
portfolios were used. Performance or demonstration of
learning, oral exam and primarily written processes were
tried, all in an attempt to learn the limitations of the
various methods in teasing out the learning from an experi-
ence
.
In July, a memo from the Registrar to "Evaluators of
Non-Tradit ional Learning Experiences" outlined what he re-
quired for the transcripting from each evaluation. This
memo was the result of discussions by UWIV staff and faculty
and the faculty committee known as the Board of Admissions
and Records. These discussions indicated that reporting
guidelines were necessary for evaluators of prior learning
and the Registrar agreed to issue them. The memo indicated
that a number of awards had been processed to date and the
essential pieces of information required for the Registrar’s
Office were:
1) The semester and year of the l evaulation
.
2) A description of the learning experience in-
cluding the date(s) and context in which the
learning took place.
3) Areas in which credits are to be awarded IF
specification by course is possible.
4) Number of credits awarded (possibly by areas
of learning)
.
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5)
6 )
Name (s)
tion (s)
title (s)
,
and departmental affilia-
of evaluator(s) awarding credit.
Recommendation regarding core
equivalency, if applicable .'7
requirement
Examples of awards made to date were appended to the memo.
See Appendix III for full text.
The next fall the question was raised as to whether or
not these credits for prior, experiential learning would
count as credits in residence for the degree. This question
is an important one and has long been debated by faculty at
most institutions because it determines how much time the
faculty will have to make an imprint on an eager young mind.
With adults in an independent study degree program it modi-
fies the issue. It becomes a matter of quality control and
how the faculty or institution can determine when the degree
requirements have been met. It is within this context that
the Registrar decided that the prior experiential learning
credits generated through an assessment process utilizing
University of Massachusetts faculty would be counted as
credits in residence.
Within a year the volume of awards had substantially
increased. See Table on page 160. The written guidelines
were meagre, compared to what was known and understood
about the process. Workshops were held for students and
7Memo from Ralph D. Jones, Registrar, Univ. of Mass.,
Amherst, July 12, 1973. For full text see Appendix III.
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faculty to teach the process but the lack of written regu-
lations frustrated many. I recall being reluctant to at-
tempt putting in writing a comprehensive process that seemed
so fragile at the time.
During the spring of 1974, with the volume of awards
increasing, the matter was discussed at length with the Re-
gistrar and the UWW Policy Board. Two actions resulted.
First was the establishment of a subcommittee of the Board
of Admissions and Records to study the matter and come up
with recommendations. This Committee, assisted by UWW staff
members Gail Kaufman, Linda Reisser and myself, prepared for
the Committee a proposal to establish a university-wide ex-
periential learning assessment procedure with the necessary
faculty and staff support for implementation. See Appendix
IV. Although the Committee supported the proposal the Board
of Admissions and Records decided that the timing was not
right for fuller faculty discussion.
The second action was taken by the UWW Policy Board in
recommending the establishment of a UWW Committee on Prior
Learning which would review and approve all awards. Its
membership would include University of Massachusetts facul-
ty. It would be concerned with the consistency of awards
and would try to learn from its review so that fuller guide-
lines for students and faculty might be developed and pub-
lished .
The Policy Board also approved at that time a proposal
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that UKW ought to eventually have a Prior Learning Committee
made up of at least SOS; faculty which would actually award
the credit
. The evaluators in the process would simply be
recommenders of credit. They also encouraged broadening the
definition of evaluators that could be used to include those
who were seen as experts in their fields but were not ncces-
sarily faculty.
Thus during the 1975-76 school year, the UWW Prior
Learning Committee functioned as an overseer, convened by
UWW Assessment Coordinator, Gail Hall. All awards come to
this Committee for review and approval. Some were sent back
for more information, requesting more or different document-
ation, or with questions regarding the number of credits
being awarded. That year was seen as a trial year as the
Committee prepared to award the credits directly beginning
in the fall of 1976.
1. Current Practice, Fall 1976
The Committee is made up of 50% faculty, plus UWW
staff and students. In this way, faculty control the pro-
cess but staff and students participate. It meets weekly
and has a heavy work load. A complete "Credit for Prior
Learning Guide" was published in January, 1976, which meets
most of the general needs for information. Workshops for
students have been run regularly for the last two years and
faculty workshops are planned for the fall 1976.
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The new Guide deals in a very
question of what is being credited
direct manner with the
From the introduction:
The University Without Walls Program, under itsexperimental mandate from the Faculty Senate, wasaut..or iz ed to design and implement a process bywhich students may receive academic credit for"learning derived from experience prior to matri-
culation The process which has evolved during
e past four years is one which requires studentsto identify and articulate learning which theyhave acquired outside a university setting. Al-though this learning is based on actual life ex-perience, it is the learning derived from that
experience, rather than the experience itself
that is assessed and credited.
Other troubling questions such as: How much writing is re-
quired? Do I have to write anything if my evidence of learn-
ing is going to be a musical performance? How many evalua-
tors are needed? As the Guide indicates, everyone must do
some writing, for the written narrative is required. The
amount of writing depends on what other forms of documenta-
tion are being used and who is doing the evaluating. The
general guideline for the number of evaluators is one for
every fifteen credits proposed. The Guide is included as
Appendix V.
The present UWW Committee on Prior Learning awards the
credit directly. Credits may be adjusted up or down if war-
ranted. It stands in a good position to insure equity and
fairness in the awards that are made. It provides quality
^University Without Walls, "Credit for Prior Learning
Guide" (Amherst, Jan. 1976), p. 3. (Mimeographed.)
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control and has flexibility. The process has been endorsed
by the University in the new permanent mandate for the UWW
Program. Other departments and Schools within the Univer-
sity are working out their own procedures in cooperation
with this UWW Committee which has the sole mandate for this
evaluation in the University.
One of the recurring issues under discussion by depart-
ments looking at the process and by UWW is how the learning
should be reported on the transcript. Some faculty and de-
partments favor the course equivalency method and will only
credit learning that falls within the existing curricular
offerings. Others prefer to award credits by broad areas
such as community mental health or educational administra-
tion
.
The following will illustrate the present assessment
procedure,. First, as each new student enters the program
he/she begins work on a Degree Plan within the general def-
initions provided by the University. This allows a great
deal of flexibility. Instead of a major, an area of concen-
tration is defined and planned. It may be either highly
specific and rather narrow, or broadly interdisciplinary in
nature. The Degree Plan also tentatively identifies some
areas of prior experience that may be sources of learning
for inclusion in the Plan.
By this time the student has enrolled and begun his/her
first semester of academic work. An Expanded Vita is con-
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structed from the original resume used in the application
process. The purpose of this Expanded Vita is to identify
themes, areas or categories of experience and, hopefully,
learning that might be credited as part of the Degree Plan.
The faculty Sponsor and UWW staff advisor assist in this
process
.
Third, the student writes a narrative that explains,
describes and analyzes the experience that will generate the
credit. This narrative is to extract the skills, knowledge
and competencies from the experience. In each skill or
knowledge area documentation must then be developed that ap-
propriately demonstrates evidence of learning. A full range
of possibilities exist: self evaluation, peer evaluation,
evaluations of supervisors, performances, demonstrations,
material products, licenses, awards, examination results,
and other evidence that might be created.
Fourth, the potential evaluators are identified who
would be willing and able
,
as in the Antioch/West example
in the previous chapter, to look at the material, talk with
the student and make a judgment regarding credit or not, and
if so, how much. Experts outside the faculty of the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts may be used if appropriate but a re-
sume or letter indicating their appropriateness for this
task must be presented to the Committee in the Preliminary
Review .
The Preliminary Review is the fifth step, accomplished
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by submitting the portfolios of material gathered to the
Cooordinator of Assessment. She and other readers will re-
view it, making comments and suggestions regarding documen-
tation, narrative and other items. She will present the
plan for assessment and the evaluators to the Committee for
approval and finally give the student the signal to proceed,
with modifications if necessary.
Sixth, the student completes the narrative, documenta-
tion, and arranges for the evaluation with his/her evalua-
tors. This may take the form of a series of meetings, in-
dividual conferences, or be done all at one sitting. The
faculty Sponsor and UWW advisor are often involved. When
the judgement has been made, the evaluators fill out two
forms: Recommendation for Award and the Statement for the
Transcript
.
Seventh, the portfolio and the two forms are forwarded
to the Coordinator of Assessment who will present it to the
Committee for approval. In the event that it is not ap-
proved but returned, suggestions are made for further work
on further evaluation, perhaps even with a suggestion re-
garding additional evaluators.
And finally, when the award is approved, the Statement
for the Transcript is forwarded to the Registrar’s Office
to place the description of the experience, the areas in
which credit is awarded, the names of the evaluators and the
number of credits on the student’s permanent record, and the
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portfolio and Recommendation for the Award become part of
all materials to build a portfolio for future job and grad-
uate school applications,
B. Case Studies
The case studies that follow will illustrate the de-
velopment of the assessment process at the University of
Massachusetts in the University Without Walls in a more per-
sonal way. 9 The first case is a young woman who was one of
the first students to be admitted to the program. Hers is
an illustration of the early procedures. Next, is the case
of a man in his late thirties who entered with little col-
lege credit but a great deal of energy, studying in the area
of labor relations and business. The final study is of a
man, a highly talented musician of the jazz idiom whose
prior learning assessment is one of the most recent and in-
volves a formal committee in the music department evaluating
his wealth of experience in theory, performance and composi-
tion.
1. Case Study- -Rosemary Hulsing
Rosemary Hulsing came from a large family. She de-
scribes herself in her application to the University Without
Walls as a woman
Permission was obtained from all three students to use
both name and case study information.
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surrounded by fourteen other people She ImrnnHmostly about love, about giving aid taking! ,Venever had much money and never seemed to notice itbecause what was important was always thereThere ^ were no pressures, no pushes into any direc-tion m this home, and I found this frightening
and exciting School was a place to go sU anddream and maybe learn from the sometimes bitter
sometimes kind 'women of god.' I never became im-
mersed in the world of school for I was unable toforce my way in and they were ignorant of ways toinvite me in. 10 7
Rosemary got her first job at 15, working in a movie
theater which introduced her to another world beyond family
and school. Soon she was tutoring high school students hav-
1^8 "trouble in school in the North End of Springfield.
After high school she worked in a tutoring project in Rox-
bury until a serious illness forced her to leave. While her
activity was restricted, Rosemary took stock of her future
and made the decision to join VISTA and further her work in
human services. She spent most that year as a community
organizer on the lower east side of New York City. Rosemary
describes herself profoundly affected emotionally and psy-
chologically by this experience. She not only came to un-
derstand something of the low income New York neighborhood
in which she was working, but also saw her own white, rather
middle class background more clearly. It was this VISTA ex-
perience that Rosemary would finally present to the Univer-
10Rosemary Hulsing, Application for Admission to The
University Without Walls (April 1972), p. 1.
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sity Without Walls as having stimulated much learning in her
during that year.
After leaving VISTA she travelled to the West Coast and
then decided it was time to go to college. She tried Holy-
oke Community College and in her words she thought she
"would go mad from loneliness and culture shock. I found it
so difficult to sit in the classroom after experiencing so
much. Rosemary left and went to work in an anti-poverty
agency in Minnesota, she relates, almost as though she wanted
to get as much distance between herself and school as possi-
ble. She knew that it was becoming more and more important
in her future though, for she moved back to the Amherst area
and began to take a course or two at the University. Ex-
ploring the educational possibilities in the Pioneer Valley,
she found that there were alternative paths to the degree
and she began planning ways to individualize a degree pro-
gram. The University Without Walls was the best way to do
this she thought. Thus at age 26 and after much moving
toward and running away, Rosemary applied, was interviewed
and accepted as a fulltime student in UWW. As she describes
her situation at the time:
My present job is at a clinical nursery school in
Amherst under the Department of Mental Health. . .
I am an assistant to the Head Teacher. My good
instincts with children and my other experiences
• y
H-Ibid p . 3
,
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seem to suit this work nic
that it is this work, with
like to be doing for a Ion
gitimize some of my ideas
tion in this area are some
to enter the University Wi
ely and I've realized
the retarded, that I'd
g time. A degree to le-
and for improved direc-
reasons why I seek now
thout Walls Program. 12
Rosemary brought with her 18 credits from Holyoke Com-
munity College of the general education variety, and 15
credits previously earned at the University of Massachusetts.
Her grades were B's and C's. Her first semester average in
UWW was to be 3.8 on a four-point scale. She was ready, and
the. individual i zed plan that she developed through the Uni-
versity Without Walls was successful. She worked toward
teacher certification in early childhood education and want-
ed training in special education. Her area of concentration
she called "Special Education in Early Childhood."
Rosemary's interest in children with special needs be-
gan very early, as she recalls in her application:
I remember playing wi th the bl in d gi rl from next
door
,
wondering ab out he r se cret wor Id as I wa tched
her laugh and move so freely and eas ily She loved
my mother most of all as she pat ient iy taught her
brai lie. -L-5
Her first assignment in VI STA was in the mountains of West
Virg inia
,
a job in which s he was to p rovi de support: and ar
range for aftercare for certain patients coming out of one
1
^
Ib id
.
,
p . 4 .
•^Ibi d
. f p . 1
.
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of the state mental hospitals. Many of these adults were
retarded or had other handicaps. And she worked with some
similar problems in New York City in adults as well as chil-
dren. From her family and her various experiences, Rosemary
learned "how people need to laugh and cry," how people need
support and various amounts of structure. By the time she
applied to UWW, Rosemary was working in a clinical nursery
school on the University of Massachusetts campus under an
experienced head teacher. The class of twelve children
ranged from a severely involved non-ambulatory C.P. child
with no speech and almost no motor control, to a couple of
normal-looking only moderately retarded children. It in-
cluded three Down's Syndrome children, children with per-
ceptual handicaps and children with intellectual and emo-
tional problems. The Head Teacher said of Rosemary:
Rosemary brings to bear commitment, concentration,
and real skill in her work with these children.
Her conviction that every child can be worked
with, no matter what his level, what his handicaps,
projects a sense of worth and importance to her
contacts with all the children.
^
The relationship of the experience analyzed for learn-
ing and presented for credit to the area of concentration
is not direct at first glance, but is profound when the
larger picture is painted as above. Her skills with the
14Alice H. Allen, Letter of Recommendation for Rosemary
Hulsing, April 25, 1972.
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children in the clinical nursery school were not just nat-
ural skills. They were acquired through previous experi-
ence, beginning with the blind girl when Rosemary was very
young. The commitment, sensitivity and concentration de-
veloped from exge rien ce of the sort that Rosemary had had,
including the VISTA experience. Presenting and analyzing
the VISTA experience for credit was a way to look at and
analyze a cumulative set of experiences for Rosemary, if, as
Dewey says, "each experience lives on in future experience."^
Since this was one of the very early assessments com-
pleted, Rosemary was directed to find a suitable way to
demonstrate that she had learned something from the experi-
ence. She chose to write a narrative, describing and analy-
zing her experience and then have an oral exam with her
evaluators. The work on the narrative would also be a way
to spend some needed time improving her writing skills. She
labored over the narrative for four months, in consultation
with her advisor at UWW. In Rosemary’s words:
I flowed blood to write. This ’feat' would have
been impossible for me 2 or 3 years ago. The pure
discipline necessary to sit and write was totally
lacking
.
The paper was a story of growth and fear and
loneliness and joy--about a time 7 years ago--
about a woman I knew well once but is so changed
now I sometimes hardly recognize her. 16
l^John Dewey, Experience and Education (New York: Mac-
millan, 1938)
.
•^Rosemary Hulsing, in response to a question on a
questionnaire regarding what she presented for evidence that
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Although the entire narrative that Rosemary wrote is
included m Appendix VI, a portion will be used here to il-
lustrate the relationship between what is written, what is
covered in the oral exam, and what is placed on the trans-
cript. The entry on the transcript read in part, "30 cred-
its m community development with the following concentra-
tions." One of the concentrations was "Introduction to Para
Professional Legal Service." No indication of credit was
made for this specific area, only that she had the equival-
ent of an introduction to this area of knowledge.
In what follows only the legal theme will be pursued as
^ ^ illustrates the general case. Rosemary touched on legal
material at several points in her narraitve, but talked of
it at length in the following passage:
Sometime hat May I became involved with the serv-
ices of the Legal Aide Society through three in-
cidents. A local Spanish boy, whom I knew through
the center, got caught stealing an uptown car.
This was his first offense but he had two brothers
with records which might go against him. His old-
er sister came to the center in search for help.
I met with the discouraged, disheartened family
who fully supported this son and would do anything
to help him.
I accompanied the family to the shiny new of-
fices of the Legal Aide one bright sunny day hop-
ing to get proper representation. The lawyer, af-
ter spending one half hour telling us how busy she
was, and how, only yesterday, she had restricted
herself to no new cases for awhile, finally met
our grim silence and stares with agreement. She
obtained my limited information and agreed to meet
learning took place. July 1973.
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us in court the following week. She advised me to
vear
3 P°= sible !)°b for this sixteeny old thus giving him a better chance for pa-role or light sentence! I was able to get him alob as a janitor in the nearhy church and this, 1knew, would be a great help to him. I receivedmuch information about this young man and his fam-ily and their situation during that week waitinghls
. hearing in court. His sister began to make
^
lslts to the center. She was seventeen and
would be married that Spring. She wanted to talk
about her future wedding but was terribly worriedfor her brother. He was already sixteen and un-
able to read or write in English. He had quit
school last year, probably feeling more than alittle lost. Her parents could understand little
English but were able to get by.
Dressed in my Sunday best walking between the
parents, we entered the jungle of justice. The
boy was still being held for lack of bail. The
darkness and closeness of this arena reminded me
of the many other buildings the poor were required
to go to. We sat huddled in the back, not under-
standing the scene before us. I finally spotted
our lawyer friend who seemed engrossed in her
readings, and I relaxed in a feeling of protec-
tion. The parents were terrified with the strange-
ness and I believe never did see their son through
the entire proceedings. I was called to verify
his job i rospects and was asked if I would be will-
ing to take responsibility for him.. Answering yes
and understanding later that this was a maneuver
by our lawyer, the case was closed. ... I as-
sisted in five other legal cases during that sum-
mer. In these cases my contribution usually con-
sisted in obtaining a free lawyer, supporting the
family by home visits and a day in court with the
parents. All this kept me quite busy and suddenly
it was June and my Vista term would expire. 17
Finally it was thought that the document was specific
and clear enough to be shared with others. It was first
given to Rosemary's faculty Sponsor, Grace Craig, a faculty
l 7 Rosemary Hulsing, "Living on the Edge of America:
The Lower East Side of New York City in Nineteen Sixty-six"
(Amherst, April, 1973), p. 40-42. (Typewritten.)
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member in the Human Development Department. Minor revisions
were made and two other evaluators were brought it: Tom
Clark, a faculty member in education and Director of the U1VW
Program, and Peter D'Errico, a faculty member/lawyer from
the Legal Studies Program who had run a Neighborhood Youth
Corps Program before coming to the University. Rosemary
proposed that she receive 30 credits for the learning that
she could demonstrate came from or were included in that yea
of work in New York City in VISTA.
A meeting was set for the evaluators to meet with Rose-
mary to discuss her narrative. The evaluators were from
different disciplines and did not know each other. Thus
there was the necessary feeling out of each other as to val-
ues, attitudes toward this evaluation, and academic stand-
ards .
Immediately a decision had to be made as to the pro-
cess to be followed. After some discussion, Tom Clark pro-
posed that the meeting be designed as a comprehens ive exam
and the narrative be treated as a position paper. This so-
lution as to format of the meeting was important, for al-
though the evaluators were engaged in a pioneering effort,
they used a process with which they were comfortable and
familiar. The exam lasted two hours with the discussion fo-
cussing on extensions and implications of the narrative.
Using this format the evaluators were able to develop
their judgment of the learning from a much more comprehen-
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sive view the person than would have been possible if the
sole basis had been the narrative. Once the judgment was
made that credit would be awarded they then faced the prob-
lem of how to categorize and truthfully label the learning.
One solution was obviously to identify appropriate
course analogies. Another possibility discussed was esta-
blishing several general areas that would be broader than
actual courses. The use of course titles was rejected as
unrealistic due to the knowledge that departments control
the use of established course titles. Finally a compromise
was reached which would grant the credits in a broad area,
community development, but with several concentrations. The
concentrations were developed by Tom Clark and approved by
the other evaluators . 1
8
As to the content of the oral exam in the legal area,
Peter D’Errico, the faculty member of the Legal Studies
Program discussed with Rosemary the dynamics of working
within a federal program that was supposed to eliminate the
poverty of the poor in this country--the "belief and yet
non-belief" participants and recipients all had that this
was the solution to poverty in this country. He examined
her on the bureaucratic and legal problems and issues that
she raised in her narrative and found she had an uncommon
sensitivity to the dilemma of the situation. He was satis-
l^Interview with Tom Clark, Dec., 1976.
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fied that she had attained a basic understanding of the
criminal justice system and particularly as it related to
the residents of the Lower East Side with whom she worked. 19
In addition, however, she was able to generalize some of the
principles to her own situation and class background and of-
fer some comparisons that even more adequately demonstrated
her understanding of the area. The other areas noted on
the transcript were covered in a similar way during the
exam
.
The entry for the permanent record read as follows:
30 Credits for prior learning granted Spring 73 asfollows:
Description of experience:
Student worked as a Vista volunteer, 6/66-
8/67, assigned to an antipoverty agency, Action
for Progress, located in a six block Puerto Rican
neighborhood on the lower east side of New York
City. One of the student’s major tasks during the
fourteen month period was to help form an Advisory
Council consisting of neighborhood people, who
would become responsible for future anti-poverty
money. Another major assignment was the design
and implementation of a Teen Service Center in the
neighborhood. The student also supervised new
VISTA volunteers in a summer program for six weeks
in Spanish Harlem. Other areas of skill and know-
ledge from this experience are listed below.
Credits in Community Development for the student's
VISTA experience with the following concentra-
tions:
A. Introduction to Mental Health Services
B. Introduction to Para Professional Legal Serv-
ices
^Interview with Peter D'Errico, Dec. 5, 1976.
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C. Introduction to Para Professional MedicalServices
D. Introduction to Para Professional WelfareServices
E. Adolescent Behavior
F. Social Service Program Design
G. Personality Dynamics
H. Ghetto Family
I. Intercul tural Awareness
J. Supervision of Anti-Poverty Workers
K. Urban Education
L. Politics of O.E.O.
Discipline awarding credits: Human Development
Department
Name of evaluator: Grace J. Craig, Assistant Pro-fessor, Ph.D.
Discipline awarding credits: School of Education
Name of evaluator: F. Thomas Clark, Professor
Discipline awarding credits: Program in Legal
Studies
Name of evaluator: Peter d'Errico 20
Rosemary was awarded the 30 credits she sought. Two
courses the next summer finished her work for the degree and
she was off looking for a job.
a) Analysis of the Case Study
In the case just described, the learning was not
always evident in the narrative but Rosemary was able to
make it so in the oral exam. Her analytical skills were ex-
cellent, and she was able to make important cross class and
cross cultural comparisons, demonstrating a high level of
consciousness. The decisions regarding the design of the
process seemed appropriate for the experience being evalu-
^Transcript Entry of Rosemary Hulsing (Univ . of Mass.,
Amherst, Summer, 1973).
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ated. The judges had backgrounds appropriate for the ma-
terial covered. The Director of UWW, Tom Clark, functioned
as the convenor of the exam in addition to his role as eval-
uator in the area of personality development and education.
An obvious omission in documentation was the lack of any
comments or material from anyone who had worked with Rose-
mary during the year in VISTA. All the documentation was of
a self-reporting nature. It is preferable to have a mix of
different sources.
Once the decision to grant credit was reached the ques-
as to how much was determined by using the University Year
for Action as a guide. The standard there has been 30 cred-
its for one year's work and the Committee adopted it because
they had had experience with it. That seems a fair guide in
this case, particularly given the amount of work spent on
preparing the analysis and presentation.
Programat ical ly this was an important assessment be-
cause it was the first one. At the beginning of the meeting
the evaluators discussed this fact and the serious responsi-
bility they bore. They had few guides to follow and yet
they designed a format with which they were comfortable and
decided to award 30 credits for this prior, experiential
learning. They were pleased with the results of the evalua-
tion by oral examination based on a narrative that had been
well prepared and included self-analysis. It was also con-
cluded that some guidelines for evaluators should be de-
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veloped that would include examples of reports for the
transcript . ^
^
2. Case Study Donald Wightman
Don Nightman was 38 years old, graduated from Hyde
Park High School in Boston and lived in the Boston area all
his life. Shortly after his graduation from high school he
got involved in an organizing effort of the United Auto
Workers at the plant where he was an assembly line worker.
In his next job, with the Boston Edison, he soon became the
Steward and then Chief Steward. From there it was a short
step to elected union office holder which is his occupation
today. He has been Secretary-Treasurer of Local 369, Util-
ity Workers Union of America since 1967. The AFL-CIO affi-
liate represents twenty-two hundred production and mainten-
ance men on the Boston Edison properties. He has had, in
his own words,
extensive experience in arbitration and grievance
handling, collective bargaining, health, and wel-
fare benefits, pension, etc. My duties frequently
require me to involve myself with different agen-
cies; for example, during work strikes, I act as
liason between our local members and the Welfare
Department, veteran and social agencies. 22
^Joint interview with two evaluators: F. Thomas
Clark and Peter d'Errico, Nov. 1976.
2 2Donald Wightman, Application for Admission to the
University Without Walls, Univ. of Mass. (5 Nov. 1973), p.
2 .
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Don is also a member of the Board of Directors of the
4000 member Boston Edison Employees Credit Union with assets
totaling more than six million dollars.
In applying to the University Without Walls, Don wanted
to further his understanding of the field of labor relations.
He says:
I believe my knowledge gained through actual ex-perience has now reached a point that without
academic learning, I can no longer progress. I
would hope to obtain a degree in this field so
that I could further effectively serve in the La-bor Movement.^ 3
His application was business-like, almost terse, and to
the point. It was accompanied by several letters of recom-
mendation: one from a member of the law firm which assists
Local 369 in contract negotiations, one from the President
of the Massachusetts Social Workers Guild of the Service Em-
ployees International Union, one from a consultant firm on
welfare, health and pension programs with which Don had
worked, and one final letter from a State Representative to
the Dean of Admissions of the University asking to be per-
sonally informed of the disposition of the application. All
spoke of his significant contributions to the Labor Movement
in the state and thought him a very capable man. Needless
to say, he was admitted, although we had some doubts as to
his willingness to set aside the time required to complete
23 Ibid., p. 3.
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the program, beginning a freshman, with no previous college
work what-so-ever. Don had, however, completed several
courses of an in-service nature. They included:
1) Leadership Training Program of the Labor Rela-tions and Research Center, University of Massa-
chusetts 7 bd
2) General Labor Course of the Catholic School ofIndustrial Relations
3) Staff Training Program of the Institute for
Labor Affairs, University of Massachusetts
4) Course in algebra, Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts, Extension Service
5) Correspondence course in accounting, Interna-
tional Accountants Society, Inc.
Don began by placing four credits on his transcript for
his miliary service and by outlining a program of study that
both met the general education requirements of the Univer-
sity and would move him ahead in his knowledge and under-
standing of the labor field. Most of his work was done
through independent study although several faculty at UMass/
Boston were utilized since Don was living and working in
Boston. He began a series of projects that related to his
union but that would be substantial in terms of learning.
The first was a history of the union. Second was a study
of internal control procedures for disbursements made from
all the union accounts. His general education study was
often related to the union field but not exclusively so.
Don Wightman entered UWW in January, 1974, and by sum-
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mer was hard at work with assembling the description, ana-
lysis and documentation that would demonstrate that he had
indeed garnered substantial learning from his job and com-
munity work over the last 20 years. The narrative that he
developed over a period of almost a year was one of the most
carefully done, and well-written that I have seen.
After working with the materials for some time, and
consulting periodically with me, several themes were iden-
from the expanded vita. These themes initially were:
negotiations/collective bargaining, grievance and arbitra-
tion, labor related courses, affirmative actual/equal employ-
ment, delegate and committee work with the state and national
union, social services, accounting, pension plans and health
and dental insurance plans. As the documentation and analy-
sis proceeded, these areas were to be narrowed to four:
collective bargaining, union administration, pension/insur-
ance, and political activity/community service.
Don, in his job as Secretary-Treasurer of Local 369,
appears to be a " j ack- of- all - trades He is the prime mover
behind major member benefit programs, has the major finan-
cial responsibility for the various union funds, is involved
in all collective bargaining and negotiating sessions, and
all grievance cases. It was difficult to distill all Don
had to say. The final document was about sixty pages long,
containing numerous exhibits and letters. This document
played up collective bargaining and union administration in
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general with less detailed examination of the specific
skills in accounting. Accordingly, accounting was included
under the heading of "union administration."
Another area under union administration was affirmative
action and equal employment. This is an area particularly
important at this time and Don sought to make himself well-
versed on the subject as the following will demonstrate.
His documentation is quoted in full for this area, including
a letter from a labor lawyer in Boston who specializes in
equal employment laws, testifying to Don's knowledge and
skill in handling this sensitive subject. Two other areas,
health insurance plans, and social services are included in
Appendix VI I
.
Experience- -Area of Affirmative Action
Programs and Equal Employment Commission
During the past several years, I have direct-
ly participated in negotiations with various
governmental agencies regarding Title VII of the
1964 Civil Rights Act and also with various Boston
Edison Company officials concerning the develop-
ment of an Affirmative Action Program.
My exposure and experience in this relatively
new area has been extensive. I have studied and
become knowledgeable in various affirmative action
programs with respect to employment, recruitment
and placement, upgrading, promotion and transfers,
training and compensation and employee benefits.
I have researched various programs with re-
spect to goals for racial minority group employ-
ment and goals for women.
I have made a complete study and research of
the controversial case involving the EEOC vs. the
Detroit Edison Company.
I have read all transcripts, briefs, and
findings of the Court relative to this case from
the first hearing in 1973 at the U.S. District
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Court At that time the Detroit Edison Company
and the Union on their properties were foundguilty of perpetuating a "locked- in" and unfair
seniority system. They were also cited for fail-
ui e to implement better minority-majority ratiosin employment.
I have also researched the findings of the
6th Circuit Court of Appeals decision as it washanded down in March, 1975, which revised certain
findings of the U.S. District Court.
The major reason for my intense research into
this particular case was because of the strong
similarity between the charged parties (Detroit
Edison and the Union) and the organization which
I am involved with.
During this same period of time I have re-
searched various conciliation agreements between
the EEOC and various unions with particular empha-
sis on, although not limited to, those negotiated
with utility companies.
I have become familiar and knowledgeable with
conciliation agreements as they pertain' to:
recruitment and hiring
goals and timetables
testing
upgrading and promotions
job training and apprenticeship programs
special transfer programs
seniority
rate protection
lay-off protection
education programs
monetary awards to affected classes
designating affected classes
lump sum award options
In 1975 the Union which employs me was named
as a respondent in a charge by the EEOC alleging
discrimination. Since the filing of this charge I
have been actively involved in negotiating a con-
ciliation agreement with various governmental
agencies.
I have over the past several months negotiated
with company officials changes in various contract-
ual agreements with respect to elimination of sex
designated job titles, progression charts, etc.
These charges were required as a result of the need
to be in compliance with various executive orders.
I have also participated in the negotiation
of matters arising out of the charges with undei
-
utilization in specific job classifications. ^As a
result of these charges, I have developed certain
proposals which I
remedial action,
by the EEOC and i
have submitte
This proposal
ncludes among
d to the EEOC for
is now under review
other items:
a. Creation of a new or series of new classifca-
the so-called entry level posi-tions abovetions
.
b. Recruitment and placement of female and mi-
nority employees in these jobs.
c. Utilization of these employees throughout theBoston Edison system.
d. "On the job" and classroom training for these
employees
.
e. Automatic progression in under-utilized clas-
s i f icat ions to avoid the need for creation of
vacancies as a basis for upward movement.
f. Payment to affected employees of an adjusted
wage rate based upon ability to work across
craft, jurisdictional and classification lines.
g. Payment for educational incentives and job re-
lated studies.
h. Distribution of overtime contract clauses to
be modified to permit further use of these
employees to accomplish the goal of high lev-
el work, wages and overall income improvement.
i. Revisions of posting, bidding and job specifi-
cations to the extent that these contract ob-
ligations would frustrate the more complete
utilization and training of these employees
in a variety of higher level jobs under cer-
tain circumstances.
I developed these proposals over a year’s
period and they are geared to not only improve the
under-utilization of minority employees in certain
classifications but would accomplish this goal
without having one adverse effect on the present
seniority system.
At a meeting held several months ago, I made
a three-hour presentation of this proposal. It is
in part now under consideration and has become
part of the negotiations on the conciliation agree-
ment .
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SUMMARY
My experience and knowledge in this area is
extensive. Over the past several years, my re-'
search and background has provided me with a highlevel of competence in this highly sensitive field.
The role of the negotiator in this field is
one that requires a high degree of knowledge not
only in the legal requirements surrounding the Com-
mission requirements, but in addition, requires a
sensitive handling of a very emotional and complex
si tuat ion
.
Responsible and critical decisions are made
constantly. Decisions that can affect an entire
organization from a social as well as economic po-
sition are often made under extreme pressure.
Failure to conciliate an agreement can result in
years oi costly litigation. Failure to comply
with regulations can result in suits that could
render an organization into financial insolvency.
I believe I have developed a professional com
petence which will allow me to further participate
in this area in a constructive and progressive
manner
.
24
The text of the letter which follows speaks directly to
the question of what he knows, and how he compares with
other union officials in the writer’s experience.
I am an attorney in Boston who specializes in
labor and equal employment laws. I have represent-
ed numerous labor organizations involved in equal
employment matters and have therefore dealt with
many union officials and members on these isuses.
For the past two years, I have participated
with Mr. Wightman as representatives of his local
union during conferences, negotiations and meet-
ings with various governmental agencies concerning
affirmative action programs and equal employment.
In particular, I have observed Mr. Wightman nego-
tiate and ultimately conclude a settlement agree-
24 Donald Wightman, Portfolio for Prior Learning (April
1976), Section on Affirmative Action and Equal Employment.
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ment involving equal employment opportunities forfemale and minority employees of the Boston Edison
"Throughout this time period Mr. Wightman hasdisplayed a working knowledge of the applicable
1,e * Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, as amended; total familiarity with the me-
chanics of the work place; the technical compet-
ence to design and administer such an agreement
and the sensitivity and understanding necessary tobalance all the competing interests and rights in
such an undertaking.
One of the most comprehensive programs pro-
posed was conceived, designed and formulated by
Mr. Wightman. His plan would have provided the
most job opportunities with the minimum disrup-
tions and the least expense. He spent much time
and effort on his proposal, and, in fact, had
planned the program with much attention paid to
the details and its day-to-day operations. This
thorough, careful, well-reasoned approach made the
program readily understandable and therefore seri-
ously considered by all parties.
Mr. Wightman also had input into the shaping
of the program that was eventually adopted, con-
tributing specific knowledge of industrial rela-
tions and working conditions as well as making
most of the difficult decisions for his union and
taking full responsibility for them. He also in-
sured th. t the general membership as well as the
executive board of the union recognized and ac-
cepted their responsibilities and obligations under
the agreement finally reached. 25
The general strategy of this assessment was worked out
between Don and me. He would share the various sections of
his portfolio with the evaluators when we determined they
were ready. A preliminary meeting was then held at which
time comments were solicited regarding: 1) the documenta-
tion: appropriateness, adequacy and amount; 2) the narra-
25Joanne F. Goldstein, Letter to Edward Harris regard-
ing the work of Donald Wightman (25 March 1976)
.
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tive including the description and analysis: and 3) the
evaluators. This meeting was held in March with the follow-
ing selected evaluators: David Bloodsworth, faculty member,
labor arbitrator, expert in labor history and insurance
plans; Harvey Friedman, faculty member and Director of the
Labor Center at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst;
former labor leader, current particular interests include
unions and politics and pre-retirement counseling; me, with
experience and training in administration, higher education,
community organization, and institutional analysis.
The preliminary meeting was held and rather minor com-
ments were made regarding several of the documents. Harvey
Friedman asked for additional material that would speak to
questions of political activity and affirmative action/
equal employment. Don readily agreed to supply this infor-
mation. It was also felt that an evaluator needed to be
found who could properly evaluate the experience in the ac-
counting field. Harvey Friedman agreed to locate a person
who would read the materials and join in the evaluation for
the final meeting. Don supplied the requested material in
time for the evaluations to study it carefully before the
final evaluation meeting.
This meeting was held in Harvey Friedman's oifice with
me serving as the convenor. The evaluator for accounting
sent his comments in writing to the committee proposing
credit for the experience in this field. Since the three
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evaluators present had supervised academic work of Don’s in
the past two years, the meeting took only one hour and fo-
cussed on only a few selected areas: affirmative action
and equal employment opportunity, insurance and pension
plans, and general service to members. The discussion on
the first centered on Don's belief that the Union had a mor-
al obligation to provide leadership in this area even if it
did, on the face of it, mean problems for current members.
Don discussed with the evaluators the difficulties of bal-
ancing the seniority- oriented promotion policies of the old
contracts with the new federal guidelines. Solutions were
designed and explained by Don which protected and balanced
the interests of all parties. To Don the Union local should
be a social service coordinating agency for the membership.
To that end pension and insurance plans are designed,
tailor-made to the needs of the members. In a strike situa-
tion, the local should take the lead in coordinating private
and public benefits to the strikers and their families.
Don's in-depth knowledge in these areas was carefully ex-
amined and the evaluators concluded that Don Wightman's re-
quest for fifty-nine credits was fair and should be awarded
on the basis of the evidence presented. The organization of
the learning into the four areas was done by Don.
The following transcript entry was written by Don in
consultation with me:
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From 1967-1976, Executive Secretary-Treasurer-large Greater Boston Utility Union. Collectivebargaining experience
-principal negotiator and re-searcher during nine major contract negotiationsdirectly involved in handling over 1000 grievancesand over 100 arbitrations. Dealt with various
mnc
6 governmental agencies including OSHA,
conciliation an d mediation services.1974-1976 principal negotiator in conciliation
agreement with EEOC. Administration- employee pro-grams communications, developing eeucational pro-grams, trust administrator, director of credit
union. 1965-1975 political action work, area or-
ganizer, coordinator in various local, city, state
elections. 1968-1976 developed counseling pro-
grams in area of community service, trained mem-
bers in area of social services, performed one-on-
one counseling
. Developed, implemented and ad-
ministered dental, health, and life insurance
plans. Principal negotiator, research in health
and pension contracts, developed and implemented
pre-retirement counseling and seminar programs.
Collective Bargaining :
Grievance -Arbitration
Negotiation Experience
Delegate Experience
Affirmative Action
Interna 1 Administration :
Accounting- PI anning Control
Communication-Education Programs
Reporting S Disclosure Organizing
Pension- Insurance Field :
Development and Implementation
Negotiations
Counseling Programs
E . R . I . S . A.
Political Act ion/Community Service :
Local, State, City Politics
Development/ Implementat ion Social Service Programs
Community Service Programs 26
26Transcript Entry of Donald Nightman (Univ. of Mass.,
Amherst, Summer, 1976).
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a) Analysis of the Case Study
In reviewing the assessment of the experiential
learning of Don Wightman, there appears little of which to
be critical. Without pages of lists or outlining specific
behaviors, Don did a good job of pinpointing in the narra-
tive what he learned by answering such questions as: What
did I have to study to have the background required to do
this task? What decisions did I make? How? and Why? He
was highly conscious of what was behind many of the issues
or policy questions that he handled. He was able to teach
others what he was doing and why. In fact, he has done some
teaching in non-credit seminars and guest- lecturing in col-
leges around Boston.
The process was appropriate for the material/learning
being examined. We might have talked to the recipients of
the service which he described the union as rendering to see
if the consumers’ perception fit with the picture we were
given. Don assembled two types of documentation-
- self -
reporting in the narrative, and letters from professional
colleagues
.
The evaluators were appropriate for the learning area.
Two of the four had wide backgrounds in the labor movement
from the practical and theoretical sides. The opinions of
these four were augmented by the judgments of an array of
public officials and private persons who offered specific,
written testimony to the skill and knowledge of Don Wightman
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in the area under consideration.
Once the judgment was made that there was substantial
competence represented by the portfolio, the determination
of the amount of credit was somewhat arbitrary. Don re-
quested an amount that would round out his area of academic
concentration for the degree but the evaluators might have
awarded more. The award did not allow him to graduate im-
mediately but that was as he intended. There were still a
few theoretical areas that he wanted to study before gradu-
ation.
The learning for the program as a result of this as-
sessment of Don Nightman's prior learning were four-fold.
First, there are certain areas of professional training in
the University such as accounting, for which it is very dif-
ficult to find willing and able evaluators of prior learn-
ing. There are many reasons for this including heavy work-
loads, faculty view of some academic field, faculty reward
system, and the nature of some academic fields, but this
problem must be addressed. Second, if the evaluators have
worked with the student previously it greatly facilitates
the process. Then the assessment is part of a learning/
evaluation continuum with the same teachers and criteria.
Third, this assessment reinforced the conclusion that within
the present credit and grade-based curriculum at the Univer-
sity and with no other degree objectives, deciding on the
number of credits to be awarded for a particular learning
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from experience is quite arbitrary. This must be attacked
by developing more individualized degree objectives that can
be measured in ways other than amount of exposure and number
of credits. And fourth, it is valuable to involve the stud-
ent m developing the organizing set for the learning eval-
uated. This makes the process and outcome more understand-
able to the student by keeping intact the link between the
way something was learned and how it is finally reported.
3. Case Study--Vishu W. Wood
Vishnu Wood is a musician, and all aspects of his
life revolve around that central fact. He was born in
Wilkesboro, North Carolina, 38 years before he entered the
University Without Walls in the fall 1975.
During junior high and high school in Detroit, Vishnu
began studying a variety of musical forms and performing on
many different instruments. It was not long before the
double bass emerged as his principal instrument, however,
and he has followed that choice ever since, studying, per-
forming and teaching.
In his application to the University Without Walls,
Vishnu Wood gave a brief but forthright sense of the kind of
commitments and the resulting lifestyle that are inherent in
being a Black jazz musician in contemporary society. As
Vishu stated his needs in the application, "I must enter an
educational program that is flexible and respectful of my
His educational goals he put this way:current work."
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By having the freedom to
education in terms of de
longtime dream of being
the countries in Africa
live, study, and teach-
-
and convey the combined
ing and per forming
.
2 7
formalize my experiential
grees
,
I hope to' fulfill a
able to return to some of
that I have visited; to
later to return to America
experience through teach-
Vishnu Wood’s application contained a nine-page resume
and attachments such as syllabi and music reviews from Down-
beat magazine and a Moroccan newspaper, L * Opinion
. Divided
into three sections, education, performance, and teaching,
the resume showed extensive and impressive experience in all
areas. (Upon closer examination after Vishnu entered UWW it
was apparent that this was a selective resume in that there
were important omissions.) From the education section of
the resume for example:
Mr. Wood attended the Detroit Institute of Musical
Art, affiliated with the University of Detroit.
He studied bass with Gaston Brohan and John Ma-
thews of the Detroit Symphony. He was a member of
a quartet from the University of Detroit which won
the 1959 Intercollegiate Jazz Festival held at the
University of Notre Dame and was chosen the best
on his instrument from the collegiate entries from
all over the country. 28
And from his performing experience, 1972-73:
27Vishnu Wood, Application
Walls (Univ. of Mass., Amherst,
to the University Without
22 April, 1975)
.
28V. Wood, Resume, p. 1.
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Concert Series; "Vishnu and the Safari East Con
^?^.
W°rksh°P Ensemble playing bass, oud anddiirhuba, under the directorship of Vishnu Woodlocation: Music Inn, Lenox, Mass. (Performing
artists m residence)
Concerts, TV, recording; "African Rhythms West,"playing bass, under the directorship of Randv Wes-ton; location: New York City.
Concert Performances; "Impulses" (an improvisa-
tional dance-music ensemble)
,
playing bass, oud
and diirhuba, under the directorship of Margaret
Beals, locations: Riverside Church, WBAI Free Mu-
sic Store, Cubiculo Theater, Westchester Community
College.
Newport Jazz Festival; "Charles Mingus Jazz Work-
ship," playing bass, under the directorship of
Charles Mingus; location: Philharmonic Hall, Lin-
coln Center, Mercer Arts Center and the Jazzmobile.
Concert Performance; "John Coltrane Memorial Con-
cert," playing bass, oud and diirhuba, under the
directorship of William Cole, Professor of Black
Studies at Amherst College; location: Amherst
College . 29
Vishnu ei tered the UWW program in the fall of 1975 to
continue his studying and teaching, but more importantly as
he says in his application, to validate and certify his pri-
or, experiential learning. Although it was not prominent
in his resume, Vishnu had spent a good deal of time in Af-
rica, the Middle East and India. As a result of this, his
area of concentration was to be called World Music. This
concentration would include:
--Teaching, at several levels, in cross cultural
settings and utilizing a variety of formats;
29 Ibid., p. 3-4.
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--study of the double bass, oud and dilrhuba;
--performance in small groups and ensemble;
--study of conducting, complex scores;
--Arabic language;
--Writing skills;
--logic.
As he entered UWW, Vishnu moved into one of the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts residence halls to become artist in
residence with teaching responsibilities. He also began
teaching a course in world music at Hampshire College as a
parttime faculty member. Thus he had a demanding schedule.
His work on writing skills became the vehicle for developing
the narrative section of the documentation for his evidence
of prior learning. He collaborated closely with a UWW fac-
ulty member, Diana Diamond, who critiqued his work and en-
couraged him to continue. The narrative, which focussed
primarily on his mastery of the instruments, double bass,
oud, dilrhuba, tambura, and percussion, showed much more ex-
tensive experience than did his application to the program
and resume. It showed the extent of his cross-cultural
learning, his travel to North and West Africa, India, and
the Carribean, his classical training as well as his long
apprenticeship in the American jazz world.
In a sense all of this experience was used in providing
the rationale for credit from his prior learning, for it is
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hard to separate the various influences or to describe cause
and effect relationships. It was decided in the prior
learning process to focus first on the strength in the ex-
perience which was defined as performance, theory and tech-
nique. The narrative was written by Vishnu in a style that
would demonstrate the development of his musical talents in
a chronological fashion. It is included as Appendix VIII.
From the narrative, to trace one of the major influ-
ences in his development, comes the following:
I joined Randy Weston in the fall of '62. Wetoured several college campuses in New York State
Wisconsin
,
and Pennsylvania.. The con*
cert package consisted of two elderly dancers by
the names of Leon James and Alan Mimms
. The dan-
cers performed the History of Jazz and we, the in-
** t rumen t a 1 i s t s
,
accompanied them.
. . . The music
we played to accompany them included such melodies
as "Twelfth Street Rag," "Stompin' at the Savoy,"
"Saints," etc. ...
This relationship (to Randy Weston) blossomed into
a long term musical development. Mr. Weston occu-
pied a large studio apartment in which we sometimes
rehearsed daily.
. . . His music was very chal-
lenging and demanded a critical, sensitive, and at
times a spiritual ear. Randy was highly respected
by his colleagues and always attracted the finest
musicians. It was around this time that Mr. Wes-
ton conceived and developed the idea of a lecture
demonstration concert which would present the his-
tory of African-American music.
. . .
In 1966 and early 1967, we, the Randy Weston Sex-
tet, were invited to tour West Africa, the Middle
East and North Africa. This tour covered fourteen
countries. During this time we performed two pro-
grams, the first being the "History of African-
American Music." For this program we had a narra-
tor who translated the text into French. The
other concert performed consisted of original com-
positions composed by Mr. Weston.
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We were chosen for this tour because of the fullscope of Afro-American music which the group playedand because of the group's commitment to exploringthe roots of this music in Afro-American cultme
. . . The requirements for the individual instru-mentalists were an historical knowledge of the de-velopment of forms of Afro-American music as we]
1
as a virtuoso's command of their respective instru-
ments.
• * *
*.
We heard, and in some cases documented
tne music of fourteen countries. Most of the
countries have a major dance ensemble. We experi-
enced and sometimes incorporated these ensemblesinto our own performances. For example, in Accra,
Ghana, we attended lecture-demonstrations of the
rhythmic and harmonic structures of Ghanian music.
Also we studied how the Dance and Percussion en-
sembles function together.
We were in Africa to educate the audiences about
our culture through our art and music. However,
we were also in Africa for our own educational and
spiritual enrichment. As Black artists we were
greeted with open arms and experienced rituals
rarely witnessed by persons of Western origin. 30
At the same time as the development of the narrative
was taking place, I was negotiating with the Music Depart-
ment at the University of Massachusetts, attempting to agre
on an acceptable assessment process, since they insisted on
controlling the award of credits in the field of music. A
committee was finally named by the Chairman of the Music De
partment made up of three members, including one whose back
ground was Afro-American music, Max Roach. The others were
chairperson, a senior faculty member Doric Alviani who had
30V . Wood, "Narrative: Mastery of Instruments" (Am-
herst, Jan. 1976), p. 5-8.
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been the entire Music Department on campus for many years
before the recent growth of the University, and Julian Olev-
sky, a fine concert violinist. These three faculty were
given the authority by the Music Department to review the
experiential learning of UWW students and make the appropri-
ate awards
.
A time was set up for the exam after the committee had
examined his portfolio. The exam did not include a live
demonstration for Vishnu had many audio and video tapes of
his performances. At the appointed time, Vishnu was ready
with his written material, tapes and an oral presentation.
The exam was convened by me and attended, in addition to the
evaluators, by Diana Diamond, UWW faculty member and Vishnu’s
wife and partner in many of his enterprises, Elise. Only
one of the music faculty on the committee, Max Roach, had
supervised part of Vishnu's academic work.
Following an introductory statement to set the tone and
the agenda, Vishnu took over and made an oral presentation,
adding to the written materials and using the tapes as he
talked. Two hours was much too brief a time to cover all
the materials examined by the Committee. Several major
areas of interest to the evaluators were discussed: the re-
lationship between classical training and his development as
a jazz musician, and the development of his unique flowing
solo technique. Olevsky examined him closely on his finger-
ing techniques to see how well Vishnu could express and ana-
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lyze what he did, with his fingers on the strings. Max
Roach gave further testimony as to the technical ability of
Mr. Wood and helped the other evaluators, who were not fami-
liar with certain aspects of the jazz idiom, understand, for
example, what it was they were seeing and hearing. Thus it
became an educational experience for these two evaluators.
They were greatly and favorably impressed. In an aside, one
of the evaluators with the classical background commented
that Vishnu Wood was the kind of person they needed as fac-
ulty in the music department. They agreed before they ad-
journed that Vishnu had fulfilled the equivalent of a per-
formance major in the Music Department in every respect.
The details, which were worked out in a later meeting be-
tween me and the chairperson, Alviani
,
were that the award
would total 94 credits. So these evaluators, who had at
first been very reluctant to discuss the assessment of prior
learning, found themselves recommending a very substantial
award to the first person examined.
Concluding the process, the appropriate forms were
filed which contained the description of the experience as
follows
:
Credit is being awarded for experience in the
fields of musical performance and ethnomusicology
.
Mr. Wood attended the Detroit Institute of Musical
Art where he studied keyboard harmony, sulfege and
the piano from 1958 to 1959. From 1957 to 1959,
he studied the double bass with Gaston Brohan and
John Matthews of the Detroit Symphony. From 1958
to 1960 he was a member of a quartet from the Uni-
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versity of Detroit which won the Intercollegiate
^
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al
-
held at the University of Notre Damein 1959. During the past twenty years, Mr. Woodhas played and toured with the following groups*
The Dorothy Ashby Trio (1957 to 1959); Max RoachQuartet and J.C. White Singers, in U.S., Barcelona,
and Berlin (1974 to present); Archie Shepp in Mon-
treal and U. S. (1975); the Randy Weston Sextet in
14 countries including West Africa, the Middle
East, and North Africa (1962 to present)
.
From 1967 to 1969, Mr. Wood was artist in residence
for the Moroccan Government. While living and
working in North Africa, Mr. Wood studied^North
African music and culture. He perfected his know-
ledge of the oud and Africa percussion instru-
ments. From 1970 to 1972 he continued his studies
on the oud in New York with Jamal Assilam, a Jor-
danian professor of Arabic and oriental music. In
1970 Mr. Wood broadened his knowledge of ethnomu-
sicology by studying Buddhist temple music and the
influence of Afro-American music on Japanese cul-
ture in Japan. From 1966 to 1974 Mr. Wood studied
the dillarhuba and tamboura under the direction of
Swami Satchidananda at the Integral Yoga Institute
in New York. In 1973 he travelled to India where
he studied North Indian classical music, the music
of Bengali, and the Kanadic music of South India.
The statement for the Transcript included the following
areas in which credit was granted:
Performance: solo, large and small ensemble, work
with bass, dilrhuba, tamboura and oud.
Music theory and piano technique
Ethnomus ico logy : music of Africa, Japan, the Car-
ribean, and the Middle East.'* 4
The criteria used for the evaluation were the following
31univ. Without Walls, "Statement for the Transcript
of Vishnu Wood" (Amherst: Univ. of Mass., Aug. 1976).
S^Ibid.
t p . 1
.
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for awarding credit was twofold: the
Wood's musical
The basis
committee was concerned with Mr
a
?
a soloist and ensemble player and withthe dep t h and breadth of his knowledge in ?he
ri
1 e
j
u niusic theory and ethnomus icology
. MrWood demonstrated his skill as a musician throughtapes of his performances and through theoreticaldiscussion of the instruments involved. He dem-
onstrated his extensive knowledge in the field of
ethnomus icology both through taped performances ofthe music of India, Japan, Africa, Arabia, and theCarribean
,
and through his discussion of the com-plex relationship between music and culture.
Through his oral presentation and extensive docu-
mentation, Mr. Wood demonstrated that he had
achieved a level of excellence as a performer and
an in depth knowledge of music theory and ethnomu-
s icology
.
a) Analysis of the Case Study
Reviewing the assessment process designed and
carried out in June 1976 for Vishnu lVood, the following com
ments might be made. Due to the nature of the learning be-
ing presented, he relied heavily on audio and video tapes.
The narrative, brief and succinct, was needed only as an
index to the experience, but it did more than that. It
first provided a format for discussion in the oral exam.
Second, it consistently indicated what was learned--the spe
cific technique or understanding that was required to per-
form in a certain way or accomplish a particular thing:
I joined harpist Dorothy Ashby. She is an excel-
lent artist gifted with perfect pitch. Conse-
quently, she was a stickler for good intonation.
. . . All the bass parts were written, which is
33 Ibid., p . 1
.
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unusual in this type of traditional music. Theparts were written more like piano parts, withmany eighth notes. I had to study in order tomaintain the job. There was also a lot of diffi-cult arco solo work.^
Vishnu had much teaching experience, little of which
was used in the assessment process, and none was presented
as formal documentation of learning in music. Statements
might have been gathered from those whom he had taught to
see how well he organized and taught the material. But that
would have been frosting on the cake, for Vishnu had learned
the language of many musics and was clearly conversant with
persons of almost any musical background.
The group of evaluators were fine, except that it might
have been easier if there had been another jazz musician in
the group. As it was, Max Roach had to play an indispensible
role as interpreter to relieve Vishnu periodically. The
other two evaluators, one with a broad musical background
including instrumental and vocal, and the other as a concert
violinist, were a good combination to have on the committee.
As indicated, they were chosen by the Music Department, and
had its full support for awarding the credits.
The decision regarding the number of credits to be
awarded was reached by finding equivalent courses in the
Music Department curriculum. In reviewing these, there
34 V. Wood, "Narrative: Mastery of Instruments," p. 2.
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emerged general agreement that Vishnu had far surpassed
their usual course knowledge expectations of graduates in
the department in musical knowledge, accomplishment, and
competence
.
In programmatic terms, several comments can be made.
This was the first experience of UWW with departmental ly-
appointed evaluators and there was some anxiety about how
successful it would be. In retrospect the only problems
pei tained to the fact that they had never served as evalua-
tors before.
This award was also the first with a music performance
focus. The amount of credit to be awarded seemed to emerge
clearly from a study of the curriculum and evaluators read-
ily agreed on the relative level of technical competence
and musical knowledge. Similar arrangements with depart-
ments in other performance areas might be explored, such as
art or theater.
The presence of Max Roach, familiar with the idiom, was
invaluable and reinforced the notion that there needs to be
someone among the evaluators who is familiar with the style,
form or technique being assessed and not just from the gen-
eral area of knowledge.
Finally, when new evaluators are involved it is import-
ant to have a UWW program person or other person familiar
with assessment in attendance to facilitate if necessary and
answer questions.
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C. The Present UWW/UMass Process: Analysis
To conclude this chapter and summarize the information
regarding the present UWW/University of Massachusetts pro-
cess for assessing and awarding credit for prior, experi-
ential learning, the following analysis is presented.
The paradigm developed in Chapter III will be utilized.
To review, this paradigm is built around these four points:
1) the degree of standardization of the process, 2) the form
and content of the description/analysis of learning, 3) the
question of who judges, and 4) the relationship of the as-
sessment process to the degree design of the learner.
On the first point, the UWW/University of Massachusetts
assessment process as it has evolved has not become a cook-
book approach. Even in its more formal form in the Credit
for Prior Learning Guide, it forces consideration of the
difficult questions about the nature of learning and what is
college level learning, although it does not do it quite as
explicitly as the Antioch/West model described in Chapter
III. In the development of the process for UWW/Univers i ty
of Massachusetts, I have resisted installing easy formulas
to lessen the anxiety about the process of description and
analysis. Some institutions, such as Framingham State Col-
lege in Framingham, Massachusetts, have developed full sets
of "if
,
then " statements for the assessment
of prior learning. This makes for a less ambiguous process
which is perhaps easier for students and evaluators to han-
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die, but does not get at the quality of the experience or
the amount of learning as well as a more open-ended proce-
dure
.
The present UWW Guide for prior learning assessment
provides adequate touchstones in most areas. There should
be developed better guides for evaluators and more examples
might be included. There are no limits at the outset of any
assessment as to what might be creditable. The assessment
coordinator on the UWW staff manages the process, convenes
the UWW Committee on Prior Learning, and provides guidance
to students, advisors, sponsors and evaluators. To aid with
this, workshops for faculty must be arranged rather than re-
lying solely on the first assessment process itself to do
the teaching.
In the form and content of the description/analysis of
learning there was some confusion in the early years as to
just what was wanted. (See Chapter IV for this discussion.)
It is quite clear now that what is being examined and po-
tentially credited is the learning derived from the experi-
ence, not the experience itself. Furthermore, I recommend
that the evidence must be provided that indicates the know-
ledge is in the student's current repertoire, not simply
known in the past. It may exist in modified form, but none-
theless, it is there. Outcomes of the process have since
the beginning been described in terms of themes, areas of
learning, disciplinary or interdisciplinary in nature, ra-
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ther practical or highly theoretical. The amount of writing
varies greatly depending on the type of experience and the
documentation used. Awards can be made in general areas or
course equivalents.
The judges in the early years were almost exclusively
faculty of the University of Massachusetts, but today a few
more outside evaluators are being used now that a procedure
has been established to select and approve their participa-
tion. Until recently, faculty have awarded the credit di-
rectly and the UWW Committee on Prior Learning has been only
a reviewer of awards. In response to the position of some
faculty who did not want that much responsibility, i.e.,
giving a large number of credits to an individual student
for learning that they did not have a hand in bringing about,
and to insure equity and consistency, the Committee with the
approval of the UWW Policy Board this year has taken on the
responsibility for awarding the credit and the evaluators
are just that, eva lua tors
. These evaluators may be anyone
wiling and able to judge as Antioch/West defines it. The
UWW Committee approves the evaluators for each award prior
to the assessment. Thus in this area there has been signi-
ficant learning on the part of the program and myself, re-
sulting in the structural changes noted above.
It is on the fourth point which the UWW assessment pro-
cess is the weakest--the relationship of the assessment to
the degree design of the learner. Since the assessment was
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not required at the beginning of a student's tenure in the
program, often the rough assessment that was done at the
outset would suffice until the student decided hc/she was
tired of being a student and wanted to graduate. Then the
full assessment was accomplished near the end of the degree
process. This often worried the evaluators because at that
point a known number of credits remained for graduation and
was consequently the number of credits requested from the
assessment. Accordingly, a policy was put into effect last
year that required students to begin the assessment process
in their second semester, or earlier if ready; but in any
case
,
it must be comp leted before the beg inn ing of their
last planned semester in the program.
Another problem has been that UWW will only allow a
small number of credits to be earned actually working on the
assessment process. Since it often requires a great deal of
time, some students must stop out for a semester of active
regular study in order to accomplish this task. They are
not tuition-paying students for this period of time even
though they require substantial time and help from advisors
and faculty sponsors. A schedule of fees is under discus-
sion to more realistically cope with this problem from the
program and institutional point of view. Among other things,
these students could then be counted in a faculty member's
work load so that he/she might be institutionally rewarded
for the work done .
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D. Summary
The development of an assessment process for prior, ex-
periential learning has been presented in this chapter
through an historical case analysis of the experience within
the University Without Walls of the University of Massachu-
setts in Amherst during the period 1971-1976. Three case
studies were offered as illustrations of the development
from the early years to more sophisticated current practice.
Current practice is finally analyzed in preparation for the
next chapter of conclusions and recommendations.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
,
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
More leisure time, growing emphasis on credentials, so-
cietal sanction for individuation in education, create a de-
mand for better access and a greater range of educational
programs. Within this context adults have specific expect-
ations of institutions and programs. These expectations can
be seen as a problem or an opportunity for creative institu-
tional response: individualized curricula, new roles for
faculty, new definitions of support services, and new ap-
proaches to learning such as the assessment of previously-
learned skills, knowledge and competencies. Creative insti-
tutional response becomes desirable for economic and educa-
tional reasons.
Major responses have been the two Carnegie Commissions
on Higher Education and Non-Tradi tional Study, the British
Open University, Empire State College in New York, the Union
for Experimenting Colleges and Universities national consor-
tium, the examination degrees of New York, New Jersey and
Connecticut, and finally, the Cooperative Assessment of Ex-
periential Learning (CALL) in 1974. The latter focuses spe-
cifically on the assessment of experiential learning which
is the general topic of this dissertation.
The specific problem addressed in this dissertation is.
In the context of a liberal arts degree program
(the Univer-
sity Without Walls at the University of Massachusetts in
Amherst)
,
how can learning derived from past experience be
identified, articulated, documented, measured, evaluated,
and formally recognized?
Discussion of two themes provides the vehicle for his-
torical background and a selected review of the literature.
The first is the structure and function of higher education
in America which outlines the major structural features, and
discusses the functions: trustee of cognitive culture, re-
search and graduate training, socialization, certification,
and social service station. The second theme, defining the
baccalaureate, illuminates the boundary- sett ing and content-
defining elements that are necessary background to the prob-
lem of this dissertation. Furthermore, these two areas must
be perceived if resistance to educational reform is to be
understood.
An introduction to the general topic under discussion
includes specific history and background, key definitions,
and presentation of issues of a practical, technical, and
philosophical nature. An analysis of existing classifica-
tion schemes for the differing approaches to the assessment
of experiential learning led to the development of a new one
which is demonstrated by its use in examining three programs
Antioch College/West, the College of Public and Community
Service of the University of Massachusetts in Boston, and
Thomas Edison College of New Jersey, The scheme
includes
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the following categories for examination:
the degree of standardization of the process
--the form and content of the description and/or
analysis of the learning
--who judges the learning
--the relationship of the assessment process to
the degree design of the learner
Finally, an historical case analysis of the history anc
procedures of UWW in the University of Massachusetts with
the assessment of prior, experiential learning is presented.
Three case studies help to demonstrate the development of
the process from 1971 to 1976. The analysis indicates that
the UWW program has evolved a flexible approach which forces
consideration of a set of questions about the nature of
learning and what is meant by college level learning. . After
some confusion in the early years as to what was being cred-
ited, the policies now indicate that it is the demonstrable
learning derived from experience that is being credited and
not the experience per se .
Though at the outset all evaluators were faculty, cur-
rently other experts are being included in committees to ob-
tain various points of view and to help bridge the gap be-
tween practice and theory. It is in examining the relation-
ship between the assessment and the degree design of the
learner that the program has been weakest. By fall 19-6 a
policy was established that insures that assessments are not
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carried out as the final step in a degree program when it
cannot be used in the degree planning process, and when it
may exert undue pressure for certain credit outcomes which
can distort the process. As can be seen from the documents
and cases, UWW has learned much about various techniques,
documentation, and transcrip ting through its developmental,
experimental approach to the assessment of prior, experi-
ential learning.
This concluding chapter will present a set of conclu-
sions and corresponding recommendations, followed by sug-
gested areas for further inquiry. But first a preparatory
note is necessary.
Assessment processes and procedures are developed, not
in a vacuum, but in certain institutional contexts. Addi-
tionally, the environmental press of various institutions of
higher education has been shown to differ.
1 The processes
that we have been discussing in this thesis are all products
to varying degrees of the political realities, the tone, of
the host institution. Thus the processes developed may be
different at different institutions. There may also be
contradictions between the various elements of a single as-
iSee C R. Pace, and G. G. Stern, "An Approach to the
Measurement of Psychological Characteristics of College
Environments," JournaJ_ o_f Education .} sic ' CWt1rkr ring
n 269- 277* for~a fuller discussion, Arthur
^hicher ,
"Clari ty and Consistency of Ob j ect ives
in Education and
Identity (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1969), p.
15-
sessment process within one institution, just as there may
be, for example, within the curriculum and grading policies.
The foregoing surely complicates the description and analy-
sis of the present state of the art in the fast- changing
arena of assessing prior, experiential learning.
A. Conclusion 1
The inclusion of credit for prior
,
experiential learnim
in current degree programs for adults is a logical extension
of historical developments such as the inclusion of profes -
sional study
,
electives
,
and cooperative work experiences
at the undergraduate level .
Breaking out of the rigidly prescribed liberal arts
curricula that had been the rule since the first college was
established in America in 1636, Amos Eaton at the Renssalaer
Institute in Troy, New York, dared to begin an undergradu-
ate, professional engineering degree program in 1824. It
was the first professional program at the undergraduate
level
.
In 1884, President Eliot of Harvard proposed a major
curricular revision that included electives t Under his
pro-
posal
,
students might elect one course rather than another.
Thus began the proliferation of choices that
students pres-
ently have in nearly all institutions, leading
to the mul-
tiplicity of degrees and definitions of degrees.
The experiential factor entered with the
introduction
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of the professional degree and the necessity of field work
found in the Renssalaer Institute program. But the Univer-
sity of Cincinnati fully developed the field work idea in
1907 when they began a series of off-campus placements for
students in industrial settings as part of their engineering
training. Arthur Morgan then expanded that idea to the to-
tal liberal arts curriculum when he became President of An-
tioch College in 1921.
From the elective system comes the concept of choice
and ultimately the individualized degree. From the profes-
sional programs comes the concept of praxis . From the Mor-
rill Act of 1872 comes the idea of service to a constituency
heretofore not served. The three are wed in the assessment
of prior, experiential learning in the individualized degree
programs for adults.
Educators should take advantage of this fact and make
the historical case for the assessment of experiential
learning as has been done at the University of Massachu-
setts. It was presented as a natural development necessary
to serve an adult population, particularly since demographic
data indicated that these would be more consumers of adult
higher education in the future relative to the 17-18-year-
old set . ^
2See Chapter II for a fuller discussion of the
back
ground of this conclusion.
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B. Conclusion 2
In spite of the very recent development of this type of
a ssessment
,
there have been developed acceptable processes
&ss ess ing and aw a r d in g credi
t
for prior experiential
learning
. Through a search of the literature, a review of
materials on the subject from over 100 institutions, discus-
sions with persons responsible for the implementation of the
assessment processes at about 20 institutions and my experi-
ence at the University of Massachusetts, it is clear that
there are acceptable procedures in place in various programs
around the country. Examples from three have been used in
this dissertation.
Assessment procedures for experiential learning have
been institutionalized in various ways at over 100 institu-
tions. Their range includes: (1) practicum credits for a
limited field work experience under the supervision of regu-
lar faculty, (2) examination degrees through the Regents Ex-
ternal Degree Program in New York State, (3) a competency-
based degree program of the College of Public and Community
Service of the University of Massachusetts in Boston, and
(4) the two-year Community College of Vermont.
The University Without Walls at the University of Massa-
chusetts in Amherst has slowly evolved an acceptable process
over a period of five years. It will continue to evolve and
be improved. The process of gaining acceptability was a
parallel and cumulative process which has taken fully five
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years. This evolution took place with constant consultation
with many faculty from all schools and divisions in the Uni-
versity as well as students and staff. It has resulted in
a set of procedures which are understandable, equitable,
valid, and institutionally acceptable.
The most important catalyst for these recent national
developments is CAEL which includes over 160 institutions.
CAEL's first working paper briefly reviews the state of the
3
art in 1974. More recent publications cover specific topics
such as portfolio development, and the assessment of inter-
personal skills.
C. Conclusion 3
It is legitimate to give academi c credit only for learn -
ing derived from experience
,
not for the experience itself .
Experience at the University of Massachusetts shows that
without this emphasis, one has to rely on the limited "time
equals credit” formula which assumes that x amount of expo-
sure is equivalent to x amount of learning. If the formula
of four credits for each year of work in a particular
established, then a year's experience is worth four credits.
But is 25 years worth of the same experience worth 100?
That conclusion is absurd. Awarding credit for an honorable
^Cooperative Assessment of Experiential Learning , _ Cur-
rent P ractices in the Assessment of L
earni ng
(Princeton, Educational Testing Service, 197 J.
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discharge from the Armed Forces is a questionable practice
also. Is it four credits for the two years' experience on
the assumption that some learning must have taken place? If
one man can demonstrate that he learned much more than an-
other, then why should they each get four credits? Evalua-
tors of learning from prior experience must be able to make
judgments, distinctions based on criteria that are developed
.
4
These criteria are then applied to the demonstration or evic
ence of learning presented by the student. By necessity
this judgment must be performance-based.
If academic institutions in their teaching mission are
concerned with learning, credit should be given only for that
and not for experience per se
,
even though a student probably
could not help but learn something if he/she was immersed in
any experience including a classroom for a period of time.
The attempt at assessment in experiential learning should
not be avoided.
In addition, from my experience, this learning to be
credited should not be dead learning. There ought to be a
way to get at it through an interaction or development of
evidence or demonstration at the present time. The learning
may now exist in modified form as a result of more recent
experience. But that is all to the good, pai ticulai ly if
the student can trace the history or development of that
4 See Chapters III and IV.
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area of knowledge or the strengthening of that skill in a
highly analytical way. 5 It is more important that this con-
dition be met than the criteria of direct relationship to
the degree goals of the student, for the former has an or-
ganic, implied relationship, while that latter may be only
a mechanical or theoretical one.
D. Conclusion 4
The assessment of prior
,
experiential learning can be a
powerful in struct iona 1 strategy in individualized degree
programs for adults . Since higher education programs for
adults are largely non- res idential
,
and since much of the
work is done over some distance, over long periods of time
and often in isolation, means are needed to increase the im-
pact or effectiveness of the educational program. Program-
med materials and other media may help, but the process of
laying out before one's eyes and examining with certain cri-
teria in mind one's past experience that made £ difference
in who and what one is today can be a significant experience
in itself. It makes the student more aware of his/her per-
sonal history in a world that is increasingly ahistorical.
It connects the past with the present and affords the oppor-
tunity to build bridges to the future. When done well, it
is an intensive, consciousness-raising process that will af-
5 See Chapters III and IV.
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feet an individual’s sense of self and the future. Ques-
tions can be raised during the examination of the evidence
from the very personal and specific to the most abstract.
Practice with hypothetical situations can make the student
more at home with various conceptual manipulations and stud-
ents can work on developing writing skills in preparing
their portfolios. In a recent survey of faculty regarding
the assessment of experiential learning done by the UWW pro-
gram at the University of Massachusetts, some indicated that
they could not separate their assessment activity with the
student from their advising and instructional interaction.^
The articulation, examination and analysis that are
part of the assessment process can be effectively used as a
teaching/planning tool, I have found, which is especially
useful early in a student's career. It enables the student
to engage in life/career/academic planning in a realistic,
holistic way, develop writing skills through the preparation
of the narrative, and conceptual skills through the analysis
If carried out at the end of the student’s tenure in
the program, it has no educational planning value within
that degree program, although it may be useful at the gradu-
ate level or in planning other training in the future. Fur-
ther, from my experience, in cases where a student is not
University Without Walls, "Survey of Faculty Evalua-
tors of Experiential Learning" (Amherst, Mass.: unpublished
paper
,
Nov . 1976)
.
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highly motivated or has limited conceptual skills, assessing
prior learning is more difficult to use as part of the edu-
cational process. The assessment may be accomplished and
some credit may be awarded, but the results will be less
substantial in terms of increased understanding, perspective,
and little will be learned from the process itself. 7
E. Conclusion 5
Existing models for the assessment of experiential learn-
ing are largely faculty-based
. Peter Meyer in the survey
for his book, Awarding College Credit for Non-College Learn -
ing
,
found this to be true.^ This is due to the fact that
faculty are the purveyors of credit and are thus the key to
the system. In professional schools they certify for the
professional associations of which they are all members.
Even in competency-based programs such as the Community Col-
lege of Vermont, faculty make the judgments as to when one
is competent. In some cases the definition of faculty is
stretched slightly to include field study, but the system
has a strong history of adherence to the principle that it
is faculty who give credit.^ Students may play an important
7Note Chapters III and IV and CAEL Working Paper No. 1:
Current Pract ices in the Assessment of Experiential Learn
-
ing !
^Peter Meyer, Awardin g Co llege C redit for Non -Coll ege
Learning (San Francisco: Joseey-Bass, 1975J.
^See Chapter III.
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role in initiating the process, preparing the material, and
establishing the categories, but it is still faculty-based
because they award the credit.
To enable faculty to better understand their expanding
role as evaluators of experiential learning, faculty develop-
ment workshops are needed. The most effective way to deal
with the resistances of which Peter Meyer spoke is to estab-
lish forums in which the problems, implications and poten-
tial can be talked out to achieve better understanding.
This effort must also ultimately affect the reward structure
of the university and the disciplines. Faculty roles within
large institutions particularly are becoming more complex:
more money, more stress, more conflict, more demands, and
less time. Universities must help their faculties become
better able to meet these pressures and conflicting role de-
mands. The new role of evaluator is part of this large,
more complex picture. Faculty development is essential if
institutions are to adequately respond to demands to serve
adult students and other new clientele. Systematic, long-
term assistance plus appropriate rewards will be necessary
to make this response possible.
By including more practitioners as evaluators in as-
sessing experiential learning, two things are accomplished.
First, the walls between the academy and the outside
world
are lowered slightly. This is of particular
significance
when working with adult students for it helps
to literally
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bring these two worlds together in a way that demonstrates
to the student the potential for this interaction. This is
one of the chief problems that the adult student is strug-
gling with by coming back to school. He/she rarely, if
ever, sees faculty in an interactive situation that would
be instructive as to how this might be done.
Secondly, the themes or areas drawn from experiential
learning and organized by the student rarely follow disci-
plinary lines. Unless the student has had previous academic
training, this is natural enough. Moreover, it is not clear
to me that all existing knowledge should necessarily be di-
vided cleanly along the boundaries established by the aca-
demic disciplines. Evaluators’ experience from the world of
work and knowledge of the boundaries and categories that ex-
ist beyond the walls of academe are particularly helpful
when examining experience in those settings and attempting
to extract the learning that might be derived from them.
F. Conclusion 6
Legitimate assessment of experiential learning takes
time and costs money i f i t i s to be done well , be ins t i tu -
tionalized, and woven int o the f acul ty reward structure . If
the assessment of experiential learning is to be done in in-
stitutions of higher education, it should be done well so
that it may be viewed as.
a
legitimate part of the mission of
the institution. There have been no published studies on
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the cost of this assessment process, but from my experience
with UWW students, it is a time-consuming process, and there-
fore costs money. Sometimes travel is involved to view a
demonstration that is part of the evidence of learning.
Fees should be charged so that some of the cost may be re-
covered and evaluators might be compensated if necessary.
There are also costs of handling, filing, duplicating and
correspondence related to each assessment. Cooperative as-
sessment processes may be developed with departments as was
done in the Vishnu Wood case study described in Chapter IV.
But the larger question in this area is the one of fa-
culty reward. If the role of evaluator is to be a legiti-
mate one for faculty in the institution, they must be re-
warded for activity in this area as in any other. The eval-
uation of learning should be part of classroom activity as
well and is an integral part of instructional activity. It
also involves advising, it does instruct, and it generates
credit
.
G. Conclusion 7
An adequate definition of learning does not exist which
would supply the t heoretical basis for developing a format
for clearly express ing academic standards . Progress in this
area will probably be linked to the concept of mastery of
certain skills or areas of knowledge, and the subsequent de-
velopment of criterion-referenced instruments for measure-
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ment. These instruments must take into consideration- the
following three elements: the requirements of the institu-
tion and the program, the needs of the student, and any oc-
cupational requirements of the field such as certification.
The evaluation of experiential learning is necessarily
based on performance A-zhich, as the process becomes more so-
phisticated, is more difficult to integrate into a Carnegie
credit system of measuring student progress. My experience
further shows that as the assessment for prior experiential
learning comes to be seen as a problem of evaluation of
learning that has important implications for teaching and
learning. In these broad areas, as with policies, proce-
dures and involvement in the assessment of experiential
learning, it is necessary for faculty to work together in
order to achieve results Avhich they will support. Thus, in-
stitutions Av'hich use workshops on the evaluation of learning
might be engaged in a very effective and sophisticated form
of institutional and faculty development.
H. Conclusion 8
The oral exam based on a narrative written by the stud-
ent and further documentation form the basis for a compre-
hensive assessmen t process of exper iental learning . My ex-
perience at the University of Massachusetts over the past
five years with any oral exams has shown that this basic
combination informs the evaluators to the extent necessary
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to make informed judgments about the [learning presented by
the student. The discussion provides much more information
than would be normally available with only a written presen-
tation.
If this method is used, it is helpful at the outset to
have the evaluators discuss and agree to an approach based
on common criteria/values/philosophy so as to minimize the
chance of wide discrepancies at the conclusion. This can
also be a form of education for each other.
I. Conclusion 9
The work environment must be considered a potential
learning environment
,
particularly for adults . Since most
adults in educational programs are employed or have been for
much of their adult lives (including many women with their
volunteer, community, or chi Id- centered activities) , the
work setting should be explored for its learning potential.
A leader in this effort, the College of Public and Community
Service of the University of Massachusetts in Boston is de-
liberately establishing relationships with various public
agencies and encouraging collaboration in designing educa-
tional programs of benefit to the employees, the agency and
hopefully their clients, Job supervisors may make appropri-
ate adjunct faculty even though they may lack the usual aca-
demic credentials. Thus a principal purpose of experiential
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learning should be to better integrate work and education.
^
A final comment flows from all the above. Farsighted
institutional leadership should be concerned not only with
questions of access but of offering to all students the op-
portunity for high level achievement. The latter involves
which K. Patricia Cross defines as the instructional revolu-
tion in her new book, Accent on Learning
. It includes the
essential process of the assessment of experiential learn-
ing. It is not enough, as Cross argues in the book, to pro-
vide access and remediation:
The minimum education implied by those concepts
can hardly be what we have in mind when we invite
those previously excluded from higher education
into the academy. Educational opportunity means
more than the right to meet minimal standards; it
means the right to develop one’s talents to maxi-
mum effectiveness .
H
Assessment processes, including C.L.E.P., credit by examin-
ation, C.P.E.P., a process for examining both prior and
sponsored experiential learning, and external degree pro-
grams should be encouraged and coordinated o
r
cent i al i zed
.
Students, faculty, and others need mechanisms or places to
get information, assistance and advocacy. Assessment le
sources for experiential learning may be combined foi ef-
10C.A.E.L.
,
p. 69.
U K. Patricia Cross, Accent on Learning (San Francisco
Jossey-Bass, 1976), p. 3.
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ficiency
,
so that prior and sponsored experiential learning
are assessed consistently and equitably.
The educational reasons for this have already been out-
lined, but there are economic ones as well. In addition to
the fact that adult students in programs such as the Univer-
sity >Vi thout Walls continue to work while they go to school
and thus continue to p>ay taxes, when they earn their degree,
advancement, higher paying jobs and more responsibility seer
to follow. Therefore, they contribute even more to the tax
coffers, and do it with little delay. Younger students do
not pay taxes while in school. In fact, their parents get
special deductions due to enrollment and subsequent required
support for their son or daughter in college. Thus, they
pay less tax. As the young college graduates enter the job
market they have difficulties finding any job at all, and
when they do it is not at the income level of most adult
students who have already been in the labor force ten to
thirty years.
The assessment of experiential learning gained prior to
matriculation also makes efficient use of the expert re-
sources of the institution. Due to the assessments and the
award of credit by this means, many classroom hours are
saved. In a 1975 study at the University of Massachusetts
in Amherst by Kathy Ryan, it was shown that the institution
saved over $180,000 by awarding 3400 credits during the pe-
riod November 1974 to November 1975 through the College
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Level Examination Program alone. 2 Other credits are
awarded by faculty through individually- designed exams.
Statistics are not available to determine the cost/savings
of these exams. These exams have allowed the institution to
admit other students for whom there would otherwise not
have been space. This efficiency is particularly important
at a state institution attempting to keep tuition low.
G. Recommendations for Future Inquiry
There are many general areas and specific questions to
which attention must be given in order to improve the prac-
tice of assessment of prior, experiential learning. A few
will' be mentioned here. The theoretical area needing imme-
diate attention is learning theory, to provide an underpin-
ning for the development of policies and procedures for the
assessment of experiential learning in adults. The develop-
ment of a more comprehensive theory and definiton of learn-
ing, building on the work of Ililgard, Coleman and others,
would be useful to practitioners in the field.
The above development specifically would help guide the
development of appropriate, cri terion -r eferenced academic
standards and the requisite instruments for individualized
measurement of learning. It might aid in the teaching of
12 Kathy L. Ryan, "1975 Report on the College Level Exam
Program (C.L.E.P.)" (Amherst, Mass.: unpublished paper,
1975)
.
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how to make the connections between theory and praxis. It
might also provide guidance in the teaching and measurement
of analytical skills.
What is the future of the concept of mastery ? It would
seem essential in the long term if we are to solve the prob-
lems of articulation between the various levels of education,
make any progress in assuring accountability of teachers and
administrators, and respond to the concerns of the under-
classes regarding the outcomes of education that could be
expected for their children or themselves.
Of the other problem areas to be attended to, one is
the question of whether or not there are other satisfactory
units with which to measure learning, between number of
hours of exposure at one extreme and behavioral objectives
at the other. Another is, what are the real (measurable)
differences between expectations at the high school, lower
division college, upper division college, and graduate lev-
els of the educational system? The CAEL paper on current
1
3
practice outlines five more implications from their suivev.
Progress in these areas and some answers to these ques-
tions would greatly accelerate the development of more re-
liable, valid, and appropriate methods. CAEL is a step in
the right direction but much more remains to be done.
13C.A.E.L.
,
p. 67-71.
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APPENDIX I
First stab at designing a model-procedure for crediting life
experience through UWW at UMass
.
Step One -
-Beginning process to accumulate material pertin-
ent to describing past experience in order todevelop rationale for crediting.
a ) An Inclusive Vitae is to be done by the student
giving a chronological history of "their life ex-
periences which might be considered creditable.
Under each entry a complete description of job or
experience including title, responsibilities,
skills and competencies attained, training moti-
vations, etc.
b) Documentat ion such as letters of reference, pro-
posals"j evaluations, articles, books, tapes, per-
sonnel folders should be attached to Vitae.
The purpose is to develop specifies from the vague
generalities of job titles, etc.
Step Two - -After reviewing vitae and documentation an inter-
view is held to assess and continue the specifica-
tion process. To go from the vague to the speci-
fic .
Some suggested questions:
a) Describe a typical day on your job?
b) What skills were needed to perform these tasks?
c) How did you attain these skills?
d) How would you train someone to do your job?
From this initial interview an evaluation of docu-
mentation is made- -possibly recommending more and/
or different forms of documentation or other dem-
onstrations of competencies. There might be a mix
of documentation including demonstrations (video-
taped)
,
plus written material which could all be
included in a portfolio.
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Step Three -
a)
b)
Step Four -
a)
b)
-Exper
of an
to ge
s tude
To go
lencing. something is not necessarily part
academic program. This step is designed
t at the conscious learning (changes) the
nt gained as a result of the experience,from the specific to the conceptual.
Committee made up of the student, UWW staff mem-ber, and at least one faculty member knowledge-
able m the field of study, plus other advisors/
resource persons/ supervisors who know the stud-
ent and work.
Some suggested questions and criteria:
How did you change as a result of this experi-
ence in terms of:
1. Professional growth
2. Personal growth
3. World view
4. Social consciousness
What was the depth of the experience?
1. conscious learning through in-service train-
ing, supervision, demands of consumers, work
setting process, changes in attitudes, work
routine
2. might use a catalyst to get
learning such as sTudving a
in the field, by performing
a play) and then discussing
at the conscious
provocative book
(e.g. acting in
how that affect-
ed you drawing on the past experience tying
it together with the present experience
-Committee makes recommendation as to the number
and type of credits to be awarded for the past
experience (length of time is not equal to num-
ber of credits)
Credit through course equivalencies
past goals of a par-
experience is equal to ticular course
Faculty in the academic field evaluate past ex-
perience with a different focus and/or different
methodology than typically used in that field of
s tudy
.
Could use UWW 585 to credit this type of experi-
ence- -one which does not fit into courses or the
prescribed curriculum of the University
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c) Past experience is equal to the generalticntion and general competencies of a
who majored in that academic field
sophis
-
person
May need more than one faculty member to validatethat many credits.
Five-
-Recommendations then go the UWW Policy Board forApproval
Step Six - Registrar credits experience on transcript:
either as transfer credits or UWW 385.
APPENDIX II
Draft
10 / 10/72
MODEL FOR CREDITING PRIOR INDEPENDENT
STUDY-PRIOR NON-FORMAL LEARNING
The process outlined below is intended to be a learn-ing experience in which the student can gain a more complete
understanding and better perspective on his/her past ex-
perience.
The model is designed so that students, staff and
faculty share in developing the specific criteria for
crediting the experience of each individual.
The first step is concerned with accumulating the in-
formation needed to complete a portfolio on the student’s
past experience. In the second step the student, with the
UWW staff, assesses the portfolio material in order to pre-
pare for step three. Step three involves putting together
a Review Committee including the student, UWW staff, facul-
ty, plus other advisors/resource people who will do final
assessment and make decisions on crediting.
STEP ONE - - Bui 1 ling a portfolio describing your past experi-
( to be ence in order to develop a rationale for crediting
completed that experience,
by the
UWW student)
a. An Inclusive Vitae is to be completed giving a
chronological history of your non-formal learning
which may be creditable. Each entry should in-
clude a detailed description of the job or experi-
ence including title, responsibilities, skills,
competencies, knowledge, training, etc.
b) Thematic Vitae. After completing a chronological
vitae, examine all the entries you included and
derive themes from your past experience. For ex-
ample this may mean that you had two jobs- -one in
a travel agency and one working in a day care cen-
ter: which were important in developing your
skills in human relations. One theme or interest
area would then be Human Re 1 a t i on s - - Re fen i n g back
to the completed chronological vitae describe the
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c
.
STEP TWO -
(student,
initiates
with UWW
staff
member)
a
.
b.
c
d.
STEP THREE -
(student
initiates
Review
Committee
meeting)
a
.
b.
c
aspects of the experience in the travel agency
and day care center which added to your know-ledge or helped you develop skills in human re-lations. The end product should be a thematic
vitae describing your past experience by inter-
est areas or areas of expertise-
-competence orknowledge
.
Documenta lion such as letters of reference, pro-
posals, evaluations, articles, books, tapes,
personnel folders, etc. should be included with
the vitae material. It would be a good idea to
make at least one extra copy of all your ma-
terial. Things do get lost.
-To review portfolio material in preparation for
''tep three. This will include a careful examin-
ation of both vita (resumes) and documentation
in order to clarify and categorize the past ex-
perience. Discussion of how the student plans
to demonstrate the skills, knowledge, or compet-
ency for demonstrating competency/skills/know-
ledge are:
written evaluation
performance
teaching or designing a course using that field
of competency or knowledge
production of written or other material, etc.
Suggestions for prospective members of the Re-
view Committee will be generated by the student
and staff member.
-This step is designed to assess and evaluate the
material developed in the previous steps by a
Review Committee made up of the student, UWW
staff member, and at least one faculty member
knowledgeable in the field of study, plus other
advisors/resource persons/supervisors etc. who
know the student and their work.
f \ of the following areas may be of
to the Review Committee:
concern
was learned
experience
experience
in terms of
1 - professional growth
the question of how we know something
from the experience
what was the depth and breadth of the
how did you change as a result of the
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STEP
2
- personal growth
3 - worldview
4 - social consciousness, etc.
FOUR -
-Review Committee makes recommendation as to the
number and type of credits to be awarded for thepast experience.
Some possible designs for crediting:
a. credit through course equivalencies:
past experience is equal to the goals of a par-
ticular course (might need to fill in gaps with
readings, more discussion, etc.)
b. faculty in the academic field evaluate past ex-
perience with a different focus and/or different
methodology than typically used in that field of
study
c. past experience is equal to the general sophisti-
cation and general competencies of a person who
majored in that academic field (may need more
than one faculty member to validate that many
credits)
Recommendations of the Review Committee then go
to the UWW Policy Board for approval.
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APPENDIX III
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST
MEMORANDUM
FROM Ralph D. Jones, Registrar DATE Revised-
-July 12
,
1973
TO Evaluators of Non-Traditional Learning Experiences
SUBJECT Format for Posting Credit to the Student's Perman-
ent Academic Record
Attached are several samples of evaluations which have been
processed to date. You will note that each evaluation dif-
fers slightly (due to the nature of the prior learning) but
that there are elements which appear in each case. The pur-
pose of this memorandum is to provide samples (models) which
you may examine to assist in your reporting of credit awarded
for non-formal learning.
The essential elements of information are:
1. The semester (fall or spring) and year of the evalua-
tion .
2. A description of the learning experience including
the date(s) and context in which the learning took
place
.
3. Areas in which credits are to be awarded IF specifica-
tion by course is possible.
4. Number of credits awarded (possibly by areas of
learning)
.
5. Name(s), title(s), and departmental affiliation (s) of
evaluator(s) awarding credit.
6. Recommendation regarding core requirement equivalency,
if applicable.
Please make the description of the learning experience as
succinct (concise), yet descriptive, as possible for entr\
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on the permanent record.
In the case of
Edward Harris,
to the
UWW students, please send this
Associate Director, UWW, who w:Registrar's Office for recording.
RDJ/paw
report to
11 forward it
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lows^
0dltS f ° r Pri0r learnin g granted Spring 1973 as fol-
Description of experience:
Wrote textbook entitled "The Truth about Contact
i o 7 n
e S
*
' Polished by G. P. Putnam and Sons, N.Y.
i y / o •
Number of credits awarded: 9
Discipline awarding credits: Zoology Department
Name (s) of evaluator (s) : W. Brian O'Connor, Assistant
Professor
Description of experience:
Wrote textbook entitled "African Flying Doctor,"
1968^
S ^ed Inc., London, England,
Number of credits awarded: 22
Discipline awarding credits: Anthropology and Afro-American
Studies
Name (s) of evaluator (s) : Johnetta B. Cole, Professor
Description of experience:
Wrote textbook entitled "African Flying Doctor,"
published by W. H. Allen, Inc., London, England,
1968.
Number of credits awarded: 6
Discipline awarding credits: Department of Public Health
Name(s) of evaluator (s)
:
William A. Darity, Professor and
Head of Department
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prior learning granted Spring 1973 as fol-
18 Credits for
lows
:
Description of experience:
Group Dynamics - 9 credits, Training
Progiam, Springfield, Massachusetts,
velopment Center from June to August
ognitive and experiential learning in human relationsgroup process shills; ways of helping groups understand
and
of Trainers
Human De-
1972
.
and
_„i r r . 7 / v-'a. uc i p i y J 1 U U I; j
u Ube eifective leadership techniques, decision makingproblem solving methods, shared role responsibilities intask and maintenance, and various goals of groups.
Group Work Theory - 9 Credits.
. Cognitive and experiential basis for leadership inter-
ventions, helping groups set goals, organizational diagno-
sis, ascertaining appropriate levels of intervention, ele-
ments of an intervention design, roles of a consultant, ele-
ments and uses of different types of groups.
Discipline awarding credits: Human Relations Center, Gradu-
ate School of Education, Uni-
versity of Massachusetts
Name (s) of evaluator (s) : Don Carew, Professor
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15 credits granted for prior learning Spring 1973 as fol
JL OW S •
Description of experience:
For Group Activities, Group Dynamics training and
experience with exploring and developing concept of selfthrough role playing (Wilbraham United Church retreats
June 1970, Craigville, Mass: May 1973, Springfield, Mass.,led by Dr. William Zackhausen)
; transactional analysis(sponsored by Wilbraham United Church, February-April
,
1973,
Wilbraham, Mass
. ,
led by Rev. Emory Wallace); laboratory
communications training as it relates to personal growth
(sponsored by Junior League of Springfield, April 1972, Wil-
braham, Mass., led by Springfield Human Development Center),
within the marriage (sponsored by the town of Wilbraham,
January-February 1972, Wilbraham, Mass., led by Springfield,
Human Development Center)
,
and within groups (Helping Behav-
ior of the Volunteer Seminar, June-July 1969, American In-
ternational College Springfield, Mass., led by Dr. Carkauff
and Dr. Berenson; Community Training Seminar, sponsored by
Association of Junior Leagues, March 1971, Hartford, Conn.,
led by Educational Systems and Design, Inc.). NUMBER OF
CREDITS AWARDED 8
For Leadership training in the organization and parti-
cipation of the Teenage-Adul t Collaboration Project (Novem-
ber 1969-March 1970, Wilbraham, Mass., led by Springfield
Human Development Center); for vocational counseling of
high-school students of Northern Educational Service (Jan-
uary-March 1968, Springfield, Mass.); and for the leadership
of an adolescent rap-group (January-Apr il 1973, Church of
the Epiphany, Wilbraham, Mass.). NUMBER OF CREDITS AWARDED:
7.
Discipline awarding credits: Human Relations School of
Education
Name(s) of evaluator (s) : Donald K. Carew, Professor
6 Credits granted for prior learning Spring 1973 as follows:
Description of experience:
For administrative work at Arthur D. Little, Inc. , Cambridge
Mass., 1961-1965, assisting with the management of a section
within the firm. • Duties included the preparation of monthly
reports, preparation and participation in sales meetings,
the promotion of the group’s skills within the company, and
responsibility for personnel functioning of three female
exempt staff.
Principles of Management 3 credits .
Discipline awarding credits: School of Business Ad-
ministration
Name (s) of evaluator (s) : Frederic E. Finch, Associate
Professor
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Description of experience:
For personnel work performed at Arthur D. Little Inc Cam-bridge. Mass., 1965-1967, with responsibility fol cojiege
exempt female staff, for orientation of these
company, for training of all new secretarial
counseling of these employees.
Management 3 credits.
Discipline awarding credits: School of Business Ad-
ministration
Name (s) of evaluator (s)
:
Frederic E. Finch, Associate
Professor
recruitment of
women into the
employees, and
Personnel
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lows-
editS f0r pri0r learnin 8 granted Spring 1973 as fol-
Description of experience:
Student worked as a VISTA volunteer, assigned toan ^anti-poverty agency, Action for Progress, located in asix oiock Puerto Rican neighborhood on the lower east sideof New iork City One of the student's major tasks duringtne fourteen month period was to help form an Advisory **
^nnn^K?o S i StllJ g . 0£ nei ghborhood people, who would becomeresponsible for future anti-poverty money. Another major
assignment was the design and implementation of a Teen Serv-1CG
Si5
r the nei g hb °rhood. The studnet also supervised
new VISTA volunteers in a summer program for six weeks inSpanish Harlem. Other areas of skill and knowledge from
this experience are listed below.
Credits in Community Development for the student's VISTA
experience with the following concentrations: 6/66-8/67.
A. Introduction to Mental Health Services
B. Introduction to Para Professional Legal Services
C. Introduction to Para Professional Medical Services
D. Introduction to Para Professional Welfare Services
E. Adolescent Behavior
F. Social Service Program Design
G. Personality Dynamics
H. Ghetto Family
I. Intercul tural Awareness
J. Supervision of Anti-Poverty Workers
K. Urban Education
L. Politics of 0. E. 0.
Discipline awarding
Name of evaluator:
Discipline awarding
Name of evaluator:
Discipline awarding
Name of evaluator:
credits: Human Development Department
Grace J. Craig, Assistant Professor PhD
credits: School of Education
F. Thomas Clark, Professor
credits: Program in Legal Studies
Peter d'Ericco
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APPENDIX IV
Propc sal on Creditin g Prior Learning
Ed Harris
Gail Kaufman
Linda Reisser
April 25, 1973
The University of Massachusetts currently recognizes at
least one formal mechanism for crediting prior learning.
This is the standardized test approach, exemplified by the
College Level Examination Program (CLEP) and foreign lan-
guage tests. Three developments necessitate the creation of
a more flexible means for crediting learning that has taken
place prior to entrance. These are: (1) the increasing
number of ’’non- traditional" learners (older persons, minor-
ity persons, members of groups which were previously under-
represented in college and universities); (2) the increasing
number of students who wish to "stop out," or take a leave
of absence rather than continue in college for four years;
(3) the growing use of the option to delay entrance to the
university following high school graduation.
In addition, departments are looking for ways to inte-
grate practical experience and applied knowledge with the
analytical and theoretical skills acquired in the classroom.
By building upon prior learning, relating coursework to com-
petence, and speeding the degree-granting process, under-
graduate education can become more
pensive
.
satisfying and less ex-
Wh 1 1 e working, travelling, studying and living outside
an academic community, an individual can learn in a variety
of ways. He or she can develop skills and insights that
match those provided by classroom experience. For example,
a police veteran can learn some of the principles of crim-
inology, a teacher can experiment with curriculum design,
or an artist can master some basic techniques. When learn-
ing from experience parallels the content of actual courses,
the credit by examination mechanism can be utilized.
However
,
people may also acquire knowledge and compet-
ence which do not have course equivalencies or for which
standardized tests have not yet been designed, but which may
be appropriately included in a university degree program.
For these, the "examination" process may involve a review
and evaluation of work by a committee of experts and re-
source people. Credit must then be granted according to
broader guidelines. It may be more difficult for these peo-
ple to identify and demonstrate the knowledge and competence
that constitute learning
What is to be evaluated is not experience but
learning based on experience. Thus, it follows
tha t merely having had a particular experience is
in and of itself not a basis for the reward of
academic credit. The individual needs to identify
what has been learned.
. .
.Learning based on experience must have
two character is tics : first, it must be demonstrable
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in the sense that the student can produce evidenceof learning; it cannot be so ineffable that a
communicate to another person someindication of what he or she has learned. What isneeued here is to develop skills in identifying
many different kinds of evidence so that students
can find appropriate ways of demonstrating learn-ing. Second, learning must be relevant in the
sense that it is related to the goals of the stud-
ent s education, either those determined by theprogram in which the student is enrolled or those
which the student has set.i
The intent of this proposal is to establish a general
framework and mechanism of demonstrable learning based on
experience, which can be implemented in a variety of fa-
shions and insures that students will be treated equitably.
Structure
1. It is recommended that an office for Crediting Prior
Learning be established in the Transfer Affairs Office.
2. It is recommended that a Coordinating Committee com-
posed of three faculty on released time be established.
One of the Coordinating Committee will serve as an
overall coordinator. The Coordinating Committee will
be responsible for:
a. the review of Preliminary Proposals and suggestions
regarding each Review Committee;
b. working with undergraduate advising offices in de-
1 R. D. Churchill, "Proposed Policy on the Evaluation of
Demonstrable Learning Based on Life Experience,' Antioch
College, Jan. 1973, p. 2.
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partments and schools;
c. initiating work with faculty on assessment of prior
learning, identification and resolution of related
problems
;
d. identifying appropriate faculty in various depart-
ments and disciplines.
3. It is recommended that a Staff Assistant and secretary
be hiied to staff the office. The Staff Assistant will
be responsible for:
a. generally assisting the work of the Coordinating
Committee
;
b. liason between the coordinating committee, students,
registrar
c. articulation of more sophisticated procedures for
assessment
;
d. monitoring and record keeping of assessment process
for Coordinating Committee;
e. assisting in the development of appropriate materi-
als, visual aids, etc. for assisting interested
faculty in assessing prior learning.
The process outlined below is intended to be a learning
experience in which the student can gain a more complete
understanding and better perspective on his/her significant
past learning experience.
The model is designed so that students and faculty
share in developing the specific criteria for crediting the
259
experience
Process
Step One
Step Two
Step Three
of each individual.
The first step is concerned with students de-
veloping a Preliminary Proposal (attached) de-
scribing the particular experience he/she wants
credit for, what the student learned from the
experience
,
how the student might demonstrate
or document that learning, and a suggested
Review Committee.
The second step involves the Coordinating Com-
mitee review of the student’s Preliminary Pro-
posal in order to assess whether the material
presented reflects a potential for credit in
terms of skills/competencies/knowledge attained
through the particular experience. The Coordin-
ating Committee would make comments and sugges-
tions to the student on the suggested Review
Committee, the proposed method for documenta-
tion of the learnings or any other material
that might be helpful to the student and his/
her Review Committee.
If the review by the Coordinating Committee is
favorable, the student would meet with at least
one member of his/her Review Committee and be-
gin preparation for Step Four. If the review
260
is not favorable, the student can modify the
proposal and resubmit.
Step Four: Step Four involves a presentation to the Review
Committee in order to assess the documentation
and demonstration of the student's prior lcarn-
• The following areas should be of concern
to the Review Committee:
A. the question of how we know something was
learned from the experience
B. what was the depth and breadth of the ex-
perience
C. how did the student change as a result of
the experience in terms of:
a. professional growth
b. personal growth
c. worldview
d. social consciousness
The Review Committee then recommends to the Registrar the
number of credits to be awarded and in what field or fields
of study.
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Preliminary Proposal for Crediting Prior Learning
Name Student ft Major
Address Phone
1.
Describe the experience for which you would like to re
ceive credit.2.
Summarize the kinds of things you learned from that ex-
perience ,
3.
How might you document and demonstrate the things you
learned?
4.
What faculty would you suggest to help you assess this
learning?
For Coordinating Committee
Suggestions and Comments:
Proposed Review Committee:
Date
:
APPENDIX V
•Prior Learning Guide
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PRELIMINARY REVIEW
to be submitted whenever the student needs feedback from the committee,
usually near the beginning of the process
TO: Uww Prior Learning Review Committee
fROM' Maria Smith
,
Julia McCormack, Advisor
student sponsor/program advisor
DATE: 1/20/74
SUGGESTED # OF CREDITS 20-30 CURRENT CREDIT TOTAL 33
Describe the process so far. Have you written or presented orally a description of the
experience? How are you organizing your portfolio? By areas of knowledge or skill?
Another way? Have you been able to identify the learning you acquired from the ex-
perience? How has it been presented? Orally? In writing? What documentation
or evidence has been submitted to the UWW committee? What is forthcoming? What faculty
or outside people have been involved? How has your advisor been helpful?
I am writing a narrative on the skills and knowledge I have acquired in
the following areas: Business management and administration, early
childhood education and early childhood education. I am also writing
a separate piece comparing my experience as a women in the business
world with readings I have been assigned by a faculty member. Can you
let me know if the narrative says what it should say? Is it too much
detail, too little? Can you suggest faculty evaluators?
I have attached a proposal I wrote while co-administrator of a nursery
school? Should I include the whole thing?
What problems do you still have? How can the committee help? Do you need help organ-
izing the material? Identifying learning gained from the experience? Deciding what
documentation is appropriate? Finding appropriate faculty? Explaining the process to
facul ty?
Since I am at a distance from campus, can you deliver my portfolio to
potential evaluators if I ever finish it?
I am most concerned about whether the writing I have done so far is
what the committee and the faculty will accept.
Other comments:
signature of program advisor/sponsor
university without walls university of massachusetts wysockl house amherst ma 01002 545-0844
CREDIT FOR PRIOR LEARNING RECOMMENDATION FOR AWARD
to be submitted with the transcript statement after
the process has been completed
TO: Prior Learning Committee, University Without Walls DATE:
FROM: Ann Jones Asst. Prof.
John Davidson Prof.
Barbara Arthur Asst. Prof.
Title
S.B.A.
School of Ed.
Human Development
"Department
SUBJECT: Prior Learning Award for Maria Smith
student's name
999999
number
A. Total number of credits awarded: 30
B. Describe in a general way the assessment process used for this recommendation (meetings,
exam, collaboration, materials submitted):
student wrote a major paper on the learning she acquired. This paper, along with docu-
mentation described below, was reviewed by the three evaluators separately. The evalua-
tors then met with the student who answered questions and elaborated on several aspects
of her learning.
C. List the documentation for each area included in the Transcript Statement. (In the case
of an oral exam
,
please attach an outline of the exam)
1. bibliography of readings in early childhood education
2. journal on Ms Smith's own children and their development
3. interoffice communication plan for Boston Enterprises
4. letters from John Doe, Boston Enterprises, and Hazel Anderson, Cambridge Day Care
5. proposal for "fantasy hour"
6. staffing plan, budget for Day Care Center
7. Certificate from Boston Business School
D. What criteria were used in making a qualitative judgement of the (a) student's level of
skill, (b) the depth and breadth of the student’s knowledge, and (c) the student's ability
to generalize these skills or that knowledge in new situations. In other words, what
made you decide to award credits" What were you looking for in the documentation? Also,
provide a brief general evaluation of the student's learning.
Ms Smith demonstrated knowledge of the field of early childhood education. This includes
a familiarity with basic concepts as well as an awareness of critical issues and a per-
spective of critical inquiry. Her written narrative, as well as her oral discussion,
indicate her maturity of judgment in a variety of situations involving young children.
In addition, the documented success of her staffing plans and budgets, as well as her
earlier work in the business field, indicate a clear understanding of management
principles and the ability to apply them. This includes the ability to assess needs
and prioritize them, the ability to solve problems in a systematic way, and the ability
to learn from one's mistakes.
Finally, the student's paper on woman's work roles indicates a clear awareness of some
of the more subtle factors which effect the politics of the business world. Her
successful integration of ideas presented in readings with her own experience indicate
an ability to critically evaluate situations in which she is personally involved.
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university without walls university of massachusetts wysocki house amherst ma 01002 545-0844
CREDIT FOR PRIOR LEARNING STATEMENT FOR THE TRANSCRIPT
to be submitted with the recommendation for award after
the process has been completed
TO: Prior Learning Committee, University Without Walls DATE:
Ann Jones Asst. Prof.
John Davidson Prof.
Barbara Arthur Asst. Prof.
Faculty Evaluators Title
S.B.A.
School of Ed-
Human Development
Department
RE: Maria Smith 999999
Student's Name and Number
30 credits granted fall spring X summer 19 7J/ as follows
Description of the experience, including dates and location. (Since this entry will be
transcribed directly onto the student's permanent record, please be as concise as possible)
Student worked two years as administrative assistant at Boston Enterprises (69--71), studied
the development of her own children for four years 1971—75, and taught and co-administered
the Cambridge Day Care Center for one year (1975). Various responsibilities included long
and short range planning, staffing, budgets, communications. Knowledge of teaching skills
was a major outcome of her experience and of considerable reading in the field.
Areas in which credit is granted (Titles, such as "early childhood education" or "painting"
are sufficient. A specific number of credits need not be assigned to each title).
early childhood education
child development
educational administration
management techniques
the politics of women's work roles
Recommendation regarding University Core Requirements (if applicable):
not applicable
signature(s) of evaluator(s)
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APPENDIX VI
LIVING ON THE EDGE OF AMERICA:
The Lower East Side of New York City
in nineteen sixty-six
Rosemary Huising
April, 1973
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With my customary ambition to change the world, to im-
prove existing situations, to help people, I embarked on a
voyage to the slums of our country, hoping to be sent to the
dirtiest, darkest, street in America. I would literally
'clean the streets’ and people would see how much better it
was and then there would be no slums. Simple. I bought two
new pair of dungarees and some new sweatshirts. I dumped
all the necessary accountrements into a knapsack and took
my first plane ride to Cleveland, Ohio. There I would train
for six weeks with forty other young 'cleaners of streets'
and become a qualified anti-poverty worker. The hair driers
and radios which greeted me at the Phillis Wheatley House in
Cleveland served to make the first dent in my shiny bright
bubble called life.
In the Summer of 1966, Cleveland had its first racial
riots in a district called the Hough. Close by in Phillis
Wheatley all our white faces peered out and knew poverty.
That day and night with its flames pouring from the build-
ing, the screams of women, men and children, the sounds of
guns and of sirens, that day I began to awaken to the world
of the poor. Their hunger for life, the fears and anguish
and hatred, served to burst the shiny bright world I brought
to Phillis Wheatley, and it began to replace it with a new
one.
I intend that this paper would answer the question,
"What did I learn in Vista for fourteen months," through
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what I did and who I became.
After six weeks of training in community action in an
urban area, I was sent with unquestionable logic to work in
a rural area in the field of mental helath. This pilot pro-
ject in West Virginia was hastily set up as part of a poli-
tical promise made by the Kennedy Administration to the peo-
ple of West Virginia. This was my first experience with po-
litical apeasement and not only did I feel its unfairness to
the people in West Virginia but I felt squarely duped. I
immediately applied for a transfer. "I would not be a pawn
in anyone's game," thought I. My disappointment with get-
ting stuck in a small town was overwhelming. I wanted to be
in the thick of things happening in the slums of our coun-
try. How could anything possibly happen in this lovely,
quiet, gentle town? I had done my part by signing up for
Vista; now I did not want to go looking for the world, I
wanted it to come to me.
During those three months I worked in West Virginia,
waiting to be transferred to the big city, I was assigned to
a mental health clinic serving outpatients from the state
institutions. My assignment was to "keep tabs" on all the
people within a one hundred mile radius.
With only ten people to be responsible for I could make
home visits once every two weeks to each one. Having no
previous training or experience, I was to advise the patient
of his or her rights now as a citizen, suggest ways of ad-
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justing back into society and family and find employment for
as many as I could. These people had all been in mental in-
stitutions for a hodge podge of reasons. One boy was a
homosexual. A woman was slightly retarded with little
family support, one younger girl seemed autistic to me, and
her case record mentioned paranoid withdrawal.
I was able to go over each case with my supervisor who
was a psychologist and the people I was assigned to help
seemed patient and understanding of my blundering inadequa-
cies in this area. I sensed they were respectful of me,
some even to fear me. I found out later that they thought I
could send them back to the institution with a word.
For the boy whose parents had committed him for his
homosexual practices, I secured a job at the local supermar-
ket. I could only sit dumb while he talked about his fears
of the institution and I could do little to help alleviate
his alienation as I had no understanding of his needs. One
slightly retarded woman I was able to place with a quiet,
elderly woman who had advertised for a live-in companion.
For the girl who seemed autistic, I could only listen to her
family discuss the trouble she caused them. Perhaps they
could send her back. "What do you think about it," they
asked. I was practicing in the dark with my hands tied.
I was kept too busy to find out any helpful information to
deal with these people. The right care, the right place,
proper people experienced in special areas for counseling
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were so important. Why, I wanted to know, did all these
people with such different needs come from the same sort of
institution? They are all mentally ill was the reply I
heard. I have since come to the conclusion that this cul-
ture is inadequate in dealing with any deviants from the
normal or expected way of being. Institutions, prisons,
government reservations, special classes in public schools,
and slums are full of people out of the mainstream of this
society. It is society's way of punishing those who cannot
make ot ir who cannot look and behave like the average
Americans
.
I was beginning to enjoy West Virginia, with its roll-
ing hills and its people who sat and watched those hills
while playing their ancient music. My visits to the insti-
tutions for adults and for children were beginning to have
their effect on me though. I began to think about the
words 'sane,' and 'normal.' Words I had taken for granted
all my life suddenly took on new meaning. I was normal be-
cause I looked and acted in a particular way, and sane be-
cause no one had said I wasn't. But, I wondered, who was
deciding the criteria for 'normal' and 'sane'? The society
in deciding these things declares that to be different is
bad; to be different is punished.
1 especially remember one time in particular. I was
spending the entire day at a home for damaged children.
These children showed grotesque physical deformities
and
many were retarded. It was a place of ’freaks.’ After
spending nine hours among them I became confused as to what
was normal. V/ho were the different ones after all?
Sometime in November I was finally on my way to New
York City. I was assigned to Action for Progress in the
lower east side of Manhattan. Picked up at the airport by
one of the Vista Volunteers in Manhattan, I was dragged bag
and baggage through the subways to our destination. A dif-
ficult and weary trip, but it put me in mind of the sacri-
fices I was determined to undergo for America. My escort
broke my train of thought with his confession that the agency
had given him money for a cab for me, but that he could save
three dollars for himself this way. This was my initial
taste of corruption, but I was prepared; for this was the
BIG CITY.
My first night was fitfully passed on a cot in the cor-
ner of a room which had large gaps in the ceiling and walls.
I woke early from all the sounds and smells bombarding my
senses. Wiping what I thought was hair from my face, I
found a family of cockroaches exploring my features. Not
for the last time 1 thought of the quiet, clean hills of
West Virginia.
The agency I was assigned to, Action for Progress, was
equipped to serve a six block area of Puerto Rican families.
The services included: family planning, housing, drug
coun-
seling, welfare assistance and community organization.
This
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was a new agency, headed by a Spanish woman, and staffed by
six professionals, some neighborhood people, and six Vista
Volunteers. fhe five other volunteers were already settled
in their various tasks. Two male volunteers worked in hous-
ing, the other in medical. The two women seemed to be doing
secretarial work. They shared a desk in the welfare section
and wore shiny dresses and curled their hair. On meeting
the director, I expressed a desire to "be where the action
was." I wanted to be out in the streets, exploring the
wonders and secrets and horrors of them. I had volunteered
a year of my life and I was nineteen years old. This chance
to learn, to truly experience a different life may never
come again. I wanted to do and see and know all that was
possible! My temperament then was one of movement, of ac-
tivity. I was not yet ready for the meditative, easy flow-
ing life of rural America. Its subtleties of its poverty
would remain hidden to me for some time.
I was assigned to community organization and handed
over to a group of tough looking Spanish workers who all
carried some kind of blade with them and advised me to do
the same,
My main assignment was to help organize an Advisory
Council; to be composed of ten neighborhood people. The
work of the Advisory Council would begin when I had passed
a kind of an initiation into community organization work.
I would work a two block area and do a kind of advertising
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for the agency. I was to knock at each door in every build-
ing, and inquire if they were aware of the services of Ac-
tion for Progress. And if they used any of these services
I could evaluate them or if not I would invite them to come
by anytime. This period of my work is quite hazy in my mind.
Perhaps it is because I was so very scared.
Those of us in community organizational work were "pre-
pared" by the agency during a two-week period. Discussion
groups and role playing of every kind were to prepare us for
the many possible situations we would encounter. They did
not
.
I had had experience of this kind in Cleveland during
training where it was necessary for me to call on families
for information or clarification. But in Cleveland, those
that I approached were familiar with me through the summer
groups I had with their children. It was an easier matter
to knock on someone’s door and know at least one familiar
face was there to greet me. Also the families in Cleveland
were all English-speaking, something I previously took for
granted
.
Most of those first encounters in my beginning days in
New York went like this. I would knock on a door. Someone
would call out "Who is it?" and I would mumble awhile then
call out, "Action for Progress." Sometimes I would be in-
vited in and ten people would gather around me while I gave
my little speech. Someone would laugh or people would walk
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away, while I stared at my hands and talked on. Finally
someone, usually a middle child, would speak in Spanish to
the older family members, translating my speech. Then I
would either get a barrage of complaints, threats, or that
piercing screaming silence that told of hunger and degrada-
tion and sometimes a fierce and angry pride, for a reply.
I also met the local homosexual who invited me in and
complained about his landlord and the noisy neighbors. I
met the only white man in the area who ran the laundromat
and was, as I found out soon enough, the local fence for hot
or stolen items.
Each building was the same-- the same dark dirty halls,
the strong, overwhelming smell of garlic throughout. And
everything seemed the same to me ,in those first days, the
sound and smell and sights and world. But each family was
different from one another, with their own special needs and
expectations. I heard stories that made me weaker and weak-
er as I went along. Every night I would crawl home and hope
that it would all look better in the morning.
The initiation served its purposes. I now knew less
and had less to say about the poor and their poverty. I
rallied my strength and hope around forming the Advisory
Council, which the agency had so many hopes for in the neigh-
borhood. Initially Action for Progress was set up with fed-
eral funding on a two-year basis. After the two-year peri-
od, the total responsibility of running the agency must be
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given over to the neighborhood people. This was the agree-
ment in the federal contract. No new monies would be given
out after two years to anyone but an Advisory Council con-
sisting of two professionals, two businessmen, and six
others, all from the six block area. It made a lot of sense
to me that the people would have direct control over the
'
'oney . Little did I know the mysterious ways of
pui-i. I_ j.^3 .
The next four months I essentially spent in establish-
; ‘ ’ u-^rv Council. Canvassing the entire neighborhood
vjsary mainly to discover those interested and/or
qualified t run for one of the ten positions. I and my
Spanish-speaking supervisor spent three weeks tracking down
people wc heard were interested. We also persuaded the few
owners of the businesses in the community to participate.
7;*-
.
1. • - ged to gather together eighteen members of
. td •’ .-a j, lling to run for office. Our nucleus consisted
of four men representing the two grocery stories, three men
who worked outside the community, our only white non-Spanish
Spe ~ V-tr “ kt^swibe r , the*, owner of the local laundromat, two men
•'
’ rn*?':
‘ 1
red their pinball joint a business, and
-• -
- -
-
-
/*.•* * /-i - ,t‘-' the community, three of who were
housewives. Ten these people would be elected to posi-
tions O 1 tilC UJUnvll.
We me _ twice a week to discuss the project and its po-
licies and La projected effect on the neighborhood. Many
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of these meetings turned into hash sessions with most of the
group’s anger and fear brought out. Distrust of the agency
and its people, distrust of the government, fear and anguish
of the culture of poverty, were all aired in these meetings.
These people wanted action taken on the drug users and the
drug pushers. This was their fear--drugs. It was something
that united us all; the outsiders and them. They felt they
were helpless in this and that we had the power and the know-
ledge to deal with it. They were reminded that once they
had control of the • anti-poverty money, they could allocate
any amount in any direction they wanted.
As a direct result of these meetings a young college
graduate Puerto Rican was hired by the agency to lead \vork-
shops on the drug problems that plagued most of the neigh-
borhood. Also, because of these meetings, the other Vista
volunteers and myself were required to keep the neighborhood
people well informed on activities like the drug workshop,
and decisions made at our meetings. Advice to the volunteer
and professional staff was given. Ideas were surfaced,
problems were shared. These meetings were pulling together
the segments of the community and making them whole. The
agency was giving the community power and helping them direct
it
.
Only two of us at these meetings did not speak Spanish
and often the conversation would lapse into that language.
I was attempting to keep notes on these discussions, and
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naturally had a difficult time with the Spanish. My Berlitz
Spanish training did not prepare me at all for the Puerto
Rican Spanish employed in the lower east side. I was more
the outsider because of it. Luckily the white member of the
neighborhood did not speak Spanish and he usually protested
this as unfair treatment. After a month of this my supervi-
sor had to begin each meeting with the reminder of the non-
Spanish speaking folk in our midst. How I wished I was bet-
ter equipped to handle new languages.
During this time I had weekly meetings with the twelve
other workers in community organization at the agency.
These meetings often took the form of T-group encounters
which were popular in New York at the time. We would sit
around' in a circle and a leader would attempt to direct
meaningful comments and questions to the participants. We
were to make points on his comments and/or bring up anything
we wished to discuss. For instance the leader would talk
about the smell of the neighborhood as being rather disgust-
ing. "Perhaps," he would say, "perhaps you all think that
the poor are disgusting also." This comment by the leader
would go around the room ending with "maybe the people here
don’t like the smell either." The leader then would make
ambitious attempts to persuade each participant that they
unconsciously hated these people, thought them lazy, etc.,
etc. By examining each person's verbal contribution to his
own comment he was able to "prove" anything he wanted, or
so
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it seemed to me. From this, the leader would often choose
to point out the kinds of clothes or manner in which a par-
ticular participant would be wearing them to give credence
to his judgment of an individual's repression or racism. I
questioned the group's effectiveness then knowing I did not
need its attacking technique to get myself to be honest
about what I was expressing, and experiencing, or to ques-
tion my own techniques. I saw this group as another game
people played with themselves. Some played well, some did
not. But to play well did not mean you were learning any-
thing more important than that particular game's technique.
For my support and guidance for the next six months, I
depended upon my meetings with my supervisor and our agency
meetings. These meetings usually revealed everyone's diffi-
culties, making us true companions, thus serving to lift out
own spirits. I met with my supervisor to compare notes and
coordinate activities around the Advisory Council. If I was
having difficulty in communicating policy or program to any
of the people I saw during the day, he would accompany me
and help me iron these problems out. The support of the
agency was of a different type. Sharing in the many prob-
lems of the others throughout the agency, succeeded in keep-
ing my problems in their proper perspective. Being aware of
the activities of the others was also of assistance in my
community work.
Besides attending these meetings twice a week, I was
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writing up and distributing flyers of our weekly progress to
the other members of the community. The election was to be
held in March. In February I began canvassing the neighbor-
hood to alert people to the necessity of registering to vote
by early March for the elections. We had a huge drive to
bring the people out to register. The whole procedure had
an air of festivity about it. I gathered the assistance of
the other Vistas for the first week, setting up tables on
the streets and in our apartments. For the next week the
entire agency closed down and we used some of their staff
and buildings for our purposes. People would come in and
register, have coffee and doughnuts and sit around the rest
of the day and night and visit with each other. Radios and
juke boxes blared, presenting us with a fine backdrop for
our duties. We registered a great number of people those
two weeks. Many who had no previous introduction to Action
for Progress came and some quiet, sickly- looking adults, who
looked as if they had come outside seldom before were there.
Perhaps they, like I, believed this was the way to begin
taking charge of their destiny, to begin to change some of
the much that was wrong there.
In late March we held the elections. Early one cool
Spring morning began the end of a time of much work and hope
of many people in this neighborhood. We hired all the juke-
boxes to play the same songs; someone went around in a truck
wi th a loudspeaker to announce the happenings, and neighbor
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hood women made cookies and cakes and sandwiches. Everyone
was dressed up in their Sunday best and the voting began.
It was a long and exciting day with all the candidates sit-
ting stiffly in the large hall where we recorded votes.
Babies crying, men smoking, giggling spruced-up boys and
girls filled the hall from dawn until midnight. It was like
a long continuous social, ending on the same note of excite-
ment with which it began. Many of us forgot why we were all
here, only that we were all here. Mothers spoke freely of
their plight of to.o little money, too many children, too
little hope. Others spoke of their boredom and frustrations
and all the things which make up the lower east side. For
this one day they all came out to do something together
about it and that was good. It wasn’t quite so lonely and
frightening any longer, if only for a time.
Election over! Winners announced! And I begin to ex-
perience a terrific letdown due to the high level of tension
I had kept myself for four months. Time to move on to new
adventures
.
I had learned much about the neighborhood during the
six months I was involved with the Advisory Council. In
most cases my time was my own. I had specific and implied
duties with the Council and I was left to organize my time
and any activities in any way I chose. I soon found that m.
responsibilities with the Council left me with enough free
time to learn and take a part of other facets of the agency
.
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Few of us in the lower east side at the time thought about
what we "had" to do or what was expected of us. We lived
there, if only for a short time, and we wanted to be a part
of everything around us. The other Vistas were assigned to
a specific specialty of the agency and had almost a nine to
five job. In being assigned to work with the Council, I had
no desk* job and was free to go where and when I chose. I
used to feel sorry for the others, confined to an office or
desk or set routine, while I was free to experience the full
garnet of the neighborhood. They, in turn, confessed their
pity for me being out on the streets so much, with no desk
to hide behind when needed. I think each of us at one time
learned to appreciate the other's position. As a result, I
was able to dip into the many functions of Action for Pro-
gress .
Our very active housing section spent much energy in
seeing landlords and the 'supers,' trying to force them into
fair housing procedures. They organized rent strikes, helped
the dispossessed, etc., etc. Some of the other Vistas and I
joined them in purchasing a falling down apartment. Our
goal was to renovate it as an example of the possibilities
of these miserable places for the people. We were also at-
tempting to comprehend the possibilities of owning and run-
ning our own apartment as a probability for a neighborhood
group. We became our own landlords and supers. Some of the
Vistas had volunteered to move from rather comfortable
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apartments. Having gathered five or six friends, I made
ready to prepare my new apartment for living. We were pre-
pared for the worst, or so we thought. We came armed with
equipment to plaster the ceiling and walls, to remove ten
layers of linoleum, to wire the electricity, to hook up
plumbing, etc. So clearly I remember walking up those nar-
row, creaky stairs and finally opening the door. It was
just past dusk, and I remembered the one lightstring was
somewhere in the middle of the room. There we were, all
huddled together, reaching out for the light switch. I fin-
ally found it and we all released our breaths. Looking all
around I sighed, when someone kindly added, "Well, it's not
too bad." Some of us looked up and noticed the ceiling
"moving." Then a shrill scream, and a voice cried out,
"cockroaches." Through our disturbing them, the cockroaches
began to fall, mostly on us. It had all the quality of a
grade B horror movie. In an instant the room, my new home,
was cleared. I listened to the fond "goodbyes," and "good
luck" echoing through the halls as my friends ran the three
flights down. My one remaining friend and I covered our
heads with our painting hats, put rags on our brooms and
entered the room howling, determined to conquer or be con-
quered by the infamous 'cockroach.' Needless to say we won,
but just barely.
This one and the other eleven rooms did finally manage
to become quite livable. The floors were painted, some car-
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peted, walls were rebuilt, ceilings plastered and bathrooms
restored. I learned about conquering irrational fears of
buggy bugs' and just doing my best to dispose of them. I
learned that you can stay and accomplish something even
though everything inside of you is screaming "no"--"get out."
I learned how to create a livable, pleasant environment out
of a dirty hole, to plaster, to paint, to put a floor down.
I did things I never thought I could, by just deciding they
had to get done and that they were possible for me to do.
It was decided through this pilot project that the poor
would benefit and profit from owning some buildings. We
shared our experiences with the agency and community members
interested. The agency agreed to help finance this project.
Thus ended and began a delightful experience in ’own your
own building.’ During the time I was in the lower east
side, two such buildings were taken over by the community
and successfully renovated and run. Rents were cheap too!
Another enterprise I briefly encountered was the work-
ings of the Welfare group. This group functioned to aid
families already on welfare, making sure they received their
just due, and in some cases giving workshops or individual
work in budgeting. Dealing with the red tape of the local
welfare agency seemed to me to be its main function. For
the first two or three months I was in the lower east side
my encounters with this group were few and brief. I would
refer possible clients to them, people I had ’discovered,’
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hidden away in apartments. These people would usually be
older, who had minimal contact with the community. There
would be some who lived there for ten and twenty years be-
fore the neighborhood became predominantly Puerto Rican.
Some of these 'hidden* people would also be young mothers,
newly arrived from Puerto Rico. I would report these people
to the welfare group and some member would make a home visit
to each family.
During my Winter in New York, a situation arose in wel-
fare which required an 'extra hand,' and I was 'lent' to the
welfare group. The recent welfare checks were being re-
ceived with the clothing allowance no longer included. The
clothing allowance was a stipend added every Winter to the
checks to make possible purchases of necessary additional
clothing for the Winter. As soon as it became apparent to
the agency's group that this matter could be stalled and de-
layed until Summer, group picket action was decided upon as
the necessary conclusion. I was asked to accompany two of
our welfare mothers to the other districts of Manhattan that
were all serviced at this particular welfare agency. We
called meetings in three other anti-poverty agencies inform-
ing others of our intention to picket the building for as
long as necessary. We hoped to enlist support thtough these
meetings. On a cold January morning we began our picket
around the building. Negotiations were being carried on by
the director of our agency and a state worker from uptown
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Manhattan
.
Being on the picket line was quite a cold experience,
but I observed it to be an interesting mechanism for bring-
ing people closer together, sharing their pain and making
light their heavy load. Negotiations succeeded with few
difficulties. The welfare mothers were required to fill in
huge forms (in English) before they could receive their mon-
ey--a kind of punishment imposed. For three days we assist
ed mothers with the forms and waited with them at the agency
to insure the success and smooth running of the procedure.
Sitting there hour after hour, helping these women answer
foolish questions, I understood the degradation and inhuman
treatment of a people in need. To write in a filthy, dirty
’designated’ area, hour after hour, with screaming babies
and toilets not working; to answer questions full of accusa-
tions and insults, then to be given only enough money to en-
able you to buy maybe one cloth coat for every member of
your family in the worst of stores (for you are not allowed
into the ’good’ stores) is a frightening, insane and outra-
geous way of the world of the poor.
Another facet of the agency I was able to experience
briefly was the medical help offered the poor . The Vista
assigned this project was quite a serious and hard-working
young man. (He really did work seven days a week and many,
many hours a day.) Doing my community work I had many op-
portunities to give him ’business' from just initial visits
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to some families. His personal goals for the program were
to scout out those with medical and dental problems and help
them make appointments at the city clinic for them. He made
certain these appointments were kept, and had an intensive
follow up program.
He and I worked together for three weeks exploring the
worst buildings on the periphery of our six-block coverage
area. Here we 'found' children dying of rat bites and some
extreme cases of malnutrition. One elderly woman refused to
leave her apartment though we could just barely breathe in
it. I grew older during these three weeks, and thought I
could never be young again.
I also had the unique opportunity of experiencing the
medical -societal manner of treating the poor. I was accom-
panying a young mother, whose child was suffering from a
skin rash and boils and loss of hair. This was a woman whom
we believed needed much support; hence my daily visits with
her to the clinic. I had decided to get a check-up myself
while I was there. I certainly had the full 'treatment.'
The first morning there, I spent from 8:30 a.m. to 11:15
a.m. filling out forms and being approved (bona fide poor).
Then I sat another five hours with hundreds of others in
stiff chairs facing dirty grey walls. Since the mother and
child had been seen and treated by this time, I left with
them. We would be coming six more mornings together and I
was confident of having a lucky day and being seen by a
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doctor
.
During that first morning, while looking around, 1
learned more about the poor. I learned that waiting was a
huge occupation among them. Waiting for something good,
for something bad--it sometimes didn't matter at all
which. Just as long as life was stirred at the end of the
waiting. They wait for the jobs that never appear, the
chances that never come, the education that doesn't exist,
the doctors and nurses and social workers and all the people
that tell them when to come and when to go. They wait and
they wait. I wondered then, and I smile now to remember it,
what would happen if they ever did get tired of waiting?
It is as if a whole group of people were being kept in
minor, subservient roles in this society, slaves to its in-
stitutions. They are constantly exposed or forced into
helplessness (for many Americans, if the doctor keeps them
waiting hour after hour, they will find another). The women
of welfare has no choice and must wait. Hopelessness is
also clearly a factor (no job opportunities- -ever increasing
control by drugs in the slums) . These assist in forcing
people to remain within their culture of poverty. The wait-
ing serves to reinforce the powerlessness of a people.
I began to tutor a young woman during this time also.
One afternoon a week we met. I have forgotten her name now
- -
and I never, never thought I would. We were to meet in a
room in the settlement house for two hours a week. I was to
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tutor her in English and mathematics. She had just turned
sixteen and I was somewhat apprehensive. I did not believe
I could offer her a great deal of concrete help in those
two fields or study. My English was as good as anyone who
had been unconscious of their own language most of their
life, and my mathematical abilities were not much better.
Nervously, I entered the tiny, rather dark room where
we were to share one afternoon a week. She was nervous too.
She showed me her school books and some papers from school.
Her math papers were average and her English papers, good.
She told me that it was in reading aloud in class that she
had difficulties. She was a soft-spoken girl, straight of
build, with twinkling eyes.
I understood her apprehensions of ’’sounding funny" and
cursed the ridiculous practice of reading aloud in the class-
room for these people. Anything, I guess, is used to put a
little pressure on these children and make their learning a
little more difficult. So every week for one half hour she
read aloud and I listened and tried to give her encourage-
ment. Then I would read aloud for a time and she began to
recognize my New England accent and would laugh at some of
my 'r* words. In time her reading aloud did improve. She
never acquired a New York accent, but learned to read
smoothly and clearly. I believed her problem to be one of
lack of encouragement from the teacher (institution) '»ho
i%as
putting this unnecessary demand upon her and others
for whom
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English was a second language. She was a
-good' student and
truly wanted to do well so it was relatively easy to tell
her she needed to read louder, etc., and she would. She no
longer stumbled over every other word or read in whispers.
She was feeling stronger. We enjoyed our time together. In
many ways we were similar. We both wanted to do well in
whatever it was we were doing and neither of us had yet
learned the art of concealing what we thought and how we
fel t
.
We began to meet more often. She would help me do my
shopping. Together we would go to Central Park and rent
bikes for the day. She and her friends came over one week-
end when I moved and helped me kill the cockroaches and then
helped me plaster and paint. I remember walking back from
the Village one day with her in the Spring. She suddenly
stopped and looked upward, slowly turning around and taking
in the entire scene with her hands. She looked at me and
told me what a closed-in feeling, a tightness and a kind of
fear these tall, close buildings gave her. "They hide the
sky and take away much life," she said. We were learning
something together. We were learning about the loneliness
and emptiness of a big city just full of people. During the
Summer months we lost contact. We came together once more
in the Fall to say goodbye. She promised that she would
finish school and then leave the city. "I will live on a
mountain and find the sky." I hope she did.
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One of the first groups I became involved with during
my 'free time’ when I was involved with community organiza-
tional work was the teenage population in the lower east
Side. I became friendly with many of the local teenagers
through by tutee friend. There was no 'contact' at the
agency for teenagers, no planned help or activity except for
the tutoring program. One of the Vistas had organized a
boys basketball night and with my marginal interest and
skill in chi^ area I began a girls' basketball team. I
hoped to provide some organized time for these girls to-
gether which was lacking in the neighborhood. For fun and
time spent off the streets enjoying one another, they
learned the game. We met two evenings a week at the set-
tlement house and for the eight or nine who came it seemed
a good, useful activity.
During this time, the settlement house social worker
and I organized a camp-out for the girls in neighboring
Staten Island. Her purpose was to expose them to another
environment and "get them away from the boys.” It was to be
a hot, empty Summer in the city. It was to be four days of
gay fun- -a chance for freedom of body and soul were we giv-
ing these girls. The twelve of us would stay in one lovely
building, surrounded by lake and wood. A bus picked us up
one bright May morning and sped up away to this golden op-
portunity in the country. I and the social worker were ex-
cited for ourselves, to get out of the city for awhile; and
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for the girls, to observe the gentle blossoming bound to
take root here. The bus stopped: our daydreams ended.
"Outhouses!" "Why did we come here?" They wanted to go
home. It was too cold here. "Maybe," I said, "if we wont
in and arranged our belongings and lit a fire, the situation
would look better." They complied, not liking it greatly.
They complained about the building, the food, the beds, the
country
.
I cannot say now if anyone actually enjoyed themselves.
On our walks the girls would laugh at all the town people,
calling them, ’’hicks from the sticks,” and worse. They
would kill every tiny insect in sight, and stamp on the
Spring wildfiowers newly in bloom. They ran screaming from
the horses and chickens and complained of the many incon-
veniences, constantly. They were lonely for their boy
friends and families, and spent hours throwing their jack-
knives at the trees. It was easy to see then that they were
being 'big city girls,’ sophisticated, mature, very much
'with it.' They were in someone else's turf and they wanted
all to know, themselves included, that this was nowhere, and
what they had in the city was good. They were proud and
happy to be a part of the city scene. I could realize all
that then. What I couldn't understand until much later was
that they were afraid. Their 'smart words' and condescend-
ing manner toward the town's people served as a mask, hiding
their confusion from me and from themselves. This fear of
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the unknown, fear of something new, is indeed difficult to
deal with in ourselves. They had defined themselves in
terms of their neighborhood, in terms of the streets. They
knew who they were in the lower east side, what they could
do, where they could go and what they could say. It was a
familiar, but an unstable and crazy environment; where a
sister or brother or father could be dead from an overdose,
or having no food for two or three days or infections or
worse could strike anytime. They understood those terms and
were a part of it. The horrors of the city had been adapted
gradually, the country would take it time.
It was April now, and the Advisory Council had their
elections admist pomp and circumstance. My job was over.
I wanted now to be assigned to one of the areas I had
briefly experienced. Housing, maybe, even medical would
suit me. The powers that were said, "no." It was reasoned
that I had successfully completed a project as a community
organizer and should remain one.
The agency next presented me with a new desk and a
phone and a corner of one of the offices. What would I
write? Who would I call? My worst nightmares were being
unfolded in the bright of day. I tried it for almost three
weeks. I came in at nine, sifted through papers mysteri-
ously left on my desk, made a few phone calls, talked a lot
with the other workers, drank a lot of coffee and became
quite miserable. I thought at first that I could comply
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here for a while and enjoy the rest. I had deserved it 1
reasoned and besides, this is what the other workers were
doing. Nobody expected any more from me and all seemed to
be pleased that I was off the streets and in the office.
Here I felt more a part of the middle-class people. After
all, this is where I belonged-
- these are the people I should
relate to! People seemed to want me to understand that
point (more and more, lately).
There was a policeman who patrolled my area who told me
I should go home, go to my nice, warm, safe home. "What do
you care for these people?" "You'll be gone in one year
anyway and they will still be here." "Go home now and save
yourself some trouble." "Nobody is ever the same after a
year," I would say. "Maybe I'll just stick around and see
how we all change."
My family came once. I showed them my apartment, my
bright yellow room. "I even have a shower, Ma." Silence.
I did much talking. I told them how happy I was, how good
it felt to be part of this community if only for a year.
Silence. Walking them to their car, holding my mother's
arm, I could feel her tense beneath me. Following her gaze,
I saw a group of sixteen- or seventeen-year-old boys lean-
ing against the building. Before I spoke, I tried to see
them through her eyes. Tall and gaunt with thick black,
curly hair all over their heads, scarred-up faces and un-
kempt clothing, topped off with black leather jackets. I
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smiled at her television conception of this "look" and was
not prepared for her shriek when they emerged upon us. They
grabbed my parents* hands, greeting them as good friends of
their daughter. My mother managed a smile and a faint
glad to meet you" during the introductions. This was too
much for them. They begged me to reconsider and to come
home now! How could I stay here, how could I live here,
they wanted to know. If only I would come to my senses I
would realize the danger and come home. They were proud of
me already, I had done enough. I should come home.
Friends from school came to visit, to spend a weekend
in the big glamorous city and discovered that they could
not stay as long as they had planned. "Aren't you afraid,"
they would ask. I almost did not know what they meant, I
was so close to the people I lived and worked with. But in
many ways I knew I had changed. I no longer thought in
terms of "helping" people or being necessary for social
changes in their lives. I knew that I was fulfilling a need
within myself to be a part of a time, a people, a movement,
if only for a little while. I felt comfortable and happy
here. I liked the people and what I was doing. I could not
think of things being any different for some time.
After maybe three weeks at my desk job, I submitted a
proposal that I thought would enable me to escape the con-
fines of the agency and perhaps fulfill a useful service to
the community. My proposal dealt with the lack of facili-
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ties for the teenage population in the six block area. The
agency had no contact with this group and unless one was in-
terested in playing basketball, the settlement had little
to offer. My initial intention was to maintain a room or
storefront that could belong to the teenagers. A place
where they could read or listen to music or talk or just be.
I suggested in my proposal that organized sessions would be
arranged as the need arose. I didn't know exactly what I
could do in the areas needed such as; drugs, which plagued
the neighborhood for all ages, and incredible drop out rate,
petty theft, and too early and unwanted pregnancies. I
planned to bring in people from the 'outside' who had ex-
pertise in these areas.
The director of our agency reacted enthusiastically to
my proposal. She had me rewrite it, then submit it to the
many people involved. I asked for fifty dollars a month
which I projected would pay off the. rent for this Teenage
Center. Any other expenses I assumed could be arranged
somehow as there were so many resources in New York. After
a short time of waiting for the old wheels of progress to
turn for my idea, I finally received a "what a wonderful
idea, but no money," answer. It was suggested that a room
in the settlement would do just as well as anything else.
So I moved into a corner room of the third floor of the set-
tlement. I had my desk again and my chair and four dark,
The settlement director kindly gave me a stackcold walls
.
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of five-page forms I was to fill out on anybody that walked
through my door. So I sat, day after day, night after
night, waiting for someone to come through my door so I
could fill out a form and believe somehow that my idea was
a good one. My old friends from the neighborhood would
visit me in my ’room' and many a day I toyed with the idea
of processing one of those people.
It was becoming an intolerable situation. On the one
hand, I had a workable rapport with many teenagers around
on an individual basis, yet I was now less available to them
manning this room, and nothing had changed in the neighbor-
hood for them. There was still nowhere to go. This situa-
tion continued for what seemed like months but was for only
a few weeks. I would spend eight to ten hours a day in
this room, reading my behavioral psychology, and my slum
classics, while life flowed in activity all around me. I
was the still life. It could have been a holiday, except
for the fact that I was so miserable. The situation was as
farcical as it was embarrassing. The professionals in the
agency and the other Vistas would pat me on the back for my
"good idea" of creating a Teen Center. They thought it was
about time someone did something about this group. If only
someone had! It was after being in this room for almost a
month, that an incident occurred which required me to fin-
ally face the reality of the situation.
A young teenage boy came into my room one "quiet even
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mg. I had never seen him before and could feel the quick-
ening of my pulse and the flush of my cheeks. Success! I
could barely contain myself from whipping out a form imme-
diately. We exchanged names and I asked him how he heard
of the infamous Teen Center, as I casually pulled out a
form. He had seen a poster, he said, and wanted to come by
and check it out. He would have liked to have come earlier,
but he hated the settlement and had been kicked out twice
for fighting. I looked up from my writing and smiled while
asking him if it was all right if I wrote some of what he
said on the form. I would ask him his personal history
later. He said I could write whatever I liked. He assured
me that he had no ’’problems” but would be delighted to have
me fill out a form on him. "Really,” said I, and we began.
"It is too bad you are in the settlement,” he said. ”1
have lots of friends who would come, but they hate this
place.” I almost asked him to distribute the forms among
them and return them to me. My priorities were a little
confused to say the least. It was only during my conversa-
tion with this young man, which was a long and interesting
one, that I was led to bring to conscious level my present
situation. I discovered that I was being falsely praised
by my co-workers at the agency and this was reinforcing my
stagnation at the settlement. I was willing to stay in my
’’room” with nothing whatsoever happening as long as I was
receiving a pat on the back for what was only my idea!
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During that week I had many visits from this young man
and a few female friends, which enabled me to do some honest
thinking. My finally being conscious of my stagnation gave
way to an awareness deepening within me of my fear. A fear
I had thought I was not capable of. A fear of going back
out to the streets. A fear of dealing with this population
in their element. I rationalized my whole position in the
settlement in terms of believing it was a good idea, and
here I was d^,ing the best I could. The teenagers just did
not want to respond. I was offering them services in the
areas of law, mental health, school, a huge variety of
services for all their problems. They just refused to come
in (I'm always here) and tell me they are on heroin. That
most certainly was their fault!
Through the help of these young people I began to re-
alize more completely my position. Now, I could stay in
the settlement and complain less about it or leave and do
what I wanted to in the first place. I had less than four
months to complete my Vista service. I could stay in the
settlement and get a lot of reading done, maybe even see a
few teenagers, maybe even help them. No one would ever
blame me. In fact, I would be encouraged and expected to
stay. I left. The agency expressed its doubts and disap-
pointment in a most concrete manner. They offered me no
financial or staff support and wished me good luck. They
bargained that I had one week to find a suitable location
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and a way to pay rent on the place, then I should come talk
to them again.
I found that I did actually have the support of many
staff members on my adventure. One man in particular, who
was fluent in Spanish, was interested and did me many
services. I wanted to find a large enough store front,
where anything, everything could happen. At the end of the
second day of looking for a suitable room, we realized that
we would have to move out of our six block area to find
anything. So we crossed the Bowery (which I would become
all too familiar with) and found ourselves in another one
of the many different worlds that New York City offered.
This was a mixed Italian and Puerto Rican neighborhood.
The neighborhood had a rather open atmosphere. The streets
stretched on and on and buildings tended to be lower. It
was not the closed-in, squared-off effect of our neighbor-
hood. I liked it.
During the afternoon of the fourth day, I found an
empty, abandoned store front. The door being unlocked, I
went in. I recognized it as an old wagon storage room. I
had seen others like it, with the broken wheels and metal
pieces laying around. This one was in better condition than
most, having over half a ceiling intact and at least two
good walls. The whole front was glass, and it came equipped
with a bathroom. The right size for anything. I searched
out the landlord and we agreed on a forty dollar a month
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rent and a year's lease. I was finally in business. The
agency was now ready to support me. They would give me a
supervisor and assign another Vista to the project. They
agreed to pay the first two months' rent, giving me time to
make it self-supporting as I indicated in the proposal.
This team of three grew to over ten in the next few days
preparing the center for use. We worked day and night plas-
tering, painting, tiling the floor and scrubbing every-
thing. I now consider my true expertise to be in restora-
tions of falling-apart buildings. Instead of holding my
finger in the leak in the dike, I kept plugging away at the
holes in the walls with plaster. We were soon joined by
neighborhood people of all ages who were fascinated with our
progress. Teenagers from our neighborhood joined reluctant-
ly in the clean-up. They were apprehensive about a new
neighborhood full of Italians with whom they had a running
feud. My reading and writing days .were over and some of the
most interesting and rewarding months of that period were
about to begin.
This is by far my most difficult task. To write about
a birth and a growth of a project and my adventure with it.
I worked so very closely to it then and am so very far away
from it now. I will write with a giant step backwards and
learn also.
This bright blue room with the sun pouring in to its
shiny window, was ready for anybody and anything. It still
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had a desk and a chair in it, but this desk was painted
green and orange and stood in a little corner of the room.
The Spanish bullfighter and Van Gough’s Flowers and a
Gypsy Caravan beamed brightly from their places on the
wall. There was a partition up with a bookcase behind it,
with pillows and chairs for sitting and reading. There was
a blank notebook for writing your name in if you wanted one
of our books to take home or you could just read here all
day. There were other partitions for quiet talking. There
was a large space in the center for anything. The parti-
tions could be quickly moved away for a dance or a discus-
sion or a fight.
"My" teenagers from the six-block area wanted to come
over but they hated the Italians. Some local Italian teen-
agers that I had met wanted to come in but hated the Spanish
that I "messed with." After a few days of passing out fly-
ers and introducing myself in the neighborhood, I attempted
to try to deal with this problem. I took a very direct and
easy way out. I negotiated with "my" teenagers and with
the Italian group that this center would be neutral ground.
Everyone could keep on hating one another, but in the teen
center we all would pretend to get along. I didn't care
how they settled their differences outside, but in the cen-
ter all would be cool. Agreed! And only two fights the
first week!
These were difficult times for these young men and wo-
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men. Drugs were coming down to them, managing to break up
the local gangs leaving most leaderless and scared. Every
day I would hear about the Juans and the Maries found dead
or a rooftop from an O.D. We would spend lots of after-
noons and evenings talking together about this. I could
encourage the talking and give out the many pamphlets that
I had. We engaged the agency’s drug specialist to meet one
evening a week with us. He showed us pictures and slides
and addicts and ex-addicts, from Daytop, a center for heroin
treatment, addressed us. We continued these talks all that
Spring and early Summer until I left. I left quite soon
after finding one of our "boys” close to death from an O.D.
I can dish it out but I sure cannot take it.
A couple of days after the center opened, a young girl
came in. "Could you help me?" she asked. She was fourteen
years old and pregnant and her mother was going to kill her.
Her friend had given her a horrible., vile tasting drink to
abort it, but she had only gotten sick for two days. I
took her to our family planning group where counseling
would be provided during her pregnancy, and place in the
hospital and adoption services would be arranged if needed.
The following day I went to visit her family. The wail and
woe of the mother pierced through my soul. It was agreed
to have the daughter stay with an aunt for a time. The mo-
ther’s wail seemed to me then a cry of the fear and frus-
tration that she lived with, bursting out. "My daughter
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will become pregnant too soon, my son will die from drugs.”
This is what I live with, day after day in the lower east
side
The center became a busy place in the coming weeks
.
Tutoring sessions were established from two to five o'clock
every weekday. We kept a list of those who needed help in
one area and could themselves tutor in another. I would
coordinate the sets, help with the programs and tutor myself
when needed. May became a busy month for this project and I
was able to obtain more tutors from the local schools.
This became one of the more successfully organized and ex-
ecuted programs of the center. Some results of this program
were that it enabled some, who were close to dropping out of
school from failure, frustration, lack of interest. The
program did little to alleviate the lack of interest, but it
did make many of the participants aware of the 'tricks' of
the classroom or learning how to play the game.
Two of the girls were talking one day about this disco-
very that the teacher did not want to know or hear what they
knew but what was in the assigned book. They decided to
work together on this class, thus more easily able to give
the teacher her answers. No--school was no longer a magic-
al, frightening, exclusive body but mostly a game to be
played, questions to be asked and proper answers to be
given. Other results were the fine relationships being de-
veloped through working with, and helping one another, in
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some instances, between the Italians and the Spanish. Time
was being spent in something other than empty leisure and
some of these teenagers were becoming more successful at
school for the first time.
The center was beginning to serve many purposes. We
showed movies every other Friday as a means of supporting
ourselves. It was also used for entertainment on weekends,
the playing of records, musical jam sessions, an occasional
dance and others. All these activities were organized and
executed by a handful of the Spanish teenagers. We con-
tined to meet twice weekly with an agency leader to deal
with the drug situation in discussion groups. I brought a
sewing machine in one evening a week to provide four of the
girls with a clothes-making night. One fifteen-year-old
came in at least four nights a week to read for over a
month because the electricity at his apartment had shut off.
On some Saturday mornings we would meet at the center and
rent bikes together and ride to Central Park for the day.
The center was full of life and hope. The parents were
happy with it, the agency was happy, the teenagers were hap-
py and I was happy.
Sometime that May I became involved with the services
of the legal aide society, through three incidents. A local
Spnaish boy, who I knew through the center, got caught
stealing an uptown car. This was his first offense but he
had two brothers with records which might go against him.
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His older sister came to the center in search for help. I
met vath the discouraged, disheartened family who fully sup-
ported this son and would do anything to help him.
I accompanied the family to the shiny new offices of
the legal aide one bright sunny day hoping to get proper
representation. The lawyer, after spending one half hour
telling us how busy she was, and how, only yesterday, she
had restricted herself to no new cases for awhile, finally
met our grim silence and stares with agreement. She ob-
tained my limited information and agreed to meet us in court
the following week. She advised me to work on lining up a
possible job for this sixteen-year-old, thus giving him a
better chance for parole or light sentences. I was able to
get him a job as a janitor in the nearby church and this, I
knew, would be a great help to him. I received much infor-
mation about this young man and his family and their situa-
tion during that week waiting for his hearing in court. His
sister began to make daily visits to the center. She was
seventeen and would be married that Spring. She wanted to
talk about her future wedding but was terribly worried for
her brother. He was already sixteen and unable to read or
write in English. He had quit school last year, probably
feeling more than a little lost! Her parents could under-
stand little English but were able to get by.
Dressed in my Sunday best walking between the parents,
we entered the jungle of justice. The boy was still being
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held for lack of bail. The darkness and closeness of this
arena reminded me of the many other buildings the poor were
required to go to. We sat huddled in the back, not under-
standing the scene before us. I finally spotted our lawyer
friend who seemed engrossed in her readings, and I relaxed
in a feeling of protection. The parents were terrified with
the strangeness and I believe never did see their son
through the entire proceedings. I was called to verify his
job prospects and was asked if I would be willing to take
responsibility for him. Answering yes and understanding
later that this was a manuever by our lawyer, the case was
closed.
We all walked home together confused and relieved. I
wanted to move in with the family in order to keep an eye on
this young man now that I was responsible for him. I threat-
ened him with danger short of murder if he pulled anything
illegal. I kept this 'responsibility’ for my four remaining
months and then the agency took it over. I had this re-
formed car thief being tutored two hours a day in reading
and writing besides a full-time job. I kept a tight reign.
I assisted in five other legal cases during that sum-
mer. In these cases my contribution usually consisted in
obtaining a free lawyer, supporting the family by home vis-
its and a day in court with the parents. All this kept me
quite busy and suddenly it was June and my Vista term would
expire
.
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The agency talked about hiring me as a paid worker and
it was beginning to look like a probability. At this time
I was contacted by a representative from Vista Washington
and asked to be a supervisor of new Vistas for a play street
Summer program in Spanish Harlem. I explained my total sa-
tisfaction with my present situation only to be lectured on
the unlimited effectiveness that I would have as a super-
visor. Now, instead of help one here- -one there, I would
be affecting ten other volunteers who would in turn work
with the same population that I was interested in. I was
talked into it! I accepted with the understanding that I
would still keep my fingers in the center while on this pro-
j ect . Sure . . . .
This decision of mine was one of the biggest mistakes
I made during this time. To leave a project only four
months running at a time of its success and when I was more
than happy there, for a totally unknown project with the
promise of fantastic horizons, was a study of misguided
youth!! I took part of a week’s training session, only
vaguely recalled six years later.
After two weeks on the job I knew' that I had made a
fatal mistake and that there was no turning back. Dealing
with these frightened, uptight white, middle class needs was
just too much. I discovered that I had no patience with
their disgust of the smells and the sounds of the streets.
I had no answer for their questions on fear. Working and
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living so long on my own, I had almost forgotten where I
came from, who I ’represented.’ Well, these were 'my’ r eo-
ple I had finally come to be with again, and I discovered
once more their great needs. I felt a little like a great
joke was being played on me. Why did I have to see the
great paradox of my position? That in working so hard to
"change” the poor in the conditions of, and for the poor,
I had overlooked the necessity of changing white America.
In working on the playstreet, I saw the incredible diffi-
culties in educating these people. The eighteen and nine-
teen-year- olds were as set or stuck in their prejudice and
conditioning as they could possibly be. I simply was not
suited for this job.
Summer ended and my Vista experience closed off for-
ever. Totally disillusioned with the program and my part
in it, although I would treasure it forever, I left with
some friends for the caves of Oregon to sort through a year
of my life. But that’s another story.
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APPENDIX VII
FIELD OF SOCIAL SERVICES
Work - Educational - Experience
As Secretary Treasurer of Local 369, U.W.U.A., AFL-CIO,
a part of my responsibilities include assisting members of
our Local, who may require help from the various Social
Service Agencies.
In order to gain the expertise and knowledge needed to
counsel others in the proper method of utilizing the vari-
ous Social Agencies Programs, I have taken courses and
studies in the workings of these agencies.
In 1967, I successfully completed the required training
course on Community Services and was accredited as a Union
Counsellor. (See Exhibit 1) The program was sponsored by
the Massachusetts State Labor Council, AFL-CIO.
The course was conducted over a period of six (6)
weeks, and the following is a brief outline of the subject
matter
:
Social Security - Medicare - Medex I, II, III -
State Public Welfare Medicaid - Old Age Assistance
- Disability Programs - Family Services Aid to De-
pendent Children - Food Stamp Program - Alcoholism
- Consumer Credit - Veterans Service
In addition to attending programs as listed above, I
have also attended various seminars conducted by the Social
I have also visited the various agenciesService Agencies.
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to learn what services offered could be available to our
members, and probably most important-
- cultivated various
personal contacts in those offices. This has proved ex-
tremely beneficial. Now when referring a person to an agen-
cy, I can also refer him to a particular person associated
within that agency.
The following is a brief outline of the various coun-
selling services and programs I have developed:
Counselling
One of the first programs I implemented was geared to
assisting the widows of our members. I have found that most
women, when faced with the death of their husband, have in
most cases very little knowledge of what lies ahead of them,
and desperately need someone to help them immediately.
When a member of our Local dies, his widow is contacted
immediately by a representative of the group where he worked
or myself. I normally set up an appointment for her to meet
with me and advise her to bring a member of the family or
friend with her. I also suggest what papers she should
bring with her, and I try to arrange these sessions within
a week after the death.
My first function is to assure her that I will handle
as many of her problems as I can through my office. I then
process all Insurance policies including Company, private,
mortgage insurance, etc.
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If she is entitled to a Widows Retirement benefit, I
will explain in simple terms what the benefit is, and I will
process the necessary forms.
I will review with her all monies that are due her from
Company wages, accrued vacation, etc., verify the amounts,
and process the necessary paper work.
If there are dependent children involved, I will advise
her how to apply for Social Security benefits, what data is
necessary (birth certificates, death certificates, marriage
certificates, etc.), where to get this information and what
office to apply to.
If her husband was a Veteran, I will arrange an appoint-
ment with the Veteran's Service Officer in her town to re-
view any benefits she may be entitled to.
Because her Health Insurance Coverage terminates thirty
days after the death of her spouse, I arrange and process
the necessary papers to purchase an Individual Health In-
surance Policy.
I review any outstanding loans she may have (car, per-
sonal, home improvement, etc,). In most cases, a widow will
not be allowed to cash checks made out to her husband. In
those cases, I normally have an attorney prepare the neces-
sary forms to have her named as Administrator. This usually
is done in a very short period of time.
If the death was a result of a long term illness or
there are outstanding hospital or Doctor bills, I will pro-
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cess all the necessary claim forms and verify that proper
payments are made.
After completing the above which usually takes about
two hours, I then suggest another appointment be set in a
month. By that time, all the necessary paper work should
be completed, and her benefits should become active. At
this second meeting if she is having any problems with any
of the agencies, I will attempt to adjust them for her.
Summary
The results of these sessions have proved invaluable.
Since 1969 when I first began this program, I have counsel-
led and assisted the widow of every member of our Local who
has died. Because of the tremendous value associated with
this program, I now have referred to me, persons from other
Unions as well as management.
I believe this type counselling is needed desperately
and should be adopted by Unions as part of their services.
It is my opinion that a person well-trained in helping a
person through this traumatic experience is performing a
much needed and outstanding service.
In addition to the proceeding, I also assist and coun-
sel members in obtaining help from various agencies. For
example: a member may need the use of a homemaker for vari-
ous reasons- - sickness , death, broken home, etc. I will
contact the necessary agencies and arrange for a homemaker
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to be provided, usually at no cost.
A member may need to be put in contact with an agency
dealing with Mental Health, drug rehabilitation, old age
assistance for a parent, etc. I usually am able to refer
him not only to the proper agency, but normally to a person
I know within that agency. This type service is again I be-
lieve invaluable to the member.
Establishment of a Welfare Committee
In 1971, I established the first Welfare Committee
within our Union. The Committee was formed as a result of
meetings I had conducted with various social organizations
which had convinced me that we needed trained people within
our Union to assist our membership of the benefits available
to them in the event of a strike.
I began first my meeting with various professionals
from the Social Workers Union who assisted me in acquiring
knowledge in the Public Welfare System. In addition, I met
with representatives of the Community Service Division of the
AFL-CIO who instructed me in areas such as Veterans Service,
Social Security, and related benefits which might apply to
striking Unions . '
My next step was to select a Committee of members from
our Union, and arrange for them to be instructed by various
professionals from the different agencies. For example. I
arranged for members of the Social Workers Union to instruct
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the Committee on the Public Welfare Manual, General Relief,
A.F.D.C., Food Stamp Programs, etc. They were taught how to
figure budgets, and how and when to apply for relief.
I next contacted the various heads of Welfare offices
in the towns that our members might be applying for bene-
fits. I explained that our Contract was due to expire, and
in the event of a strike, I had formed a Committee for the
purpose of helping our members apply for benefits and also
to serve as a conduit between the Welfare office and our
members. I further explained that the Committee would ad-
vise our members when and how to apply, what papers would be
needed, eligibility requirements, etc. In most every of-
fice, we were promised complete cooperation.
I next contacted the Regional offices of Social Secur-
ity. I asked for and received their full cooperation in
handling any appeal cases. I was given the name of one per-
son in each Regional office who our. Committee could contact
in case of problems.
In 1971, we did engage in a long strike, however, as a
result of our preparations, members of our Union knewr pre-
cisely what they were entitled to, for example, a member
could call our office and could have his budget entitlement
computed right over the phone. He would be told where to
apply, what verification he needed (birth certificates, bank
books, pay stubs, etc.).
In the event a member had a problem in a particular
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Welfare office, a Committee member could deal directly with
that office, and in most cases because of his training, he
would adjust it satisfactorily to both parties.
In the event of an appeal, we would know directly who
to contact in the Regional offices, and in most cases, the
appeals were handled with a minimum of delay.
Summary
Since the Committee was formed in 1971, it has become
a standing Committee of the Union. Each year I arrange with
the various agencies to conduct refresher courses to bring
the Committee members up to date on any Legislation or
changes in policy that may have been implemented.
I have been requested by various Unions to assist them
in setting up similar type programs within their organiza-
tions, and I have complied with this request on a number of
occasions
.
An Actual Case
Because my duties vary so greatly in dealing with the
various agencies, I have attempted to document one specific
case in which I was involved. I anticipate this will ex-
plain somewhat the different type problems I faced, the
roles I played, and decisions I am required to make.
The following is documented with the permission of the
member involved:
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On July 10, 1970, the wife of a member of our Union was
seriously disabled as a result of an accident. Her disabil-
ity required extensive medical treatment over a three year
period.
During the initial period of disability I assisted the
member in processing and making sure the proper insurance
payments were being made. I also arranged for a homemaker
to come into his home to take care of the children, until a
long term arrangement could be made.
Because her injuries were so extensive, medical cost
soon began to soar and even with Health Insurance the member
soon found himself several thousand dollars in debt. Over-
come with the sheer enormity of the charge, the member came
to me asking for help. By this time it seemed every collec-
tion agency in the State was after him.
I first received his permission to act on his behalf
and then analyzed his problem. One. of the largest bills
outstanding was owed to the Lemuel Shattuck Hospital in the
amount of $6,890.82. (see exhibit #2) I ascertained that
this insurance coverage would pay approximately $3,300.
towards this bill, but that would completely exhaust his
medical coverage.
In addition to the above charge he had bills totaling
$2,701. owed to various doctors and also, still another hos-
pital bill of $1,045.92. (see exhibit #3). Therefore, m
total he still owed $10,637.77. This was after the Insur-
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ance Company had already paid out over $18,000. in charges.
After assessing the problem I knew I had approximately
$3,300 left to pay $10,000 worth of medical bills.
My next step was to contact the Attorney General's Of-
fice, because the Lemuel Shattuck was a State Hospital. I
would have to try and negotiate a settlement through them.
After several meetings, I was finally able to convince them
to settle the $6,890.82 bill for $2,000. (see exhibit #4)
With the $1,300. left I began to contact the various
doctors and negotiated the following settlements:
SERVICE
Dr. Alemian
Gragil, Assoc.
Lahey Clinic
Dr. Duggan
OWED
$1,471.80
$ 175.00
$ 100.00
$ 780.00
NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENT
$702. (see exhibit #5)
$ 90. (see exhibit #6)
$ 50. (see exhibit #7)
$300. (see exhibit #3)
By this time I had negotiated the payment of all his
medical bills, with the exception of $1,045.92 charge from
the South Shore Hospital. After several meetings with them
they agreed to write off the entire amount. (actual charges
of the hospital was $11,152.97 of which the insurance paid
$10,107.07 leaving the balance of $1,045.92) (see exhibit
#9)
I had actually become involved in this case in 1970 and
it took over three years to finally bring it to a satisfac-
tory conclusion. However, what is important was that the
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member did not face the prospect of spending the greater
part of his working life paying off those medical bills and
still the people who I negotiated with were satisfied.
Summary
In assessing my experience in the field of social
services, I consider the knowledge I have gained in learning
the workings of the various Social Service Agencies extreme-
ly important.
It has allowed me to implement a program of counselling
and service which I believe are extremely important in to-
day's society.
My role, responsibility and decision making in this
area covers such a wide spectrum that it would be impossible
to capsule it in this type report.
The experience gained can only be transmitted through
actual case relationship and the multitude of cases are each
a separate entity.
What is most important, however, is the ability to
utilize this knowledge and experience and be able to commu-
nicate it to the person involved in such a manner that it
has a useful and worthwhile meaning.
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Exhibits
1. Certificate of accreditation
2. Statement of charges - Blushi Case
3.
4.
Letter from South Shore Hospital
dated July 10, 1972. Re: unpaid
to Donald
charges
E. Wightman
,
Letter from Attorney General’s Office toWightman, dated February 14, 1972 Re-
Shattuck Hospital bill
Donald E.
settlement of
5. Letter from Richard A. Alemian,
Wightman, dated July 24, 1972.
Doctor bill
M. D
. ,
to Donald E
.
Re: settlement of
6.
Letter from Gragil Associates, Inc. to Donald E. Wieht-
man, dated March 1, 1974. Re: settlement of Dr.
Froio bill
7. Letter from Lahey Clinic Foundation to Donald E.
Wightman, dated November 18, 1971. Re: settlement
of Hospital bill
8. Letter from Dr. Paul J. Duggan to Donald E. Wightman,
dated June 5, 1972. Re: settlement of Doctor bill
9. Letter from Mr. Paul Quirke, President, Local 509,
S.E.I.U., documenting experience of Donald E. Wightman
10.
Letter from Mr. Berry Aronson
,.
Community Service Rep-
resentative, AFL-CIO, documenting experience of Donald
E. Wightman
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Work Experience -
-Field of Health Insurance Plans
Since 1967 I have worked in and become knowledgeable
in various aspects of the health insurance field. This ex-
perience has included the negotiations of various health
insurance contracts and the design and administration of
Health Insurance Plans.
Whereas, I have submitted papers in my portfolio which
deal specifically with my role in the establishment of a
Health Insurance and Dental Plan; I will limit this phase of
my experience to my negotiations and administrative back-
ground in this field.
In 1969, 1973 and 1975, I served as the Union's prin-
cipal negotiator during the Collective Bargaining Agreement
on Hospital and Surgical contracts. In 1973, I also served
as the Union's arbitrator on the entire Hospital and Sur-
gical contract which had been submi.tted to a Board of Ar-
bitration for resolvement.
During this time, I was selected by all of the Unions
on the Edison Properties to represent them on this particu-
lar case. It may be of interest to note that this was the
first time in the twenty- five-year history of the Union that
an officer of one union was chosen to act on behalf of all
the unions.
I believe my experience and competence in this field
was conducive to the union attaining a decisive victory in
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this arbitration case.
The case, which had dragged on over a seven-month
period, was ultimately concluded in November of 1973. The
Board of Arbitration was summoned to Detroit by the Chairman
of the tripartite board. Representing the Company was the
Director of Employee Relations and I represented the four
Unions
.
Over a two day period, the arbitration board reviewed
and examined all aspects of the Health Insurance plan. It
was here that my experience and knowledge became so import-
ant. Because I had such a good working background of the
various type benefits available, especially in the area of
costing out various improvements.
I was able to convince the Board of Arbitration that
the plan design and administration I had proposed was sound.
My vast experience in the area of dental coverage was in-
strumental in convincing the Arbitration Board to award the
Union a Dental Plan, along with many other benefit improve-
ments in our Health Care Plan (see exhibit # 1 ).
During the entire two-day period, I was required to
make many responsible decisions which ultimately resulted
in the allocation of several million dollars into our Health
Care Plans.
I have a good general background in the Health Insur-
ance Field; I have studied and researched this area exten-
sively. I have attended many seminars on this subject to
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increase my skills and knowledge. I have continually kept
abreast of changes and innovations in the Health Insurance
Field which I believe will ultimately become a part of our
overall health care system.
For example: I have a good knowledge of the various
legislation involving proposed National Health Care Programs.
I have studied the various effects on new innovations, such
as, the theory on second surgical opinions, preventive type
coverage, various methods to reduce the length of hospital
confinement s
-- vis ion care programs, etc.
My experience and knowledge in the workings of Medi-
care, Medex I, II and III and various supplemental health
coverage programs for the elderly is extensive. I have wide
experience in areas such as master medical plans, co-insur-
ance, coordination of plans, the value of deductibles and
various methods of reducing premium cost.
During the past several years, -I have written various
articles on the workings of our Health Insurance Programs
(see exhibit # 2) .
Summary
I believe I have developed through practical work ex-
perience an excellent knowledge and competence in the field
of Group Employee Benefits. I have exposure in the follow
ing areas:
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1. Plan Design
^
•
In-Hospital Benefits
b. Surgical Coverage
c. Maternity and Obstetrical Benefits
d. Extended Benefits to cover catastrophic condi-tions
e. Accident Coverage
f. Dental Coverage
2. Initial Rate Development and Prospective and Retro-
spective Rating Formulas for Pre-Paid Premium.
3. Cost Reimbursement Financing Methods -
-both open end
and re-insured.
4. Plan Implementation
5. Plan Administration
a. Claims
b. Billing
c. ^ost Containment
I believe the experience and knowledge allows me to
work in this field in a professional and competent manner.
APPENDIX VIII
MASTERY OF INSTRUMENTS
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Doubl e Bass
,
Pud
,
Pi 1 Rhuba
,
Tambura
,
Percussion
Vishnu Wood
My principal instrument is the Double bass, which I've
studied and performed on extensively. I studied and per-
formed a multitude of musics during Junior High and High
School. The first music was Dixieland, in which I employed
a 'slap' Bass technique. I played the trumpet, Bass drums,
cymbals, and Bass violin. The musical context was a band
in which we played a varied repertoire of this type of
music
.
I studied with a professional pianist, Mr. Cox, after
school. The content of my study was Black musical forms.
The Blues, 'I Cot Rhythm,' standard Show songs, and impro-
visation on the various forms were some of the areas of con
centration. I practiced often, played frequently, and
learned rapidly. This study also included the formulation
of a good 'walking' Bass line through a varied harmonic
structure. The study with Mr. Cox was in essence an appren
ticeship. Eventually, I joined him in the playing of pro-
fessional engagements.
Upon graduation from High School, I began intensive
study with two Bassists of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra.
The study consisted of Bass literature and a Germanic
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methdology designed for the mastery of the Double bass by
Franz Simandal. I studied Book I, Book II and his book of
Etudes. I paralleled, and at times contrasted, the study
of Western European materials to my on-going study of Black
Music. 1 he major areas of contrast were articulation and
concept, resulting from cultural differences.
This method of study led to my enrollment in the De-
troit Institute of Musical Art. The Institute was affili-
ated with the University of Detroit. There I studied
Solfege (text by George A. Wedge), Keyboard Harmony (text
by Chadwick) and piano technique. I found the study of
Solfege very rewarding; I discovered that I had a good ear
and could identify intervals easily. It was interesting to
study Keyboard Harmony as a Bassist, especially when only
the Figured Bass line was given.
I performed with a group of students as a participant
of the Inter-Collegiate Jazz Festival. We were representing
the University of Detroit. This group won First Prize out
of all the United States entries. I won the award for best
Bassist. Some of the other contestants were David Baker,
Larry Ridley (Bassist), Stanley Cowell, David Young, etc.
The year was 1959. The group's prize was a ten-day en-
gagement sharing the bill with the great Ms, Sarah Vaughn.
The location, Chicago's plush Bluenote Supper Club! This
was, needless to say, a great honour and great pleasure.
Mr. Richard Davis was Ms. Vaughn's Bassist.
A group of young musicians formed a co-op and rented a
large flat on the Wayne University campus. The flat was
used for a living space, rehearsal studio and for Jam ses-
sions. This is where I met Mr. Mujeed. Many touring mu-
sicians would stop by to display their musical wares.
Artists like Jimmy Cobb, Junior Cook, Blue Mitchell, Sam
Jones, Tommy Flannigan and many others visited the flat. It
was great experience to hear and learn from all these gents.
Detroit had its own style of music, and its own musical
standards, with such greats as Yusef Lateef, Barry Harris,
Kenny Burrell, Elvin Jones, Thad Jones, Hank Jones, Tommy
Flannigan
.
I joined Harpist Dorothy Ashby. She is an excellent
artist gifted with perfect pitch. Consequently, she was a
stickler for good intonation. I followed a fine tradition
of excellent Bassists in this trio; Paul Chambers, Doug Wat-
kins, Ray McKenney, Herman Wright among others. This was
my first real professional job. All the Bass parts were
written, which is unusual in this type of traditional music.
The parts were written more like piano parts, with many
eighth notes. I had to study in order to maintain the job.
There was also a lot of difficult 'arco' solo work.
We, the Dorothy Ashby trio, worked five days or nights
a week and rehearsed often. We toured New York State as
well as Bermuda. The trip to Bermuda was exciting because
we played shows nightly. The show consisted of a Steel
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Band from Trinidad, Calypso Dancers and a vocalist. This
was my first trip abroad. I stayed with the Harpist for two
years
.
I also worked in a group led by Saxophonist Joe Hender-
son. This group consisted of three horns, Bass and Drums.
This was a very challenging group to play with because the
arrangements were difficult and demanded a solid Bass with
a lot of technical facility. This gave the opportunity to
expand my musical skills in many new directions. I had
spent more than two years with Mrs. Ashby’s group which was
more of a Chamber Ensemble. The Joe Henderson Ensemble al-
lowed me more freedom of expression.
The stay with Henderson was short (six months)
;
I then
returned to the Ashby Trio. The Ashbys (her husband was
the drummer in the Trio) remarked on my harmonic develop-
ment. I played a more flowing Bass line utilizing passing
tones. This technique I had worked out at the piano. I
would play the chord and then sing the Bass line. This re-
development towards a more flowing Bass line required a lot
of concentrated study. I developed my solo work in much the
same manner.
There was an after-hours spot in Detroit called the
"West End Hotel.” Brother Yusef Lateef was the Artist in
Residence. Many visiting artists received some lasting
lessons from resident Detroit artists by way of this forum.
came through and was greeted byFor example, Jerry Mulligan
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the great musical skills of Pepper Adams and Junior Cook
came through and was met by Joe Henderson. I frequently sat
in with guest artists in this very famous spot.
Detroit’s ’Greystone Ballroom’ played host to many of
the great artists of Black music. Mr. Charlie Parker, the
great Duke Ellington, Count Basie, the Modern Jazz Quartet,
Ray Charles, the Rayletts, Dinah Washington, Carmin McRae
and Big Maybelle were among the artists I had the opportun-
ity to see and hear at the ’Greystone.’ While free-lancing
around Detroit, some of the more mature artists advised me
to move to New York City. In their opinion I had all the
makings of a great bassist. They felt I had exhausted my
opportunities to develop as a musician in Detroit and that,
like Paul Chambers and others, I was ready to move on.
In the Fall of 1961, Bass and some clothes in car, I
set out for N.Y.C. I first lived in a loft on the Lower
East Side with musician friends. There we practiced and
developed musically. I met many musicians during this
period. In the 'Five Spot' I heard Randy Weston, Charlie
Mingus, Ornette Coleman, Booker Little, Eric Dolphy and
many more. In the Jazz Gallery I heard Max Roach, Abbey
Lincoln, Art Blakey, the Jazztet, Stan Getz, Sonny Rollins,
etc. It was here that I performed with the late, great
Kenny Dorham (see photo taken from article in Show Maga-
z ine) .
I joined Randy Weston in the Fall of '62. We toured
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several college campuses in New York State, Illinois, Wis-
consin and Pennsylvania. The concert package consisted of
two elderly dancers by the names of Leon James and Alan
Mimms. The dancers performed the History of Jazz Dance and
we, the instrumentalists, accompanied them. This was a very
exciting concert and extremely educational. The music we
played to accompany them included such melodies as ’’Twelfth
Street Rag," "Stomping at the Savoy," "Saints," etc. Some
of the dances presented were the ’Cakewalk,’ 'Lindy Hop,'
’Charleston,’ 'Jitterbug,' etc. This was presented in the
form of a lecture- demonstration
. The first part of the pro-
gram consisted of the History of the Dance and the second
half consisted of the original compositions of Randy Weston.
This was a great musical experience as well as a great edu-
cation. The two dancers were veterans and knew their craft
thoroughly. Mr. Weston was presenting some of his new
classic compositions including 'Little Niles,' 'Hi Fly,'
'Blues to Africa,' 'Sketches of Melba,' and this was a new
challenge for me. The late Booker Ervin was playing tenor
saxophone
.
This relationship blossomed into a long term musical
development. Mr. Weston occupied a large studio apartment
in which we sometimes rehearsed daily. I often spent long
hours rehearsing with the pianist with Bass and Piano only.
His music was very challenging and demanded a critical,
sensitive, and at times a spiritual ear. Randy was highly
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respected by his colleagues and always attracted the finest
musicians. It was around this time that Mr. Weston con-
ceived and developed the idea of a lecture demonstration
concert which would present the history of African-American
music. We performed this excellent program in Junior High,
High Schools and Colleges throughout the five boroughs of
New York. The program was sponsored by the Pepsi Cola Bot-
tling Company (see attached photo)
.
I often left the Weston ensemble to free-lance. On one
such occasion I performed on a concert tour with the Decomier
Singers. There were fourteen singers, conductor, and three
musicians (see photo) . We travelled by way of a chartered
bus, performing in New York State, New Jersey, all the New
England states, and all the Mid-Western states. The tour
lasted more than three months. The repertoire consisted of
music by Woodie Guthrie, Hughy Leadbellv, Stravinsky, Harry
Belafonte and some African Folk songs. This was a difficult
tour because the singers had problems centering around dif-
ferent rhythmic concepts. I took on the challenge of hold-
ing the choir together.
Upon returning from the Decomier tour, I accepted an
engagement travelling to the Grand Bahamas. This was also
an interesting tour. I heard a lot of Caribbean music and
took a trip to Nassau. There I saw the 'Junken New festi-
val,' an annual affair.
My summers were often spent in the Berkshires in Massa-
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chusetts. There I performed with the Randy Weston Trio at
Avalock, a country Inn. The Inn is located across the road
from Tanglewood. For me, these engagements usually served
as a summer retreat to the country. There we had the op-
portunity to rehearse new material. I often studied with
Bassists of the Boston Symphony (in residence at Tanglewood)
during these periods of residency.
In 1964-65 we, the Randy Weston Sextet, toured campuses
throughout the United States performing the History of
African-American Music concert. In 1966 we toured all the
campuses of the University of California. Inclusive in this
tour was a performance at the Monteray Jazz Festival. We
shared the bill with the Duke Ellington Orchestra, Ms. Car-
men McRae and Dr. Zeitlind. The tour was extremely success-
ful (see critique by Ralph Gleason and listen to tape of
'Monteray Jazz Festival recorded live’).
In 1965 I performed with New York based group that con-
structed a lecture- demons trat ion program oriented towards
young people. This program showed how we, as creative
artists, could take pop material and create spontaneous
compositions utilizing the popular musical forms. The pro-
gram was very exciting and a real joy to perform. The group
consisted of Horace Arnold, Sam Rivers, Michael Lawrence and
Carl Berger. The concerts took place in public schools
throughout N.Y.C., the Bronx, Queens, Staten Island and
Brooklyn. We also travelled to schools in Albany, Schenec-
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tady, parts of Connecticut and the South shore of New Jer-
sey. These concerts were sponsored by the New York Chapter
of Young Audiences.
In 1966 and early 1967, we, the Randy Weston Sextet,
were invited to tour West Africa, the Middle East and North
Africa. This tour covered fourteen countries. During this
time we performed two programs, the first being the ’History
of African-American Music.’ For this program we had a nar-
rator who translated the text into French. The other con-
cert performed consisted of original compositions composed
by Mr. Weston. This tour was sponsored by the United
States Department of State.
We were chosen for this tour because of the full scope
of Afro-American music which the group played and because
of the group’s commitment to exploring the roots of this
music in Afro-American culture. This was clearly shown in
the lecture- demonstration. The requirements for the indi-
vidual instrumentalists were a historical knowledge of the
development of forms of Afro-American music as well as a
virtuoso’s command of their respective instruments.
As a group we negotiated with the State Department in
order to make the concert tour an educational experience as
well as an opportunity for exposure to as much indigenous
music as possible. Consequently, we heard, and in some
cases documented, the music of fourteen countries. Most
of
the countries have a major dance ensemble. We experienced
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and sometimes incorporated these ensembles into our own per-
formances. For example, in Accra, Ghana, we attended
lecture-demonstrations of the rhythmic and harmonic struc-
tures of Ghanian music. Also we studied how the Dance and
Percussion ensembles function together.
This tour was extremely educational. We were in Africa
to educate the audiences about our culture through our art
and music. However, we were also in Africa for our own edu-
cational and spiritual enrichment. As Black artists we were
greeted with open arms and experienced rituals rarely wit-
nessed by persons of Western origin.
In 1967 we, the Randy Weston Trio, were asked to tour
Tunisia and Morocco exclusively. The tour of Tunisia con-
sisted of several concert dates and some television work.
The tour of Morocco consisted of performances in the cities
of Casablanca, Rabat, Agirdin and Tangier, This tour was
more relaxed as we were a smaller unit and had more time to
spend evolving our educational pursuits.
In 1968 the Moroccan government requested that we, as
a trio, return to Morocco to live. We were to work for the
Moroccan government by way of their hotel chain, Deaffa. In
the Spring of '68 Ed Blackwell and I joined Randy Weston in
Morocco to carry out this plan. We settled in the capitol
,
Rabat. Our visit turned out to be a very educational ex-
perience of wide dimension. For example, we had to learn
conversational French in order to function on a day-to-ciay
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basis. I had studied Arabic before we went to Morocco to
live. This study took place in N.Y.C. with a Jordanian
professor
.
During our stay in Morocco I did a cultural study of
the many different types of people living in Morocco. There
were many Blacks living in Morocco; these Black Arabs were
originally fiom the bub-Sahara. We were in daily contact
with the United States Information Service, We were ex-
posed to world-wide news releases received by the U.S.I.S.
each day.
I studied the many different musics of Morocco; Arabic,
Berber, Andalouse, Ghanawa and Jilalsh. I was becoming
more and more aware of the effects of colonialism on the
Moroccan culture. I carefully noted the influence of West-
ern civilizations upon Morocco.
In June of 1969 we performed a concert in Rabat, Mo-
rocco that was part of a festival and held at the Cinema
Agdal . Thousands of people attended this festival. (Listen
to tape of concert; tape clearly demonstrates the group's
adoption of the idioms of Arabic and African musics).
In September of 1969 the Trio travelled by boat via
Casablanca to Senegal, the Ivory Coast, Togo Lome and by
plane to Monrovia. This tour, too, was educational in na-
ture. There were Africans on the cruise from countries all
along the West Coast of Africa. I visited with the Africans
(mostly students) and discussed music and politics of Afri-
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ca and America. This trip from Casablanca to the Ivory
Coast took eight days and erupted into some very heated de-
bates. (The story of this trip is to become a future book.)
In the Spring of 1970 I returned to N.Y.C. Once in
N.Y.C. I found it very difficult to adjust socially. The
most difficult adjustment was musical; I found it very hard
to listen to or accept the music that I heard on the radio.
The music sounded very contrived and commercial. I rejoined
the 'Here and Now Company,' an instrumental ensemble in
which I had played previously. This group was playing con-
certs for young audiences. My musical approach had changed
emphatically. The most dominant influences were Arabic and
African. My colleagues were initially fascinated by this
change, but this factor eventually became a conflict and a
point of alienation.
In the Fall of 1970 I toured Japan with the Drum Work-
shop. The group consisted of four prominent percussionists;
Roy Haynes, Jack DeJohnette, Mel Lewis and George Okska of
Japan. They were the featured soloists and the remaining
instruments were saxophone, bass, piano and trumpet. This
tour lasted approximately four weeks. My challenge as a
Bassist was to adapt to the musical styles of all these
gentlemen (hear tape for contrast in musical approach and
strong African influences in my playing). The styles of the
other musicians varied; Roy Haynes was a traditional Main-
stream percussionist; Mel Lewis, a traditional BigBanddrum-
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mer; Jack DeJohnette, a contemporary revolutionary of mu-
sical concepts and George Okska had an interpretive style of
the Mainstream era.
Once I returned to America I joined an improvisat ional
group called ’Impulses’ directed by Margaret Beals (dancer).
The instrumentalists of the group consisted of Colin Wal-
cott, sitar, tablas
; Janaki, vocal; Gwendolyn Watson, cello;
and myself, Bass, oud and dil rhuba. The group performed
concerts consisting of complete improvisation, i.e. musical
composition with nb pre-determined harmonic or rhythmic
structures. This was one of the most challenging musical
experiences of my life because of the large diversity in the
music and the varied artistic experiences of the individuals
involved. For example, Colin Walcott was creating music
from his background in traditional Indian music; Gwendolyn
Watson, Western European Classical Music; Janaki, Western
European Classical Music; Vishnu Wood, Western European
Classical Music, contemporary American music, African,
Arabic and Indian music; and finally Margaret Beals, modern
dance, Yoga, etc.
Performing with this group was an enriching experi-
ence; however, there were some conflicts due to this unusual
phenomena of cultural pluralism. When the group attempted
an ensemble or collective movement, the cultural diversities
surfaced and created musical problems. I finally left this
group and formed ay own.
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In 1971 I was Artist in Residence at the New Lafayette
theatre in Harlem, N.Y. This was a most exciting musical
experience. Ed Bullons was the playwrite, and the director
cf the theatre was McBeth. The play we performed was en-
titled ’Ritual.' The members of this repertory company
led the ritual and folks of the community participated.
This ritual was patterned after an African ritual with the
purpose of purification. The musical ensemble consisted of
experienced craftsmen in African music; Chief Bey, Kora,
African drums; Sonny Morgan, African percussion; Pablo Lan-
drum, African percussion; Nadi Qumar, mama lukembi and mada-
gascar harp; Wendel Harrison, Balaphone; and myself, Vishnu
Wood, percussion, bass and dil rhuba.
This was a unique experience for me because of certain
unusual circumstances. The other members of the Percussion
Ensemble were well rooted in the Yoruba religion. I was
viewed as an outsider and had to adapt my musical philoso-
phies to their musical philosophies. This adaptation re-
quired a great deal of sensitivity and humility on my part.
They welcomed my African rhythms on the double Bass, which I
executed with a definitive harmonic command. My contribu-
tions to this company included an understanding of and
ability to perform ethnic and atonal music within a communal
context, as well as the knowledge of the playing of instru-
ments foreign to their musical orientations. The instru-
ments I play have different origins; Oud (Middle East),
Dil
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Rhuba and Tambura (India), Flute (Morocco), etc. I learned
from experience methods of adapting my musical knowledge
and creativity to this particularly unique ritual. I
learned how to accompany the Balaphone that was played
within the Yoruba idiom. I learned how to play the Bass
drum with an African Percussion Ensemble. The Bass drum is
the most important beat as all the other rhythms are formed
on top of this foundation. I also learned how to play the
Maracas. Th’ s was a powerful, enriching experience!
In 1970 I joined Pharoah Sanders and Leon Thomas for
two engagements. I played the Bass and the Oud. The per-
formances with Sanders led to my performances with Alice
Coltrane. With Mrs. Coltrane I played Bass, Oud and Tam-
bura. The performances included the following artists:
Archie Shepp (saxophone), Rachid Ali (Drumbs)
,
Jimmie Gar-
rison (Bass)
,
and Pharaoh Sanders (Saxophone) . The per-
formances formed the series called "The John Coltrane Memor
ial Concert Series." We played in Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania, 'Academy of Music,' Chicago, 'Slugs,' N.Y.C., and
the television show "Like It Is." We recorded one album
entitled "Journey to Satchi tananda .
"


